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PREFACE 

It historians of science debate whether there is a distinctive)) American 

science., there is little doubt that there are distinctively  American Micntttii 

institutions. Influenced not only by a century and a hall ol science and lech 

nology, but also by national, regional and !  v. ! events, the U. S. Naval i>b%ei 

vatory is among the oldest ol these institutions. 

The occasion in December 1980 ol the l5<Hh anniversan of the found 

ing of the Depot v.t Charts and Instruments, forerunner of the Naval* >Ker- 

vatorv, provided an opportunity to reflect on the Observatorv's past, present 

and future. It was also an opportunity lor celebration. Through the eMort* 

*»t the Observatory'» Public Affairs Committee and the Committee ■>:■ tin 

Preservation ol Historic instrumentation, Photographs and Documents   Leu 

iliarK  known as the History Cuinmitleef, a wide vanet) ol celebratory .«. M\ 

ities was organized.   There was a conscious attempt  t*> present tin  nistini 

(ion in turn o> the N.;\ \, the academic coiutnuhi!", and the lutblu . .md [<> 

t ibwrvatoi v personnel, current and past. Un the morning of Itnl.o.lVv*  r 

her S, an official ceremony was in. id in the Library. Ti:e program <>'. .ju-.ikii 

is printed on page viit. In the all/inoon tlu  historical s\mposium v.a> held. 

And in the evening (here was a |urt>   *oi stall and friends • »! [Su- obstrva 

toi\,  S.ituitia\   u.iv devoted  t«> .» %i,t\   I» ne, opvii  i i * * -.; ->.*.- \<>i   the p..!'..   I h 

final event,  «a* Motuia\  morning, was the s\ mpo.tuui «*n i.um! ? «     *    (:•-.! 

»iUUie gnaK. 

I here aje m.tuy wax. s t». measure the iiUu\>-i| n,t lt-sti\tm tin \: -.: ••? 

iRsituguivUed sp kv i ,. the ^üalit\ ol the presentations .»% Ai^nm <-nt-.■•=. In 

tins %oluitK'i. me numhe: »>! visitors, the exhaustion .-i tin oi^.mi/ 

i'juti innisv oil Saturday* IVteiiihci <». vx as ovt i\\ in -Imm^iv .iiui-v 

si'ii'upii o\ tU'fiietil weather, moie IUA* t» I Oif jH'ople -MI.J ;in- i n>-. 

!"!v, ui'^.i!,; the special exhibits unl Lu times, loae telesi. i .N •■ .•■••- 

, !i . k ;. I in- National t . pi'.ii Ast» onottieis assisted b\ IMHI..;,,: ;:,;: < -. 

i-vUthtts and a lei« »v«»p« t » ol.it observations. At I 1 a.m. ilu * -!..i>^ •: 

=vi"k hear-1 .'.; ilu- Washington t .«ilit'dial'*- I* mgui^ N-K i* u in ,.ii- .;.■.- ,, 

i'i.tiivc tpialUi p. al »«1 Mot mug St.u lieble l»ob Miimi, I'los w .t ,.i.«.i,- ;<• 

sibli h\ Ms Neville V\ ithiii£ton, win; is a memhii oj !>*;h iin < »1 • ♦■•..,'... 

si.iff and (he Ringu:/, Sivui\ 

hi -i  mo:.- uiMUiii   vem, tin   o.\.> sv nip   >a i/!!»>ui tin- o\ <   '   . 

1 
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vi PREFACE 

the Observatory's, htc: a rich histor\ which thus tar has received little neat 

mem, and the ongohv; scicfttifti programs, whu li result in publication, imi 

data used In du government, the Navy. the international scienutn minimi 

nity. ami the general public All of the papers appearing herein are basid on 

transcripts ol tapes ol the s\ mpusia. and have been altered >ni\ h» rettest 

the not always trivial differences between the spoken ami writun \\oid. I he 

only exception is the paper that appeals in the Appendix, whuh A .IN n : 

parr t>r the s\inposia but was written on the occasion ol the sest|ukrr»T<. rmi.ti 

tor Sk v ami I e/e.vt'A'/u'. 

Taken together, it is hoped that these papers will represent .» snuli mi 

tribution to a badk  needed hrstory of  American scientific m.stitutn iis. a> 

well as help to I LJ I till the no less pressing need tor public umacis!andmg « I 

LIH- work ol modern scientific institution^. 

Thanks art due to tile members ol the v »bscrvaior\ 's Public Af tans i    tr 

iniltee    J01  tin 11  help in organizing the .tnuiversarv  events, to the inermvtN 

»I  tin  ('uiiiuiitlee  toi  the Preservation »>t iiistorn   Instrumentation. PJn»t«> 

graphs and l>ocuuiciit>   lor then help in prouficading this voluim . .'•< Main-n 

Soudan  t"t  help in kompoviug the t\|VM.npt. and to  I. R. Kaitcitx . !<. i 

Schund« ami M. Miraiu.m tut theii photographic  wink. I nulK   thank, mnst 

go to ( apt a! it Ra\ itioiul A. Volniii», I !SN, ami ( i »nun indci  I» >hn I . M ..mi •  • 

ill, l SN. ienpccU\ei\ tin Saixtmiendeni andlUput*.  Sup* litiu nden;   a :U\ 

Naval  Ohsetvatoi\   dtumg '!K- .»nniveis.tr v , ami (»• i*ai?   *\ ,■»' .:!>■ -■■ ■    I'    K 

Setdeiitiann  and all the s\ mpuxj pai It-, ip. : is, \\iu»>v   t- .op. i »: r>u      .*,'. 

sv mm»sia atui tli!-. miume of /';»». K-,   ii>   •    po.ttble. 

S.I.I»    >%    I   . I     I » 

s, j»!- ..ib.'  !'>;■. 

'-*-•- •••-'» 
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NAVAL OBSERVATORY  TIME  DISSEMINATION 

IHIORi: Till   WIRELESS 

Ian R. U.irtky 

National Bureau of Standards 

When I began to prepare t*»r tltts talk. I thought it would In a straight 

forward matter: I would discuss quality wv>rk by a tine institution. AN I 

began >«> dig a bit mn> your history a bUiory that except tor S:no article 

is almost unpublished I found that there were a numbei »>i incidents whuh 

would indicate a anal institution. One of \our founders S\.«N umil utaJUaled 

twite before he retired as an admiral, one <»♦ your astronomers was banned 

trout the journals and exiled to California for tiie rest ol hi, ia:ai. And so i 

concluded thai we had here an instituti >n ol unusual people: we hail lontio 

versy, and thus jitt environment existed f»>r creative wotk. 

Ni»\.v, the second thing I noted was that in tins area of tune dilemma 

lion, the Naval Observatory iiad done a tremendous numhei *•! I lungs   I of 

toUas   I  have grouped them into five areas:   Longitude, Controlled < bnks. 

Public lime, Uniform Tune, anu »■ ier h«>ut s\tu|*ostum. 

but lhe\  ai»* not giving tue all the time, . ;ll has*  togo«i\ei litest atius 

tathet rapidly. 

We ate talking about taue iJiY»«-*fff»itiJtoi< the job ol kh f< • .",; ; d,. 

time . . . well, that is ,sp to the asfroituuters. We >\tif -»tart U: s .*\ at tin- 

Jw. 4 >*t the observatory . lite tmte lias been determined, t« being kept * m. 

pla.e,  uui \«i i- WatU t»> gl\e tf l>« sot tu,  paflKuial gfnup 

"I he telegiapftn determination ot Lm-untL «A .o prflvwled • 

Vi.»tts, and tin- tftKess is peiitap* the tust us*, o! du»eut:u.ui, 

I t;,u.i Muiii \\ hat sou <u> ts ex vitalise an-i v otu|ute *lwk »• jrt 

tlatc given at fable ! ts usuaiU luted a^ the thud «me in im h 

graphu iii terminations ol longitude, the htst mi d thiiei .t« 

vhoss n \svi uwasuted *-u the cs penmen tai hue «»t Sutnue! M 

U -i fit i * n a?id P».dtii:»<>re l he tut.;,' j\iH rated With tht' t.r 

If und Aeinuul t h-tt.o. \ssfk... -.SSJ>.-,-. t,\ »■• tit ui.ttti.4ls v.* le 

eij   lii.st  ituh'ilevi ue.tr K   r.ettn»i; u> .?*U.   i w.41 %sitli t .1 %. .>.'.  Unt. 

!■    IK '• ."e*i 

t* i!*    i ' e It!   ! 

i»to: \ ..!  !, :- 
1 ttlt;i !..,tK:l   -. 

•  J M    1 k   :.-.«.! : 

• t   d.*; 

P.i-' I     .i     .     . 

M* '> iggpcqg 'l'l   «!'■'* >l  %   H.illM 't>i ■■'<■■  »1 'I>I~*jvi' >I»I 'iW">2»i'N#gLT»J^lV' 



2 BARTKY: TIMK DISSEMINATION 

Table i.  Time Dissemination for Longitude 

June 1844       Washington     Baltimore W tikes 
1845/1846      Part of Observatory plans Maury. Vok 

Summer 1846       "Wires connectcing the main lines at Washington 
with rhc Washington Observatory . . . set up by 
the U. S. Coast Survey." 

Oct. 1846      Washington     Philadelphia S.Walker 
Summer 1847      Washington     Jc.»cy City S. Wütkei 

1849       Washington     Cambridge Coast Survi v 

„>- *w 

Civil W.u.) The second and third dates in this table are not listed in the his 

tories. As you see, the tirst Superintendent, Matthew Maury, indicated that 

the telegraphic determination of longitude would be part ot the Obsenaton 

plans. The next two determinations October 1846 and sunnier ot 1847 

were pcnorined In the use ;i the tirst commercial telegraph line, the line 

between Washington ami New York City. I want to show with the last date 

1<S4M that very early on Washington was tied in to the /er<> ot the longitude 

net ol the United States, which was Cambridge because i>t exchanges o! 

chronometers with Greenwich. Your history gives many innre ul these 

longi t tided »He re nee determinations between Washington and other places. 

but I wanted to show with this series ot dates that the N.val Obsenaton 

was doing state ol the art work in this area irom the li   i. 

'Iable 2.  t omtolUiii /,>i k> 

!Ht»8 Navy l)ij'jitu.eut 
IH71 Army Signal Otiuc 

M.iy  i87> iuMiuiv i Vjuitment 
187.* Wiülctu Una.n, \V..>hinga»n < »hue 
Sh 7 ' S.«u-, War and Tie.tsurv 
\hb'.i AOMIIMIU if jnMitU*i*»n til time 
l.s.s-5 tUiduei il'SM »; Syvtcui: 

I \i-t tiJtvi  Ma!iM<-ti 

Senate 
National Museum 
Stittihvomat) lu.vtttatUni 

Uilim 
KSKs ».aiduei i In. U; ii.-in .0 m N \ 
livKij .'UO Cud titi J"» k . on . lot k i sn nil 
$,s;s; \u* iUkv toittiiillcti U\ t»S\* > I tine line 
I •} . \ S\ ■-,{. in Ais .mtimud 

j'>i^f>£'ifciS^ 



BARTKY:  TIME DISSEMINATION 3 

Controlled Clocks 

When you dial up the Nav.il Observatory Time Service, vou hear about 

the master clock. Well, obviously if there is a m \ster clock, there must be 

slave clocks. So 1 dug a bit into the history to see at what stages vou were 

Controlling clocks in various other parts ot Washington, and I show m 

Table 2 the Navy Department, rhe Signal Office, and so on. It become 

rather interesting in 1880 when you are able to give out time ticks along 

your telegraph line automatically. And so in 1884 we have thi rather iarge 

cluck system, which is a clock line from a mean time clock at the Naval 

Observatory controlling clocks in government buildings in Washington. 

We should say sonic thing about the mention of William F. (tartinei in 

Table 2. He is your instrument maker at the Observatory from 1863 to 

1898. for those of us who are experimentalists, it is this sort of person who 

MI.ikes laboratories run. Now, Gardner has six patents on these clock 

systems, «Jovks which he can adjust automatically from the Naval i >bserv.i 

tory. I really wanted to show vou a picture ot one of the clocks, but vJi.it I 

show is about all that is known about this particular time dissemination 

\ stein of the Naval Observatory. 

/'M/'/JV  ! inh 

'I he Naval Observatory is also giving out tune to the general pubJu. Tins. 
toe, starts rather earl) on as you sec loan Table .>. I he Naval t ibscnat« >i \ is 

loiuuited in 1865 by .i telegraph line t<> tin Washington lire Al.niu Dttui 
.lie! Hitgs (he I lie bells ihiee I lines (tilling I he ila\ .   I he ltr.nn h i to mi io'ed 

Table  \  I'uhiti   hint 

\ ^m- '•HI S» 
I HI ü 
18(> *\ 

IHi '< 

Ma- 

li 

IS? 

i 87 

1 

i 

M.. h ;■ ••: / 

A1 i s, 

I Sr u. l> 
i 

Washington lit«.- bells {7 a.m.. 1„ lu.uii. t» p.m. . 

To Slalo   tlpli.ai A.viune via IttC i»i H vlictul 

Western Union Itf.tucti ti> m.iat ofllvv. 

Western Union I«;«1' It Olli Ubsiivalon ; tisvn I*   lov« », S     .» 

I iSNi) i<» Woli'iii i U.it-n rc4Uf»iiMji mm- dUtttin t< e im .t 

(c.|i-, Suiitli-.i.iii.m observer» 

Army Signal l!orp.. syiiem ol Otm*ir*4tof) lime < vpaiuU-il i 

l»»j iiirU'ofi'io^i a! vtaliom. 

tlsNO u> Weitet« l imm t*»i "-.prca*! o'l s:.u .I.e.! Turn   ' I i 

v KMI|«M* ot Um  s»«IVIvf In vilix*)        JO.OUU 

USNO piv|».tiN% plan* f«.»« NV(  tmu- bail I>'i N^v .uin i    •  • 

Wc*fetu litiit!. jtiiumiui'. iwrvv tune mvur. 

Wa>lun ;Jon Tiiuc to all point* 

t'SMu ilru}»> NYl   tune ball  Nr-A Yoil Tune 

S»ever.»J Washington lK?Ti>)t»|»u a! tmaitutc* «>n line !«• t . \« > 

1« H 

•! lilt  I     S 

J»     .*    _« *_• ^s^^^\%r&*:.Y>yt ^./...'LVV.VJ'SV/-.v.:%>>:.••>!■'•>:%•%-"•; 
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4 IJARTKY: TIME DISSEMINATION 

ran from the Fire Alarm Office to the State Department, ami the\ . too. had 

asked for a time signal in that year. 

in the Orphan Asylum, the building that housed the State Department, 

there was also a branch office of Western Union. Western Unior: looped into 

this particular signal system and brought the time signals from there to their 

main office in Washington. We are not sure, but we think that the\ probabU 

distributed it throughout the United States. What wi are sure of is that some 

time before IK69 there was a direct telegraphic loop from the Naval Obser 

vatory to Western Union, and those time signals were distributed to the 

Baltimore eV Ohio Railroad and to southern railways. 

The 1871 date is a very interesting one because it .shows the start ot a 

very close relationship between the Naval Observatory and Western. Union. 

In IK71 the Naval Observatory asked Western Union to provide Washington 

time to the Smithsonian meteorological volunteer. Also, in tli.it veil the 

Signal Corps' clock, which was connected to the Observatory alone .mother 

line,  was expanded  as   >  system   tor  the   mtlitarv   meieorologie.il stations. 

The 1<S7() date in Table 3 is very interesting, too, because it is at this 

time thai iht Naval Observatory suggests to Western Union thai thev provide 

a new tune service the distribution ot Washington time t<> a"v e.tv with .. 

population <>t iu,00n m larger. We an going to be talking about tone bills .i 

little later hut I thought it was interesting that during these negotiation . th: 

plans ha the Western Union tune ball in New York (lity were developed b\ 

the Naval Observatory. In April 187/ Western Um.tn anmmiues »in time 

service, >iuA the New York C'ttv time ball is dropped in Seprenilvi, Uu.ci.i 

is .in evt iliug one loi people: thev ate seeing the use-, ot c|e«, t'.u u v . tin v are 

seeing the availahditv ot avtitrate lime. I'nhlu interest l.s lUmttaicd b\ ,< ei: 

from lttupfi\ A/tw/f/i/v <-t  lS7ii   Iigutv I  . 

t itift>im I inn 

lhi> w.is also the era *>t Standard  lime, and some important vi ,*o .it« 

shown m Table   U Previous it. 1MS>. as m.m\    it \»M know, titles kept ;   ,.»' 

Table I.   I tiihnm linn 

1$ N«»v,  IK,-. \ si.(tulard railway Uuu in U.S.. USNO u i^tUv NV(   mn   i .u1 

I M.iuii IKK4 \V.»iliih|,mu uti 7Sth ti.-ouiun tittle. 

l,Shi M.uo I.U.»! (inn' tli&itibuiinH h.i U.S. SUM O! K- AM • 

IH'H) 22 uWittjMtu'x i«»nij>I.»in tc USNU ttVvtctn I man 

I'HH Id ki.«|>liiv   ij.tt.sU I«IM.IU- KUiui n \(     ,-„tl\ . 

in u longitude ,k'U I timi.il t »it. 

t**|H }-JJI) U.K. SumijidTiiiic/oiK-*. UVI 

\li !<• WVsteoi I t»i.»n u?im!ul<> I»M- ••! M-iii  ULinl ■!» .. 

fl*Vvsr***& .•;•: :vww.\. ;•:»-.•::•. : '^v^i >^:\>x-\Ov^^ 
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lie. 1. \ f »Hi flit) 

Wir.WomMv W,;. 
r>(»    1878     (.Co "" 

**TtUMU  ulMCIVATOkf, AT  W A»tU»<>1»S. 

lime   the  time «>i rheii !<K.I! merieHan. The railway iiian^iti u■■/. V..    : >•; 

I IK- I IS!  w ii 11 St.iixl.iiii   I Mm-  f. •!   I in   i all ft Mils; \\ isliin^-i« >n   .r.i\ »J     •    ■ . • -\ i 

lin.i! iiui'- unti! i lie tolIo'ViiiL', M.»i • II. I  A.in»  ><> mention in y.i    :■..: \   .<■ '   r' 

onl\  w.is time bein*» liistnlnueil 'mm Washington, hut .IIM. rim.   w ,i   !v ;• ■„ 

I!MI ibult ii  from  the Mart   Island  N.:v.il Shijuard, north  <>t V»n  h.imi 

I IT  nu   show  you .' piiturt    I*it»ure 2) that  |nok.tbl\  vti\   io\     ! \  >•.. h,\. 

I if,   \   t '.S. N.a.il t H>M n.tt.'C. 

.it  M,nr  l>Lii.i N.:\.»l Si.Jj»' •*"!. 

I 'J'lxllU.t.   I   l> "III  S.   I   l-|UI(l>>tl 

.«ml I    Witlit-U. SUtcitluilct< /.. 

Viuli'iii !\'nii. Autt.ip<iitv.    ■ 

I «*v w .,! ii t'uMtt alhitu,  \':7 7 

Ui'jM il:Ui!  V\if!t |H •: : 11«     i«»U. 

i    t .^."fr    >    i 
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6 liARTKY: TIME DISSEMINATION 

seen. Tins is the U. S. Naval Observatory at Mare Island with T. j. J. See, 

your astronomer-in-exile, standing in front. His tour ot duty there was 

longer than anyone else\s. 

The need tor accurate time was a very important one for eines ami tor 

railroads, and one ol the ways astronomical observatories made mone\ tot 

astronomical research was to sell tune to thent. There is a papci I ha\e seen 

in the lues ol the Smithsonian that says when Langley was direetoi ol the 

Allegheny Observatory lie brought ill Sno.OOO as a result ot selling nine to 

the cities ami railroads. So. needless to saw in 189Ü manv observatories were 

rather unhappy about the close relationship between the Naval OhseiA.it-<r\ 

and Western Union. I have vet to see in the Archives the actual complaint t" 

the Secretary ol the Navy, but I have seen the answer. It goes something like 

this: the determination ol time is relauvek inexpensive; it is the distribution 

ot tune that is an expensive proposition. Obviously, Western I'nion has the 

telegraph lines, and obviously the\ tan ret use their use »<> all the >hs. »va 

lories, .mil obviously we end up with uniform time. This means, not time 

from many recognized authorities such as the 22 observatories thai i>»m 

plained, but tune hum one plate    the Naval t »bscrvators . 

i think ot nnilorm time, in the sense ot time Irom one plate, .."• siaitin»; 

in lu2(> when Western Union terminated the use ot Mate Island umc. -\mi, 

as \i>u can sie hum Table I, m I VM»8 tune hoin then* was ohvioush .»little 

bit dilleieii! hum the tune in Washington. 

it,in /;.;// 

We ale goiin; to see a lot u| pictures and there is a gieat deal "t matt Mai 

here. A huge nuinbc! ol people Wire niusi hetptul iti atipiume, ''a   mat   H.» , 

and I  ums!  mention  lirend : Ci»ibm «»♦  the Na\ai O'b er\ .tt < a \   I ibiar, . Mt, 

Steven   hieiv   • *t   tin   Oh*civalot\   statt,  Mara   Pmsel    »t  th,   N.i\al ■ >>   an. 

graph H  Oilne in  l>.i\   St.  I.outs, atui, >»t  coiiive, I >i. Shaton tohb. «<t  ;ii 

Nan«mal Auhives. 

Time halb.   \\\\.\i w«. si   they l««i    I «'"in Iiu    I men, f*• /*?.*» n   ,/ \.üI     :   » 

I'jou  : i| die time; 

In leilaHl poll-, whfvh ate m fel 

piuutpal ohsei vatur\ , a Uutc had i 

with st the iiirotti>mcu*i leading 

he e .labie.hevi. 

■:;lajM!!v 

Uropjv 

mumm., tt '■ -'a w  '!   : !■. 

. . . ..mi b\  5 i aup.t! :? 
li the ei i > •: as Av 11 a-  the tat e !;; 

You see t St.it .* tin»,   ball is la i he«, king « me     . hi «tin «in« '*. a t<>i       i ■   o *. .•' 

V\hat  vva\ u '   I lute was i hall <m .i stall    i iea»*«    » . and     mi*   -m   .\      i.i    .•» 

uaaAjg ■•»'»-.-^^■VT'iSS^V 
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it. Someone else was watching the elock and. at 

a particular time, he dropped the ball. In Eng- 

land and her colonies, the time ball was dropped 

at one o'clock. In the United Stales, it was drop- 

ped at noun. Where were they? Where were the 

first ones? Table 5 shows th.it one was at Green- 

wich in 1833." The next one is on the island ot 

St. Helena in the Atlantic Ocean. Ilk- Naval 

Observatory's time ball is also a very early one. 

Telegraph Hill in San Francisco i> in 185>2. The 

next two I list are very famous ones, and the last 

one in the table is the first tune ball in Camilla, 

Let's go to tiie North  American t     e balls, 

which are listed in  Table <>, We have done a lot 

DI   Ugging to Sind out exactly when the Naval 

Observatory dropped it» first time ball. But sou 

see there are si\ dates, and we really cannot de 

termiue winch one it is. leased on what we know 

so far.  it   look*  like   IX W and  that sa\ s it was 

not the first time ball in Ninth America, nnloi 

liinatelv. but u might have been the thudoiu. 

The  IK/7 .».u- i» ihe tune ball in Ni w N'»>ik i\\M 

the  Naval ObseivatMts   dropped b\   diieit  trie '^ 

jM.ipliu signal loiin Washington, lit;- !..st d.-tte is 

H.avard College ohv.'f\.iu»r\ dit»pinug the lios 

tun »iin.- ball. 

figure ! is A bit v»t .i UUtoncai find lor uv. Steve 

something about time balls in the Arthivirs < »t the Setret 

tthen I looked at it I tcah/id what it was. h w the idea l 

Tlii. iitvvntot wasi.aptam Robert W.uithope o! the Ro\ 

* 

.    \      I I..III ilhi.lKlt.A 

hO'v ;.    VS 

Dick  hati  .i date  to 

I \ >i the V:\ s . an» 

«>! 11.* hiN! time I'-rl! 

al \a\ v. i it» idi-.i A . 

fable S.    /m I u*t  I tun  i>..U- 

IHOi'   IK.ii       \i ws A t »I Mtv.it- . \   «--I- . -tiwi* it 

IK,. IHM       St. Itctiftu 

184?        National 4 Htkctvjft'tv. W 4 »hit? t? tu 

MJ>  IKS.2       lMr»'fj;»li Hill Naiiluii.«-.* «• 

l.s>S       Na*\ N ..:<! .a I»    i   I nfUuA 

■•■?■*'■•    8 ■ ■ '»    -,   •■     ■   '.   -v   ».   ».   V -,«. -^   ..- y .,-y- ,_• >.- •■■«.•• '•-^■,«%*. 
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Table (>. Soitti Amciiidii iitiu !Li(t> 

"'I..ulv i ortuvs" 
1814 
1845 

■7 leb. 1845? 

< 1849 
I8:».S 

May IB52 
1855 
1859/61 
1842/63 

Mai. h 187Ü 
• .1871 

NaHon.il Observatory, Washington 

Sun 1'r.mcisa) \City Observatory] 
(Quebec tObservatory at Citadel) 
Albany. NYC (Dudley Observatory] 
Montreal vMc(iill Obseiv.it.>r\ 
Fort Howe, Saint John. N.II. 

?: 'Toronto (Magnetit ()bsorv.i(iiry) 
1871? (inttnii.ui Observatory 

ID Sept. 1877 N'w York :USN() Telegraphu Si^naL 
1878/81 St. Louis .?) 

8 May »879 OOMOM 'Harvard College Observatory ■ 

to ii.Ht' two balls one is fixed and you drop the other one at a particular 

time, .*i»d so on. Tiu* material is six sears earlier than any ot the dates ^iven 

in histories would indicate, so t|iiitc obviously it is something we're a little 

e\ eiied about, ami we will w rite something up 4>n this p.irtu tiLti hud. 

Now we will show \ >u some |»ieitues. I'i^ure S is (iieeiiwnh in Is () 

with the time ball displayed prominently. It^tire f> is rK* nnlv t*uleiue lo« .. 

starting date earlier than 1855 tot *,he iNavui t. mservateiiA time hall; ptetau 

taken trom Volume I ol the \l\t>ltiu\>u*n t /«V-.« rrufrtm.» of Nlaurx IS-ln . \\ v- 

tit» know trom information in 1881 how it was doipped. h lell to Cu dome 

t»l the Observatojy and then rolled down onto the n>*>t. It was n >t Midm*; 

down a stall. 

rij»ure 7 is .men simply  to show a nice looking tune ball in«. .111,1*:.!, I  .. 

ball in ca^e is ,n\ idea tot  Irving u> uet  it to drop a little be:i.' n. .-.m:  1 

time. I do not know  ver\   much about the nine kill at the ( us**»m M »use in 

New Y01J. v.n\ shown m I injure «H. ISui I kn**w about the one in I :yuu   •   i'. 

is tiu- \cv\   Yolk C.is\   time  ball  the  Naval Observators  diopped l\   a teu 

^rapluw sum x\. ihe illustrativ., o Itorn \itr*titiu    CM o. ; . * t ! K     . 

I'U;UK'   It'   dlow»  the   tVosion   lime ball tit..;  was dj-.»p|vo  in   isou*  '.'■■'.■ 

the V!«K1   signal al  lite M an aid tollere Obsei vat tti v. lb J* paituul.t* baS! * .0 

torn   teei   m diametci   ami weighed  <o»o  pnunds.   I iu   .u % ui.iii«-   in..: 

wiaimevi lute weie  o.j   1.0 so ond. and tit.ti \\..    nitainU  siiltuset:i  ' ■: 

nav lijatn Hi put poses. 

i iiMHi,   i 1   .h»is\s hnaooti^ ol the U. S. 1 tin«.- balls I»; •*,.-.»   1 ■.*   v 

thiee th>? . .»n the West i   »;st >lmw tin.s*. dn.ppvd In du« «.'. ■   ■ 1 .f 1   ; 

1     i 

•*    '"    L   '"    £ 
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Fig. 4. Plan of the tti»t t.iüi bill. 

from rite National Archives. 

Record liiouj 45 N.ii..i Kit '.1*. 

Collection til the (»ttiti <>! \.,\..i 

Records an»; l.ibtu.y; I t-uiv 212. 

Records ut the Boatd oi \.i\\ 

Coin missioned. I i'ti«-rv Ke^ived 

tiom the Sit.ut.ti •. oj. th-_- N.ivv . 

'A..I.   |KI«:.^Nl, 

Muti um, i .»it.ion. 

»»V»»,.OV»'A;V.-'',,',.,',> AV- %-./..-.  -. «.-.•. V v       ».  •..-..--  \       ^ %  -»  ».   > T lil    1     fi      i ■ »- 
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J* 
0 

3 tU- T 

?5*»^^:^i*::^&.-y%..5*^^' *' " " 

~.«Y •   -^i:-J        'I.   T" 

pig. 6.   Earliest evidence of a time ball ui the Naval Ohservaton . 
I torn Astronomical ttbiervatUtits ( t$45} of litt I . S. Saval Obtrrx*atof\ 

VVjiUtnutui»; |. v\ «i. S. t.u!o»n. 184«.. 

ö4a 

h/   /     I »ft. Si    Mit»», New i'.Miu>*itk 

TAT-> *> *> *-* •-.••> >> *^y*¥m^j>y*.*y?'y\Sm^**j>^ 
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I-it. 8. Tituclull «»?' rii   ..!J V .v 
3       N o,-k Custom Hdü». 

Irma //.jr/»rr*> .Ww .Wiiiflili 

■A :..iir.l !*>   N^vjl« >S  M!^!   .f \ . 

W.N. w % v • .-*  "• *•• *•• »■■* fcV ;*• .*• •** ".* i> ."-" »% •*• ."* »"* »>V*i>»> 4 »«,»."-••• • • * « **"• •v * * . • , • *"• . • •*••*♦ ;<^<f- •» •• •' 
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i it». 10.   Hmloti time ball. Ffutii Wat Department. HfulrjisttmJ 

I'J|K I No. 5 of ihc Si^jiul Service. Wuihtiv,ro«: (.nv.-itimn:; 

Entiling Office. 1 «H i. 

1 »cute  It     t     S   Ums" lt-»U* *»>J  uüuv^'i.-ti    ptr|MtfJ   11   *,! 

^.f'F'M F'li'P'P f   r'p Vi.'i.H   ■-'!  '1-■-*i/> J».1! Ji.1» Ji." ;»1il-<l-»-t>/i-iirij»-*.>^j*it»l*'.,»>t>»J 
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*rom Mare Inland. Uy this I mean: we raise the ball* hold it up with an 

electromagnet, and then u telegraphic signal drops the ball preciselv .it noon 

time. Some of the ones on the Kast and Cult Coasts were dropped bv direct 

telegraphic signals from the Naval Observatory .it Wash in ton. Those shown 

pretty much in the Central lime Zone were dropped b\ braiuh H\dro 

graphic Offices. They gut the Observatory's time signal at eleven o'clock 

then time. They had their own clocks, and so they dropped the linu ball 

an hour liter. The do? on Detroit is one that I found onk in a (»enuaii 

document, and in in» other list. Neither the Naval Observaiot\ m»i the 

branch offices had anything to do with that particular time ball. 

The cities given in Figure l.1 are the same as on the preceding map. Wh.i? 

I want to highlight is thai the heyday tor time balls began about 18M0 .oui 

wen» to 1925. That is when radio time signals became importer.!, it \ ;. uiii 

get lime at »e.i \«»u reaih air no longer interested in getting time «<nh A'UCU 

\UII are at a seaport, 

Now I am g»»mg to go through .» numhei of speuftt time bails. \\. .v il 

have .1 lew seifueiues, and   then we will be finished with this {.ilk. 

We will start with Sin I'fanctsto. figure I i is a pKture ftoin i SSo >:,i \ 

ing Telegraph Mill. I hi strut ture on tin- Mill is shown in more detail ü 1 t; 

lire I ». wheie wm van see the time bail on the top. I here s-» .« date I % *i ?! • 

pbotugr tph oi   1H8.?. but \%c know that dati   ts wrong he«, attse >.t    !?.•:■ 

u    i: s..i i   s tut.. u..;i   r. j 

Of-L?» ; i, V^;£>,:;;^ i., ^rit aA&■i-ik-V■> :LJ 
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?*. 

• »K- IV  1 .-Js-^jph Mill, San lf..t»a»tn. l-'tom Ctlifos n'u tli»t »tu -»I 
Smirty/Sati luiutn«', with {Vtmt*»t<ut, 

MM* 

I11H11K 
-      1   "■ "» MJ. 

? »S    14-    Tclcjjfa^K I till, S*rt I I4ttttu«.   I J    hi t   J|t>'->U Mi»!    ;;* j] 

OICI'I.'I i  i' ji'iji J.J 
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Cisco's time ball was controlled 

by the branch Hydrographie Of- 

fice, and it didn't start until af- 

ter Marc!» 1885. The new Jerry 

Building was built in 1898,and 

Figure 15 is a picture iron» that 

era. The branch Hydrographie 

Office pur ihe tune ball at {he 

top. in 1909 they switched to 

the Fairmont Hotel, and Figure 

16 shows tiit time ball on top 

of it. 

Wc ail know the building in 

Figure 17. We call it the Old 

Executive Office Building now. 

it was the Stale, War and Navy 

Building. Figur. 18 is a picture 

of the lime ball tin the root. 

This tune ball was in use until 

1936. The ball slid down into a 

retaining tub vFigure 19), ami 

you don't see it except around 

noontime. Dropping it in leads 

to problems, ol tours«.. When 

tue tub is iced over, you reuri) 

cannot raise it and give a sigi.ii 

that day. "ihe r**pe» to raise it 

broke occasionally. Nouiciimcs 

\«*u love tin- time .it;.'»ai horn 

the Obw*rvaii«y. Sometime» 

you forget the key la tin attic, 

M» \»uj .it; unable in f.u.; it 

that dac. '\ i*e failure r..u ^\.is 

S  8;.=, 

Figure 2o pertain* o* mi» 

friend Mi. Uattiner again. \U 

!».i% tv.■-. paten*'. ;>u lime balls 

ahtt*%.*. S\ hat that I tally IIH,I:I% 

IA lU~l tin % *;.tit locking vc.;v 

f,   ivt:     Hike.    1 'i'/'Sft      *1     ■>/><**% 

Fiji. 15.   Ferry Uutidin^, San FraiHk*tü 

I'alitoitiu Htstotuj! Sou« iy.'Sji» Fum 
*jth  pC'.tUiM.tt 
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Fig. 19. Time bail retaining 
tub. From lixecutive Offü c 
Huiidittg; General Services 
Administrjthm UistorU ul 
Study So. J. Washington; 

Government Printing Oi Cue 
1970. 

I i^. :M.   i im    kill di-,^1» by W. I . 

ti.iuinci. U. S. I'uu-iu No. 314,167 

I'lum Natioiu} Archive*. KctorJ 

(iintip v7. I iitiv 64. I-.M.:. 1KH5. 

W 

t 

1:3? 
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* 
the 3 cond time ball structure on the 

Western Union building in New York 

City. This next sequence is trom the 

Archives of the Savannah Hydro 

graphic Office. Figure 22 shows 

some sketches ot supports tor the re- 

taining tub. and the\ c\vc obviousU 

from blueprints. The rest of the 

structure slum's in Figure 23. with 

the time ball at the cop. Figure 24 

shows the time ball a.s a scries of ribs 

covered with canvas. Now we see 

them totally the same. Figures 25. 

26 and 21 show Duluth. Norfolk and 

Philadelphia, respectiveh. 

I mentioned that pet »pie were 

very excited about electrkitv and 

science and getting accurate time, 

aad they wanted tune balls. How 

ever. Western Union hail a veto on 

an t sue ball structure that was \\\ 

land ii the United States. \ igure 2$ 

shows one ot the last oiu.-s. mi .i then 

new li, itimore building. We ee a 

ting structure with siuall tune trails 

ami retaining tubs >vthe real ' »e ball is at "he top ot the st.itt . I he\ worked 

the tune ball concept into tu > ornamentation ot the building. 

Now, nine ball1- si bciti£ dismantled, destroyed and so on, ! iguie 2' 

>hows the Ik'troit one. i picture is trom the turn ot the tentut\ and sr 

hu ks like th'.'y   .i'. destroying the whole neighborhood! 

I'lguie .*0 is tite one that Sharon (»ibbs likes the best. It •, I; -m the 

National Archivt*:. and IN «iaied ll>>/. The iad\ m the puttltc h.ss a wauh »-it. 

tlu'" \, .in alarm clotk in hei hand, unl it -...w s "Save liu* S.m I tan» s . I nue 

llall." And so o» saw ; !**() a \ ,u. the ihdrogiaphe» of the N.o\ abandons 

the time ball in San I'rancisc*). 

Figure M shows Mare Island Naval Shipyard. Three oi inc budding   the 

tint   ball is on the closest one) were National Uiston* I andmarks. atni I «a« 

ex lit cd about thai. Then 1 learned, l luce mouths ago, t!i.*l these «und m.uk^ 

lud been dismantled. Tin-ie  we:v good  HM'-HI'   ha   dome s« ■:  il::s is p::m 

property  on the base, the It IT « boat o»mvs m here, and <>«< »n, h.( atg.iM.m 

tag. 21. Time ball on Wester» Union 
buildup, NYC. FIUIII South Street 

kiyottrr. X! (Winter 1977 8;. 3 5. 
Reprinted with peuimsion. 

b^^:v:^:-A^ 
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Sketches for the savannah time bill. 
From National Archives, Record (»royp 
37. 232883 187 Savannah. 

V'\£. 22 \top leh\ Details ol retaining MJI> 

and support«.. 

Fi^. 23 (top ri^htj.  Total structure, with 

ball raised. 

li^;. 24 (bottom).  Details of'ball jiul 

Cone at top of >tat!. 
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* , 

lip. 25 iti'p It-lf). Torn) ItuiMing. 
Dtlllllll.   I'lolll   Njtioll.ll   AllllIU".  Ki'Ltlttl 

tliiHip .17. S7-U8; »y||. 

lit». 2<> [tuu u^lit . («li.'iii's Hunk 

i'.utUiiii ;. Noiinlk. I i on» N.iti«<n.il 

Aiclmvs RanrJ (,-.-nj» .*?, üi.KK». 

Nov. H, I'M I. 

liy. .!/ il>;»||«nn;.   1'ltii.nli Ipln.i lime hall. 

I loht N.«\.il t ki'a!tit|,>ij|»tiit i Mliu'. 

P..« Si. t mii*. 
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1 
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Fie;. 28 (left). Maryland Casualty Building, 
Baltimore. From National Archives, 
Record Group 37, 151070-187 Ba.; 

April 24,1918. 

Fig. 29 (bottom). Time ball on Wright, 
Kay & Co. Building, Detroit. From 
Detroit Public Library, Burton Historical 
Collection. 

1; i!!! !±k 
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22 BARTKY: TIME DISSEMINATION 

is that there are other examples of industrial 

buildings of that era. Those buildings had been 

constructed about 1865. 

The building in Figure 32 is the Prudential 

Building in Buffalo. The architect was Louis 

Sullivan. This is considered his finest example of 

a commercial building, so Buffalo is spending 

seven million dollars to restore it. I'm afraid 

they might ask for the time ball structure again. 

fP^"^ Seaman's Church Institute in New York City 

d is shown in Figure 33. The structure at the top is 

■ the Titanic Memorial Light and Time Ball Tow- 

* cr, shown in close-up in Figure 34, md it was in 

service from 1913 (the Titanic sank in 1912) 

until 1967. When the building was dem dished, 

Exxon spent $200,000 to build the Titanic Me- 

emorial Park and put the time ball structure 

(shown as Arabic 1 in Figure 33) as the gateway 

to the South Street Seaport Museum. 

There are a few time balls left. Figure 36 

shows the one at Greenwich. And then* is the 
time ball in limes Square at New Year's Eve. 1 

should point out here that this time bail tomes 

from a somewhat different tradition. The time, 

the noontime we are talking about, is the mo* 

mvtU of rvh'asv ot a time ball. Here it is a bit 

different because these people usually are having 

a lot of trouble navigating at thi« time. You 

make the ball float down very slowly. There is a man named Russell Brown, 

who probably is the only non-scientist interested in the leap secondhand it •*. 

his job to make sure it lands exactly M the New Year. 
We have now see», some time balls. I.et me \iop here a.id sav , thank YOU 

Fig. 30.  Fairmont Hotel, 

Ü.m Francisco. From Nu 
liorul   Archive«,  Record* 

Croup 37, 142716 SF; 
March 15, 193?. 

very much. 

R E. Schmidt uNauticai Almanac Office): Do you know anything about a 

time ball in St. Louis? liiere was a retnetue in the publication» ot tlu Mor 

riv^n Observatory. 

Kartkv: Ves. ! read .i couple ui papers o! H. S. Friuhett, who w.i. umaHy 

here an«! then went fu Morrison, lie was also director ol tlu obuivati»r>   it 

fe&Xü^^ 
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Fig. 31.   Mare Island Naval Shipyard, California. From S. Lcmmon and !:. 
Wiciicls, Si<iewheelers to Nuclear Power. Annapolis: Leeward Publications, 

1977. Reprinted with permission. 

F*& 32.   Prudential HutUing. Huifaio. From Louis 
Sullivan Architecture Museum collection. 

. •    * *J J.•* _\*•. VA'J:V_V?J#A 
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Fig. 33. Seaman's Church 
Institute, NYC. From Scut!: 
Street Seaport Museum 
collection. 
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Fi^, 34. Titanic Memorial Li|ihl ami 
Time Bali Tower, Seaman's Church 
Institute, NYC. Frwin South Street 

Seaport Mt'icjm collect ion. 
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BARTKY: TIME DISSEMINATION 25 

Washington University (St. Louis;, 

then was superintendent of the 

Coast and Geodetic Survey, and 

then president of M.I.T. He is very 

unhappy with the Naval Observa- 

tory because the Naval Observatory 

is interested in Standard Time. He 

loses business because of that. Mor- 
rison Observatory had two time 

balls, one in Kansas City and one in 

St. Louis. Rather than talking 
about those, I wanted the talk to 

focus on the Naval Observatory and 
the sea navigation time balls. 

Captain R. A. Vohden (Superin- 

tendent, USNO): What were they 

made of? About how much did 

they weigh? 

* 

S3' 

E&sk" 4* A^ 

ik.   ...■ .v, 

ttanky: About 120 pounds. They 

started otl being ray (segment) 
structures and then there w^ that    R* 3S-   Tiunic Memurul Pwli. N«w Y»ik 
hit     *    it t» City.  Front South Street Seaport Museum, uge   solid   shell   one   i.i   Uns ton,        ' r 

.        . , Reprinted bv pcrtm»u>n. 
which was, *il)U pounds. 1 hcv ended 
iip as a irantework covered with black canvas. Then they were t|uitc reason- 

able in weight. 

R. T. Clarke (Time Service Pivison): In one of your examples, you said that 

the low was $66,(100 io uitc observatory that was providing time. How did 

astronomy survive lite loss ot this much money in ~~ places? 

oariky: I have no idea. Ma»be this was the time of the large endowments 

tlut were starting. I simply don't know. Thai is a lot of money. 

Clarke: Did the other 21 observatories *Un tomplaiu? 

Uartky: That wui the only one i have seen where there WJS ihat amount i»t 

tnoncs. Pickering at Harvard is very concerned that his observation gct> i * 

drop the tune ball in Uosioit. He say* two things: we provide ihe lime Iroiii 

^j^^^^^j^jj ;&££, »•->>:- •■*- &*_. >» y^>jg^^ S'A\N .^ 
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Cambridge, and wc receive not inconsiderable sums of money. There is 

money here. And it is obvious that Western Union finds out that there is a 

great deal of money in it too, and that is why they wipe out the others. 

Now that is a good thing, because 1 would much rather get one source of 

uniform time than to have to do some sort of averaging among 23 observa- 

tories. So the right thing happens, but wc might not like it. 

Clarke: How many observatories went out of business that way? 

Bartky: The small ones did, but the big ones . .. 

T. E. Corbin (Transit Circle Division): What happened after a week or two of 

cloudy weather? 

Bartky: The error got up to a second to two seconds and that is about as bad 

as it was. They had reasonably good clocks. 

Corbin: Back in the 1850s a week or two might get you up to several sec- 

onds. 

Bartky: I agree; I was talking of 1885. There is a reference in one of )our 

Annual Reports, where in 1880 Gardner takes ap.,rt the mean time clock, 

cleans it and puts it back together. Suddenly, it works better than it ever has 

before. They say the rale is, at the very worst, a tenth of a second a day, 

winch is very good. He was obviousl) an exceedingly clever man. 

G, H. Kaplan (Nautical Almanac Office): The time ball in New York City, 

Was thai involved in the real time balls? 

Bartky: No, I don't think so. The New York Times occupied that building 

until 1913 so it's ea.s> ^o search in the literature. It ?s <»ne newspaper, once a 

year, so you read about it. What they did t* drop u down; .o sa>on as $? hit, 

lights on the three side* ot the building were turned on showing (he New 

Year. That wa% another excitement tor the general public u%ing clecifuity. 

Nti, it is not in (his tradition, but there ts iinunt recognition tor it. When 

you *.aii historical societies and %u\ , "Time Ball," thev don't know what uns 

mean. l\ul when you \*y . "New Year's live." then they dt>. 

S. J. Oitk ; Transit Circle IHvisoii): I>o ymi i.m to MV a tew words about tlie 
controversy   over   the  Washington   tune   boil' Why   there b a  contusion   ol 

1 
FCA'A'V'.' »»•».' 
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dates? 

Bartky: I have looked through die 

history, and wc have gone through 

die Archives. You have notes of 
dates and I borrowed one set from 

Dr. Glenn Hall, and then 1 looked 

through your Annual Reports, and 

so on. The notes say 1844-45, and 

that seems about right because of 

the picture of the time ball on tl * 
title page of the Washington Obser- 

vations. 

Dick: The date of the Washington 

Observations is 1846. 

liartky:    Yes.   two   years   here   I 

would   not mind at .til!  lint then 

you see Pritchctt's paper. He was 

here; he was born in 1857, but he 
was heie as a young man and ob-     Fifr 36.  The Gr.-cnwUH time bid! today. 
viuusly he talked Co people. He was WilK p™»*««. National Maritime 

i t ..v«    .   J . Museum, London, the otic who ;>ays,    You drop u on 

the dome, is roils down the dome 

onto ihc root," and he is the one who say*. "18S5." Then there ts one othci 

reference, Li >cmis* I'tognsi in Astronomy   The hrst edition does not taik 

about it. The thud edition 1 luve not seen yet. Have vou seen that edition? 

Dick; Yei, just today. It has a reference t > it in 1H56. It doe* not ^ive any 

specific djitc. 

Hanky: A* you know, that i> ju*t At\ upper bound. There i* visual evidente 

of an 1K46 dale that U the illde that \ ou saw but there is no written evi 
deuce until 1S>S to 1H$6. The Archives are tremendously big. atui the ques- 
tion i». dt> we have an idea bow to get into them t^st* they talk about 2l» 

iect. 100 teet o! records. M\d r^\ on. How do you find it' And so you think. 

the aitr^su.mer* were ofocrving maybe the, wrote it down in the« d.ita 
books, am! tin n that might do n faster. There is ju\t a tremendous amount 
i»J material let go through in the Archives. 

*»• v» *.* *.• *>*-»*• * * * ••acftw..: ::•: v^^-Ay*.:*^^^^ 
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NOTES 

1. Steven J. Dick, "How the U. S. Naval Observatory Began, 1830-1865," Sky and Tele- 
scope, 60 (1980): 466*471. Reprinted with corrections and footnotes in this volume. 

2. Since rhe Symposium, some additions have been made to the chronology*. See the 
paper by 1. R. Bartky and S. J. Dick, 'The First Time Balls,"/onmai/or the History of 
.Astronomy, 12 (1981): 155-164. 

3. For evidence found since the Symposium, sec the paper by 1. R. bartky and S. J. 
Dick, "The First North American Time Ball," Journal for the History of Astronomy, 13 
(1982): 50-54. 
4. Sec footnote 2. 
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OBSERVERS AND THEORETICIANS: 

ASTRONOMY AT THE NAVAL OBSERVATORY, 1845- 1861 

Marc Rothcnberg 

Smithsonian Institution 
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This afternoon I would like to provide some context and background for 

the Naval Observatory and its work during the two decades prior to the 

American Civil War, specifically during the period of the superintendent*)' of 
Matthew Fontaine Maury. This was a period of tremendous growth in the 

American astronomical community. The seven observatories that existed in 

the United States in 1840 had become thirty by 1861. None of the observa- 

tories active in 1840 was considered a center of significant research. Two 

decades later at least six observatories were able to conduct important 

research.1 An American youth in 1861 who wanted to become a profes- 

sional astronomer could anticipate finding experienced and skilled instruc- 

tors and employment opportunities." By European standards, Americans 

were generally not in the lorefre        ** .«•■!»  P    ' -r> they were viewed as 

competent astronomers who occasionally exhibited flashes of brilliance, not 

yet in the same class with the best ot Europe, but as a community probably 

comparable to the Russians and Italians, and gaining rapidly upon the Eng 

h%h.  French, and Germans, who constituted the astronomical elite at the 

time.' 
Thete were a number oi factors contributing to this great growth. Pait 

of it wai the innate interest that astronomy generated among the general 

public, it is -x very fu.i science, and astronomer* were able to exploit tins 

interest to gam financial support. International rivalry also played a part. 
Achievement in science w.»s viewed as one benchmark in a nation's progress 

iii international competition, much as the Olympics per hap* may be viewed 

today. To have iirst i!a%\ observatories and a first «.lass scientific community 
w.?s important to some American*, especially when tluv lot iked overseas at 

European accomplishments. Finally, there was the role ot sectional rivalry. 

One ot the taclots in the ability of lite Harvard lacultv to raise large s.mt* ot 

money for Harvard College Obscrvaloiv was the tjn.1 that both Philadelphia 
and Yale had observatories. How Could Harvard {.ind therefore Boston n»»t 

haw some soft id «»bsetvator\ un the same scale* 

vv\-VVVVV*«%»v\*V'•*.*..v. »\v . ♦. 
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The community th"t developed in America during these two decades 

had a number JI very clear characteristics. One of the interesting things I 

have found is that the men who staffed the Naval Observatory during the 

antebellum period (during these discussions I will exclude the passed mid- 

shipman and other temporary naval staff who were stationed here, concen- 

trating on the professional astronomers of the staff) were in many ways very- 

typical ot the American astronomical community as a whole, particularly 

regarding education and experience.5 Most American astronomers in this 

period were college educated, and it was during their collegiate days that 

they were formally introduced to the science of astronomy, although with 

R^.!^ relatively little hands-on experience. The observatory staff was also made up 

predominantly of college graduates. More particularly, the Naval Observa- 

| tory staff had been educated at places like Yale, Harvard, Bowdoin, and 

Middlcbury at a time when most American astronomers had been educated 

north of the Mason-Dixon Line and cast of the Appalachians, with Yale and 

Harvard being the leading institutions. Like those astronomers outside the 

Naval Observatory, the staff members of the Naval Observatory who under- 

took the most sophisticated research were those who had received some sort 

of specialized training or had acquired a knowledge ot the foreign literature, 

""Ocularly that of the German astronomical community, the acknowledged 
leaders in practical astronoju)        '    • ^; ^ Tl^>c   astronomers who were 

^M3M. £ S&^«**U^^W>&4| self-taught, about twenty percent of the astronomical community during this 

era, usually offered as partial compensation experience as observers, particu- 

larly as surveyors. Moreover, many of the self-taught had early in their ca- 

reers become attached to the academic community, inculcating its values and 

norms; i.e., they had become part of the professional scientific community, 

which had been centered in the academic world. So, too, was it in general 

with the self-taught astronomers of the Naval Observatory. 

In terms ot training and past experience, the Naval Observatory staff was 

atypical of the American astronomical community as a whole in only one 

!•'*''•'",'"'\v'  *   ' ■ regard: the lack of any West Point graduates on the staff. The United States 

Military Academy ranked third in this period as a source ot education tor 

I American astronomers.  With this exception, the Naval Observatory had a 

i ve»y representative group ot American astronomer.:. 

it their educational experience was typical, their administrative sitting, 

their  institutional setting, was very atypical. Most American observatories 

i of this period consisted ot one or two-man staffs. It liter», were any junior 

staff,   they   were   usually   there   in   the   rule   of   students,   not   .IN   skilled 
I astronomers.    It there was any hierarchical structure, it was in the nature 

' of a student-teacher hierarchy. Thus, the Naval Observatory was very unttiuc 

iiiiiiiiiiBii^ 
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in that it had a hierarchical scientific structure consisting of master astron- 

omers. There were more astronomers at the Naval Observatory during the 

1840s and 1850s than at any other institution in the United States, unless 

one counts the mass of students that appeared at the Harvard College Obser- 

vatory toward the end of the 1850s. But those were students, not skilled 

astronomers. Indeed, the Naval Observatory as an institution was much 

closer to European analogues than anything in America, with the closest 

analogue being Greenwich Observatory. This analogue I will explore in more 

detail in a tew minutes. 

Now 1 would like to make another point. Compared to most astronomers 

active in the United States during this period, the staff of the Naval Obser- 

vatory has had a very low historical visibility. I would wager that few histo- 
rians of astronomy or of American science recognize their names, while few 

astronomers could identify them. One docs not usually find their names in 

the histories of astronomy or even in the folklore of American science, They 
had generally few articles to their credit, and in the broad scheme of Amer- 

ican and world astronomy, most appear, at first glance, relatively insignif- 
icant. 

The analogue with the contemporary Greenwich Observatory is quite 

distinct. There, too, one finds low historic visibility. For example, how many 

19th-century staff members of Greenwich, aside from the Astronomers 

Royal, can one usually name? The typical historian would have problems 

coming up with even one. Do most historians of astronomy have any idea 

how many staff members there were at Greenwich? I think the answer 

generally would be no. Again, one finds relatively low productivity meas- 

ured in terms of published papers, and again, relatively few important 

accomplishments that made the history books, or even the textbooks of 

astroromy. 

1 would argue firs«, that in both cases we have hierarchical structures, 

the Naval Observatory under Matthew Fontaine Maury and Greenwich 

under G. B. Airy. Secondly, the research programs were generally (although 

IK>{ completely) limited to the painstaking work of astromctries rather than 

what history books look on as the more glamorous astrophysic;. And 
thirdly, in both eases we have the diffusion oi resources among a number of 

fields ol science; we are familiar with the fact, fur example, that Maury was 

interested in meteorology and hydrography, but perhaps less familiar with 
the tact that under Airy Greenwich conducted research in both meteorology 
and geophysics. To Maury and Airy these national observatories were not 

merely astronomical observatories, but also centers of research in .» broad 

ü[H'wtrutil of the physical sciences. This tended to limit the ateomptahmcnis 

'*: ^!^-**^ 
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of staffers in a particular area because both resources and time were dissi- 

pated.6 

One can illustrate here the restrictive nature of the research at these two 

observatories by comparing and considering lists compiled by Stephen Brush 

c( the top ten astronomers and astronomical accomplishments for each of 

three fifty-year periods from 1800 to 1950.7 I have certain problems myself 

with some of tue specifics of the lists, but one of the interesting things about 

them is that they are compiled with the benefit of hindsight, i.e., they reflect 

pretty much 20th-century attitudes of what was important in astronomy in 

the 19th century. For the 19th century as a whole, ten American and ten 

British names appear on various lists. Only two of these are on the statf of 

the Naval Observatory. I suppose you can all guess they are Simon Newcomb 

and G. W. Hill. No member of the Greenwich Obse*-vatory staff appeals. Was 

Greenwich simply filled with non-entities? No, again it was that the nature 

of the research done at these places docs not catch the eye of the historian. 

Historians look at the forerunners of astrophysics and great discoverers, not 

at the men who spend their evenings in this very fundamental, very basic 

work. Academic astronomers and independent amateurs made the very 

unusual, spectacular, and glamorous discoveries. They had ehe opportunities 

and freedom which the restrictive, fundamental research programs of the 

national observatories did not grant. 

What of the men who were at the Naval Observatory during this period? 

They were, as I have said, fairly typical in education and in career; yet they 

were very diverse in personality- 1 would like to give you a few insights 

into some of these men. Perhaps the best of those who stayed at the Naval 

Observatory for any extended period during this time was Joseph Stillman 

Httbbard (1K23 1863), who was elected to the National Academy of 

Sciences as one of the founding members.H Hubbard was Yale educated, 

graduating in 1H43. He then went to the Philadelphia High School Observa- 

tory, where he was part of an informal (one might say 'graduate") education 

program where he learned the fine points of observational and positional 

astronomy under Sears Cook Walker. He was appointed to the Naval Obser- 
vatory in 1845 through the intervention of Alexander Dallas Bache of the 

Coast Survey and John C. Fremont, the famous explorer. Hubbard had 
reduced Fremont's observations during his Rocky Mountain expedition. 

Parenthetically, let me point out that one of the themes one finds through 
this period is that it's not only how much .vstronomy you know, it's whom 

you know that often leads to an appointment at the Naval Observatory. 

The stronger the lobbying effort behind you, the better chance you have of 

being appointed. At a time when few qualifications eould be formalized or 
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quantified, personal recommendations were essential. 

Hubbard was an all around astronomer, who proved to be equally at 

home doing observational or computational work. His major contribution 

was his discussion of the orbit of the great comet of 1843, which was spread 

over seven issues and two years of the Astronomical Journal9 He was also, 

incidentally, Associate Editor of the Astronomical journal and has been 

credited by the Editor as the man who actually saw it to press most of the 

time. His work on the great comet was a rigorous treatment of the observa- 

tions of the comet and a calculation of the orbit. It also proved to be a 

reference piece for Americans who did not know enough German to follow 

the discussions of the comet in that language. Hubbard very nicely included 

appendices in which he listed equations and discussed what the Germans 

were doing, knowing full well that most Americans could not read the arti- 

cles being published in the Astronomische Nachrichten. Hubbard was, unfor- 

tunately, one of those who suffered from the bad physical conditions at the 

Naval Observatory, and died shortly after his election to the National Acad- 

emy. It represented a very great loss. 
One of Hubbard's contemporaries was Ruel Keith (1826-1908),lu who 

graduated from Middlebury College in 1845. Almost immediately there was 
a letter from Maury promising him a position at the Naval Observatory as 

soon as one appeared.11 He became a tavorite staff member. Keith was an 

observer, pure and simple, in fact, when he Lft the Observatory he earned 

his living as a surveyor. He was in favor at the Naval Observatory under 

Maury. 1 believe in all honesty, because he was, unlike some other statt 

members, "an attentive officer.' 

Among the other staff was James Major (1813-1898), bom and educated 

in Ireland, like Keith an observer pure and simple.1 He became very 

friendly with his fellow Irishman and astronomer Father James L'uriey at 

Georgetown University and eventually left the Navy in 1859 to become a 

Jesuit. 

1 tie senior staff member was Jame.s Ferguson 11797-lBt»?) wlium I 

took upon as the perennial bridesmaid. Ferguson was a surveyor. e: semially 

a sell taught astronomer, but a very experienced and skilled oh.vervir, A 

member of the Coast Survey from 1833 u> 1847. lie rose to the posrtiun of 

first assistant. In 1843 lie was passed over tor tiie position ul superintendent 

when the Secretary ol Treasury, under tremendous pressure troin tire 

scientific community, brought in Alexander Dallas Hache hum flu Univer- 

sity ol Pennsylvania. Ferguson was very bitter about the t.ut that he W.JN 

pasM-d over; this was resolved a tew year» later when, utter much h^ht'in; 

with Ikiche, he joined the Naval Observatory staff, where lie Uciaine one <•'. 

1 • * jy •» m* M» m• ■• • -«* -»-> ■.y .•.«-^, 
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Jamc» Fcr^uwn 0797 1867}. Naval Ob§erv»(t»ry autonomer, 1848 1867. 
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the most prolific publishers in the American astronomical community, He 

published over 80 articles in journals, primarily very straight-forward obser- 

vational pieces on the positions of asteroids and comets.15 These were not 

particularly earthshaking contributions, but indications of a man who 

worked very hard. 

When Charles Henry Davis left the Observatory as Superintendent in 
1867, Ferguson campaigned to force the Navy to obtain a civilian director 

for the Naval Observatory, working on the assumption that as the senior 

civilian on the staff he would probably get the job. His effort to get a 

civilian director drew very enthusiastic support from the American scientific 

community, although ultimately it failed; a military director was selected. 

Even worse, Ferguson found that although people liked the idea of a civilian 

director, he was not necessarily the one they wanted. Names other than 

James Ferguson had been circulated.16 

So wc have an institutional structure and interesting people. But there is 

a third leg to this triad. We also have a director, a superintendent. Ultimate 

responsibility for the way i" which research was conducted at the Obser- 

vatory during this period has to be laid at the feet or the Superintendent, 

Matthew Fontaine Maury (1806-1873).I? He is a man who has generated 

tremendous controversy  among both  his contemporaries ;:nd historians 
To ine, Maury was an outsider who never learned the rules of the game. 

He was not an astronomer; he was not a professional scientist; he was not a 

part of the academic community. Almost everyone else in the American 

astronomical community was a professional scientist, an experienced obser- 

ver, or a member of the academic community. There was a btrly well 

established invisible college, but Maury never really became part <>t it. He 

was essentially self-taught, knowing much about the content of astrmunn) 

but little about the tine points o( doing it, particularly in an academic 

environment. He was the only director ot a major observatory in the United 

States WHO had neither an academic degree nor continual extended contact» 

with the academic community.1* Maury, unfortunately, was isolated. 

Maury probably never realized the extent ot his own ignorance; «>r put 

another way, lie never realized • ow naive he was in terms ol his dealings 

with the A..:< rican astronomical community. His naivete is vividly expressed 

in a tetter he wrote J.ured Sparks, then President of Harvard, on Match 10. 

1849, suggesting a cooperative research program between Harvard untl the 
Naval Observatory."" Among his hrst errors »I one was a member «»{ the 

invisible college, one would recognize tins immediately was addressing the 

president ot the college directly, in ettctl g»»mg over the head «>i the observa 
lory director, 1'ius implied, ot course, that the President i»l Harsitd and in»: 

&:^:ä&&:kk^ ■     »   ■ t^t^mm 
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tlie director of its observatory established the research agenda of the Harvard 

College Observatory. William C. Bond, the Director, would never recognize 
the right of the president to establish directly a research agenda. Indeed no 

professor allowed his research agenda to be established by higher administra- 

tive authority (except perhaps indirectly, through the manipulation of 

funds). Already, Maury was on the wrong foot. 

Then there was the proposed program itself: 'The plan is to assign 

magnitude, position, & colour to every star, to obtain accurate drawings or 

all the nebulae, correct maps of all the clusters, with proper measurements 

of the binary stars, so that when the undertaking is completed, it shall form 

a great American work as complete in all respects as instruments & the 

present state of astronomical science will admit it to be."21 There is grand 

vision here, but unfortunately little touch of reality. The labor -and one 

doubts Maury really realized this was tremendous, especially the reduc- 
tion of observations. Bond, the Director of the Harvard College Observatory. 

declined on the grounds that his staff was insufficient to become involved 

in such a project.2- (As it turned out, in reality neither was the staff of rhe 

Naval Observatory.)23 Indeed, the alternative which Bond selected was to 
undertake particular aspects of Maury's research program, such as stellar 

positions and nebulae, but in very small, discreet, doable chunks. Bond did 

not propose to produce a grand catalogue, but detailed observations of 

certain select nebulae and stellar "zones," at the same time remaining 

flexible to investigate other research problems, such as comets and obser 

various of Sal urn. Maury represented a man who simply hud no concept 

oi the time involved in doing research in astronomy. 

Finally. Maury suggested that Harvard College Observatory sliouU 

publish its results under the auspices of the Naval Observatory, not a good 

political move at ail. Bond declined, very politely, pointing out that Harvard 

College Observatory published with the cooperation ot the American 

Academy t»f Arts and Sciences. Indeed, if Maury knew an\ thing abo.it 

Harvard College Observatory he would have known that most of the 

financial support for the observatory had come troll the American Academy 

ami its members, that (here were very ittimutc bonds between Bond and the 

Academy, and that it wasn't accidental that most of the ohn*rvator\'«. vvurk 

wa> published an their proceedings.' Moreover, didn't Maurv icci.^m/c 

that Harvard might want to publish its own annals, which indeed .1 did.*'' 

a-, did every major observatory when u lud »uttuicnt funding? M.mrv was i 

man who seemed out o* «yuchrotmatioti with the rest ot the astromanu.il 

community. 

Jmt t«> compound the {noblem, Maury was accused >>l nuMisa * Em >;.»h. 
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Again, here I would argue it was more through ignorance than intent. The 

most glaring and most famous incident was his relationship with Sears Cook 

Walker (1805-1853), a man whose name should be better known to histo- 

rians of astronomy and to astronomers.27 He was the leading theoretician on 

the Naval Observatory staff prior to Simon Newcomb, although he was only 

there for a short time. Walker was a Harvard graduate who had come to 

realize the power of the astronomical methodology developed in Germany 

by Gauss, Enckc and Bcsscl. From the mid-1830's on, he became an ardent 

student of astronomy while working as an actuary for a Philadelphia insur- 
ance company. He became the director of the Philadelphia High School 

Observatory upon its opening in 1839. Despite the tact that it was at a high 
school, this was the only research observatory in the United States in the 

early 1840s. 
At the time of his appointment to the Naval Observatory staff in 1846, 

Walker was probably the leading astronomer in the United States, or at least 

in the top three. Maury did not have an inkling of this. Writing to Benjamin 

Pcirce o( Harvard, who was one of Walker's chief competitors for the title of 

number one, Maury stated that 4'l can boast assistants here in no whit his 

[Walker's) inferiors."28 As an administrator, I can compliment Maury on 

his loyalty to his staff, but when a director claimed to have assistants equal 

to the best man in the field, when knowledgable astronomers knew that the 

claim was invalid, the credibility of the director became questionable. The 

truth was that Maury had only one assistant even in the same league with 

Walker, and that was one ot Walker's former students, Hubbard. Maury\ 

attitude toward Walker was quite straigluforward; Maury was the Superm 

teiulent, and Walker would do astronomy as he was told to do it. in a long 

letter sent to Walker prior to his taking up ot duties in which Maury detailed 

the new statt member's responsibilities. Walker was instructed in some detail 

how to observe, as »t he were a novice." 

What is probably most surprising is that Walker lasted as long a« he 

did one year. He obviously did need a job. finally, unable to accept the 

in.suse of Ins talents,*0 Walker joined the Coast Survey under Alexander 
Dallas Bathe, becoming head ot the Longitude Division. He later wen*, 

insane ami died in an asylum. 
When one measures the accomplishments «,t the Naval Observ.itorx 

during the period 1845 61, one has, I believe, two m.ijor considerations. 

One is the potential, the other is the reality. Potemiailv. the vet) structure 
ot the Observatory as a hierarchical institution with a particular research 

program placed certain limitations on its flashy accomplishments, »i I may 

use tint term. On the other hand, it had tremendous potential t«. do -\tcl 

«-. v. 
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lent astromctric work. Generally, it fulfilled that potential quite well. The 

great sin that Maury committed in the eyes of the astronomical community 

was his de-emphasis of the reduction of observations. Because he never 

really realized the finer points of astronomical research, he never understood 

the principle that you had to spend some time reducing your observations. 

Unreduced observations arc not of much use. The backlog of observations 

was tremendous.31 In the wake of Maury's departure to the South, Congress 

appropriated funds to reduce the backlog of observations that had accumu- 

lated at the Naval Observatory. The observations were turned over to IS. A. 

Gould, an astronomer at the Coast Survey, who promptly reduced them over 

the course of a year.32 

When one looks at the Naval Observatory during this period, one has to 

say it was a fine place, which unfortunately, because of a director who was 

outside the academic and astronomical networks, neve»; quite accomplished 

all it could have. Thank you. 

S. j. Dick (Transit Circle Division): You can tell these papers are uncensored. 

Are there questions for Marc? 

Q: Were there any complications from these passed midshipmen and other 

people who were dumped on the observatory as a nice place to keep 

them, rather than  have  them starve as far  as the Navy was  concerned? 

Rotiunbcrg: From the point of view of the community as a whole no one 

seems to say much. I think they are perceived as people who are doing the 

very, very routine sort of work which everyone was very happy to let 

someone else do. In an academic institution you might bring in a senior 

student to do ihe same sort of thing. A student who expressed interest in 

astronomy could nurture such a position over the tour years. I think they 

were viewed somewhat in chat sense. I don't know of any of them \\\u\ 

entered the Observatory in that capacity who ever went on to careers in 
astronomy per se. Some went on to careers in geodetic work for the Coast 

Survey, for example» but Vm not sure any ft **sc;U ever enter». J astronomical 
careers. I don't know it they were discouraged by their experience, 01 «hat. 

l>ick: Hut CoHiss began as a passed midshipman. 

Rothcnbcrg: \ es, that is prior to the period I've distuned today. 

> 

A. I . Noibere ^National Silence Foundation : Mar»., there arc u number oi 
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interesting directions we could follow in your talk. One of them has to do 

with the biases of historians. We commonly look at the writings of the 

scientist, and in the second half of the period that you are talking about 

today, I looked to see what the Navy's attitude was, not the Superintendent, 

but people above the Superintendent all the way up to the Secretary of the 

Navy. I did not find anything. Did you find anything for your period about 

what the Navy hoped to achieve? 

Rothcnbcrg: No, I'm not familiar with this. 1 have not conducted extensive 

work. The closest analogy that I know ot would be the Coast Survey with 

the Secretary of the Treasury, where I know that for the most part the 

Secretary of Treasury was very happy that the scientific community was 

taking some of the responsibilities of selecting personnel off his hands, I 

don't know, for exr.mple, what the Secretary ot the Navy felt about this sort 

of thing. One of the interesting questions is what does she Secretary of the 

Navy feel when he is getting all sorts of letters asking that certain people be 

appointed to positions, and when he has no technical expertise to figure out 

and evaluate these »eeommendations. That's a good question I haven't really 

researched. 

P. K. Seidehnann (Nautical Almanac Office): Have you looked at why the 

Nautical Almanac Office was set up as a separate entity at one time, and 
whether that has some connection with the reputation of the Naval Obser- 

vatory? 

Kothcnhcrg: that is the direct result, I believe, ot Maury's reputation, it w.h 

placed in Cambridge, next to the best research observatory in the United 

States, near Benjamin Feirce, a leading mathematical astronomer by the mid 

1850s, and as far away as possible from the mismanagement of Muury. reine 

was tie facto scientific director of the Almaivc, while both tit* first two 

directors Charles Henry Davis and Joseph Winloek were ins protege:». 1 

think this ts the wav the astronomical community wanted it t«. be. Thev 

sh.mly wouldn't trust Maury with it. They knew men like lltitni ;»id Pctrce 

and Davis. Everyone thought very Ingiik *t Davis, and one *»i the ke\ iltm^s 

was to make sure that Davis could do dungs his way, because he v, ..<. held SM 

tremendous respcvt by the asirunojuu.il commuuitv. Basically he ua* one <»i 

Uten own. He was part of the invisible et »liege. 

A. N. Adams (former Direetor*Si* Inch transit CirJe Division : V<• u haven't 
mentioned tlilfivs, who had a lot t* * do with the early avironoiim .»! * bvtjv* 
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tions in the country, and in founding the Observatory. It's funny that some- 
how he didn't get to be the first Superintendent, and Maury did. Do you 
know anything about that? 

Rothenbcrg: Gilliss was at the Observatory prior ?o Maury and comes back 
as Superintendent after Maury. I think the Chilean expedition of Gilliss is a 
fascinating astronomical expedition. Steve Dick touches a bit on this in his 
article. There is an aspect here again of politics. Maury is a Southerner. 
There is a tremendous Southern lobby in the United States government 
during these periods. Maury gets at least one promotion through the South- 
ern lobby when he is under attack by the generally Northeastern scientific 
community. In a gesture of defiance, pressures are placed on the Secretary of 
the Navy to make sure that he gets his promotion. This political aspect 
overlies a lot of things in this period which I have not gone into in detail. But 
this is an aspect. 

.*. 
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%   ■       ."if'      '■{,'    *   .1  ! 16. E.g., Ferguson to Joseph Henry, April 30, 1867, Official Incoming Correspondence, 

Smithsonian Institution Archives; Joseph Henry to Gideon Welles, May 1, 1867, Official 

Outgoing Correspondence, Smithsonian Institution Archives; Joseph Henry to Ferguson, 

May 1, 1867, Private Letterpress, Henry Papers, Smithsonian Institution Archives. 
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Williams, Matthew Fontaine Maury: Scientist of the Sea (New Brunswick, 1963^; Jaquc- 

lin Ambler Caskic, Life and Letters of Matthew Fontaine Maury (Richmond, 1928); 
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26. The first Volume of the Annals of iite Aitrtwomiea* (jJifrmtf«**? of itin-j'dC»IfrAe 

appeared in (\ro parts in XHSS *i<d !8>6. 
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pp. 81-86. 
28. January 26, 1846, Letter Book II, pp. 76-77, Letters Sent, N.O. 
29. February 28, 1846, Letter Book II, pp. 89-91, Letters Sent, N.O. 
30. The dissatisfaction was mutual. Maury attacked Walker for wanting to select his own 
research topics and concentrating on computation rather than observation. Maury tu Elias 
Loomis, April 20, 1847, Letter Book 11, pp. 243-244, Letters Sent, N.O. 
31. Mordecai Yarnall recorded his complaint about observations "lying useless" in a let- 
ter to Charles Henry Davis, December 16, 1859, Letters Received, Nautical Almanac 
Records, Record Group 78, National Archives. 
32. The progress of the reduction effort can be traced in the Gilliss-Gould correspon- 
dence from the fall of 1861 to the fall of 1862 in Letter Book XIX, Letters Sent. N.O. 
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Matthew Fontaine Maury (1806-1873). first Superintendent o! the 
Naval Observatory. 18441861. 
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MATTHEW FONTAINE MAURY & FRIENDS?* 

Andreas ß. Rechni'.zcr 

Naval Oceanography Division 

Office of the Chief of Naval Operations 

It is with great pleasure that I accepted this opportunity to relate to you, 

Ladies and Gentlemen, some of the highlights in the life of the Father of 

Oceanography and the relationships that appear to have existed between 

Maury and his peers. 

Matthew Fontaine Maury was born in the Spotsylvania Wilderness on a 

cold January 14, 1806. At the age of 19 he was aboard the navy vessel 

Brandy wine as a fresh-caught midshipman to hear the trumpet call and the 

command Mall hands weigh anchor, ahoy." The Brantiywiw set course in a 

one year cruise to the Mediterranean. Maury was thus off into a new lite. 

During this cruise a fellow officer reported "that without assistance, he 

went through a course of study commencing with the rudiments of Euclid 

and extending to the higher mathematics of Laplace." Maury also started 

work on a set of lunar tables at this time, an effort he relished 

Returning to New York in 1830 Irom a cruise aboard the I iiueuitc was 

a happy time tor Maury. He had been away for four yeais, and had been 

around the world, probably learning more about it and his fellow man th...; 
any college couid have taught him in the same period. He had also learned, 

in widely differing climates, the role that weather plays in the lite oi man 
and the supreme importance to the mariner of the winds and currents oi the 

sea. He had also gained a knowledge ot practical seamanship and had studied 

as much as his limited free time and the very scanty supply ot books on 

board permitted. 
On October 6, 1X30, Maury reported to the school maintained tor the 

instruction oi midshipman at the New York Navy Yard. This school, how- 

ever, was not well organized, disciplined, or slatted, as most senior officers 

in the United States Navy in 1830 placed a low value on formal naval educa- 

tion. 

* From: Matthew Fontaine Maury: Scientist of the Sea by Frances Leigh Williams. Copy 
riyju 1963 by Rutgers, the Stute Univcisity. Reprinted by permission of Rutgers t'fuver- 
sity Press. 
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At the schoo: Maury set himself to study in earnest for the examination 

for promotion. The subjects on which he would be examined were Bow- 

ditch's Navigator, Playfair's Euclid (Books 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6), McClure's 

Spherics. Bourdon's Algebra, mental and moral philosophy, Spanish or 

French (he chose Spanish), and seamanship. 

He was dissatisfied with die teaching at the New York Navy Yard School 

and decided he could do better by studying on his own. 

On December 22, at his request he was detached from the school and 

granted an unlimited leave. 

Maury daily put in long hours of concentrated work on the course of 

study he had begun aboard ship and, at this time, progressed to advanced 

study in the works of the French astronomer and mathematician Laplace. 

Scientific rules and reasons increasingly occupied his mind. 

His whole time, however, was not devoted to books, for pretty Ann Hull 

Herndon arrived to visit in Georgetown. Maury was a young man who had 

little trouble deciding what he liked and, once he was clear on that point, he 

poured out his devotion in unstinted fashion. This was his pattern in work, 

and it proved to be so in romance. In those winter days of 1^31 Maury went 

to call on Ann every night but always left before 10 p.m., when a watchman 

blew a horn as a signal for lights* to be put out in Georgetown. 

Maury was ordered to appear on March 3, 1831, before the examination 

board then in session in Washington. The examiners were officers who had 

gone to sea betöre Fulton launched the steamboat, which they had, at the 

time, probably joined in calling his folly. They were oldline captains con- 

cerned with the practical navigation of a sailing vessel. 

When Maury "was questioned as to the lunar problem", instead of re- 

peating the Bowditch formulas, after immemorial custom, he had the audac- 

ity lo step to the blackboard and work out the question as a problem in 
spherical trigonometry. The professor of mathematics conducting the exami- 

nation got lost in trying to follow him, and brazenly declared the demonstra- 
tion wrong. The midshipman insisted and the officers of the examining 

board, knowing still less than the schoolmaster, decided after an embarrassed 

consultation to support the latter on general principles. Accordingly they 

looked as wi.se as possible, informed the midshipman that he was all wrong 

and bade him go to sea again and learn his business Under this decision 

Matthew Fontaine Maury lost two years in promotion. 

Maury's foolhardy display ot knowledge may have satisfied Ins youth- 

'! P'ide. but if placed him low on the list and was lo make his next promo 

üon two years later than was necessary. Maury passed the e\ iinmation but 

was rated 27th in a class ot 3<) when he could have bee i at the i»>p. I he mid 
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shipman whom he had drilled passed with a high rating. Perhaps his low 

placement on the list taught him the folly of showing off his knowledge, for 

there is no record of any later similar episode in his naval career. 

Once Maury had passed the examination he was free to pursue his own 

plans until he received orders to report for active duty. 

His next duty assignment was to the Valmouth. On the Fatmonth he had 

a tiny stateroom to himself, just slightly larger than his bunk, but it gave him 

a place to write. In this little cubbyhole he sorted his notes and wrote his 

first scientific paper, "On the Navigation of Cape Horn." 

When Maury finished this article, written in any snatches of free time he 

had on the Falmouth, he mailed it to the outstanding scientific publication 

of the United States at that time, the American Journal of Science and Arts, 

where it was published in 1834. 

Maury wrote to his brother at this time and said "I should leave Uncle 

Sam and his Navy if I had any other means of making my way. decently 

through the world. My pay now is nearly $700 and in two or three years 
more will be $960. At a moderate calculation, I will not be a captain, things 

continuing the same, for 25 years/' 

On May 27, 1834, Maury received a leave of absence. He had been at sea 

for 9 years, and far from home. In July he married Ann Hemdon at Laurel 

Hill, about 12 miles southwest of Frcdcricksburg. 

On April 30, 1835, he completed his textbook on navigation. A full year 

later it was published. 

Because of his long standing concern about funds and promotion Maury 

confided in a letter to his brother that he planned to use the publication as 

justification for deep selection and promotion well ahead of his peers if his 

proposal was accepted he also anticipated a substantial amount of back-pay. 

In the hope of carrying out his promotion plan, Maury took his case to the 

Secretary of the Navy and the President, Andrew Jackson. He saw the Presi- 

dent personally. He concurred in the proposal, but the Secretary of the Navy 

turned him down, despite the fact his book largely replaced Bowditch's work 

as the Navy standard. 

After eight years of discussion. Congress authorized the Navy to send an 

expedition to explore and survey "The South Sea." Capt; in Thomas Catesby 
Jones was selected to command. Maury was chosen by Jones to serve as 

acting astronomer to the expedition. Happiness was short-lived as this post 
thrust him right into the middle of a conflict between Commodore Jones 
and [A. Charles Wilkes. Wilkes, an officer oi marked scientific ability, had 

been sent to Fuiope 10 buy chronometers and other scientific instruments 
ioi   the expedition. Wilkes showed his aniinosil)  tor Jones, not Maury, In 
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passive resistance to Jones' request that the equipment be passed to Maury. 

The wrangle over the instruments was just the tip of the iceberg of troubles 

that would beset the start of the expedition. The experience undoubtedly 

prepared Maury for handling personal vendettas and expressions of jealousy 

among professionals wherein he would be directly involved. 

On his way to report to the Consort Maury was involved in a stagecoach 

overturn in Ohio that flipped him through the air from his perch aboard the 

overloaded coach. A small town practitioner correctly diagnosed the injury, 

but botched up the repair. This left Maury crippled and no longer able to 

perform as a sea-going officer. The dry-docked Maury had spent 15 years in 

the Navy and did not wish to be cashiered out. Fortuitously in February 

1842 he was alerted that the Bureau of Hydrography was to be established 

and that it could be headed by a civilian or officer. When Maury learned that 

a civilian was car-marked for the post he could not tolerate the idea. He 

pulled strings (they said wires in those days) and reported for duty as the 

Superintendent of the Depot of Charts r.nd Instruments. This meant that he 

now was in a position to satisfy a life-long dream to pursue professional and 

scientific opportunities. At last the long waiting was over and the curtain was 

about to go up on the main drama of Matthew Fontaine Maury's life. 

The new man on the block was soon to encounter two additional new- 

comers to Washington. Alexander Dallas Bache, the great grandson of Ben- 

jamin Franklin, and Professor Joseph Henry were to become his nemeses. 

Bache would lead the Coast Survey and Henry would become the Secretary 

of the Smithsonian Institution. It wasn't enough that the three would be- 

come competitors for jurisdiction over applied science functions being 

advanced by the bureaucracy, but the holier-than-thou attitude of college 

professors at the time attempted by innuendo to place Maury in the category 

of "a charlatan that should be denied recognition." Let's see how this 

affected Maury, 

Bache had earlier written high praise about Maury's scientific abilities 
and his textbook on navigation. When Bache reached Washington in 1843 
Maury extended every professional courtesy and the two nun were seem- 
ingly friendly. However, Bache had wanted Lt. Giliiss to be in.dc Super- 

intendent of the Naval Observatory; Bache and friends »lever changed their 
opinion that Maur\ should not have been given cite appointment. Bache was 
also annoyed that Maury was studying, speaking and wilting about the Cult 
Stream. The great-grandson of Franklin regarded this as a subject that be- 

longed to his family, almost by hereditary right, because of "Honest Ben's" 
original investigation of the current. 

A  dominating  characteristic oi  Bache was iii.s desire t«> win men i<> a 
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personal allegiance to himself. Bache soon realized that Maury was not a man 

who would subject himself to his personal magnetism nor have time for gath- 

ering weekly with other men to wine, dine and talk. 

Bache's ambitions, jealousies, and especially his fear that Maury's rising 

fame as a hydrographcr might yet cause the Coast Survey to be placed under 

the Navy are understandable grounds for his enmity of the Superintendent 

of the Naval Observatory and Hydrographical Office. It is difficult to see 

how a man of Bache's intellect could have justified the inconsistency of his 

thinking in insisting that the only worthy scientists were those dedicated in 

utter purity to "principia" and "theoria", when virtually his whole work 

*. ,V\>;' from 1843 until his death was in applied or practical science-charting the 

coasts, supeivising weight and measures, and serving on the lighthouse board. 

Similarly, Joseph Henry, once he took tiic Secretaryship of the Smithsonian 

institution, did much to encourage others to pursue pure research while he 

personally worked on practical research projects. 

Recognition ot Maury's contributions came mostly trom appreciative 

Europeans, who were undoubtedly shielded by an ocean from the attitudes 

and prejudices described above. In contrast, he was so honored by must ot 

the learned societies ot Europe that he soon carried a chest full ot medals. 

This is not to imply that he was ignored by the United States. Maury was 
awarded a recognition from the academic world that ga.v him a sense of 

support -an honorary LLD from Columbian College (now George Washing 
tion University). This coupled with the LLD he had received from the 

University of North Carolina strengthened his hand. 

The message is clear—whenever a man accomplishes work so obviously 

meritorious that he is acclaimed by both the general public and his profes- 

sional colleagues, there are always some associates who tor their own reasons 

arc critical. In Maury's case, they also included old sea dogs, his fellow offi- 

cers, who disapproved ot having scientific methods introduced to the Navv. 

Some officers resented Maury's being kept on duty at the Naval Observatory 

and. Hydrographical Ottice while they had tu go to sea and leave their (ami 

lies tor long stretches of time. A handful ol officers disliked him personal!v 

and begrudged his tame. A trenchant example ot their application ol -ante i> 

reflected in an official communication to Maury on September \{), Iho.S. A 

letter from the Secretary ot the Navy James C. iXibbin, stating: 

The Board ot Naval Officers assembled under the act to promote 

the efficiency of the Navy, having reported you as one ot the oftiu-r» 

who in their judgment should be placed on the reserved li\i and thv 
findings of  the boa'd having been approved b\  the President, n he 
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comes my duty to inform you that from this date you are removed 
from the active service list. 

You arc, however, not e'etached from the Naval Observatory. I 
avail myself of the authority of the law to direct that you continue 
on your present duty. 

>.y,^V,^i.: 

I 

■■■;i^. v '%&*$; 

l .'V ,2 

If the development had not been so serious, Maury could have appreci- 
ated the irony. The reorganization for which he had personally worked had 
eliminated him, one of its mentors. He could hardly believe it. 

Next day Maury wrote Secretary Dobbin. Secretary Dobbin replied that 
the late Navy Board had reported no reasons for the decision or. Maury and 
therefore the department could not grant Maury's request to be informed 
as to what accusations were made or who made them. Further, Maury 
learned   that there was no records kept of their screening deliberations. 

The arbitrary and capricious action of the 1855 Navy Retiring Board 
resulted in a flood of officer appeals. Two and one-third years later Maury 
was vindicated and appointed Commander, as of 15 September 1855. The 
backpay was more welcome than the belated promotion but hardly worth 
the agony. The battle had taken a heavy toll out of Maury's spirit and crea- 
tive energy. It had been a shock to him to learn the lengths to which person- 
al dislike or persona! ambition could drive fellow officers. Even Senator 
Mallory, author of the bill to establish the Navy Retiring Board, turned from 
being a staunch advocate of Maury to an enemy. Two other .senators who 
hail sat on the board al.so were men not apt to change their altitudes tor 
having lost a battle. 

When Maury had first taken charge of the Depot of Cham and Instru- 

ments in 1842, he had started his meteorological work on a small scale. 

When consulted in 1851 by the Secretary of the Navy concerning Britain's 
proposal {>>r a joint action on land meteorology, Maury had recommended 

that an international conference should be held to consider a universal sys 

tern of observations for both land and se... When Joseph Henrv learned ol 

this from Maur\ he purportedly became ..iarn.ed. Heiuv's cohoii Bache 

appeared in the act it» propose that there be a division of functional respon>i 

hdities in meteorology that would limit Maury's area of inllueiue. I he ureas 
were !o be as follows: 1.1) the Anns takes the west, ^1) the Smithsonian the 

east. ;.->} the British Government the north, -♦; the Observatory lit sea. (5) 

the returns of all given to the Smithsonian. 
Whatcvei hopes or illusions Maury may have harbored coruermit;; K»vt*ph 

Henry's and likelv Bathe's attitude toward liiui were at an end when Henry 

puhiuly announced tin: he considered Mains iteithei A scietm-.i. n.ir i.»pable 

B 
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r^^^i-Ä\^v>A?;Ä(iT-=-Ü^i7T: ot devising a meteorological plan tor the land. Henry and Bache even stated 
that there should be established a "high tribunal" of men dedicated to pure 
science to sit in judgement on their fellow scientists, or "pretenders" to 
knowledge as Bache considered most of the American scientists such as 
Maury who were outside the coterie of which he and Henry were leaders. 

The Civil War, in a way, brought relief to Maury from his Washington 
tormentors. He returned to Virginia and the Confederate cause. 

Maury wrote his own resignation and dispatched it to President Lincoln. 
Then dressed in a black broadcloth civilian suit Maury walked out of the 
United States Naval Observatory and Hydrographical Office, on 20 April 

... 1861. His hei.Tt was bursting with emotion and he made no effort to hide the 
'^ '  - V       *'.-P/^^ii-Ä tears that slowed down his checks. On the Virginia banks of the Potomac not 

far from wi ere he had gone aboard the Uraadywinc in 1825, Maury turned 
for one long lasi look at Washington. What was past was no prologue tor 
him it had been i;fc itself work attempted, work achieved-the power and 
the glory- the Sate and the spleen -hurt and disappointments but always 
the opportunity to pi ess on to further knowledge. 

'Nff^injfvw-U •- i    ..'■ -'      . -';.*'»*v>w 
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REMARKS ON THE TRANSIT OF VENUS EXPEDITION OF 18741 

P.M. janiczck 
U.S. Naval Obl>crvatory 

Let us at once dispel any notion that I am qualified to speak to you as an 
historian. I am not. It happened, however, that my attention was drawn a 
few years ago to a long neglected document, and my curiosity as to d1c cir
cumstances of its creation and subsequent fate led me deeper into (l\lr sub
ject. The document itself was a carefully detailed report, the only copy 
known to exist, part of a larger work,2 for which the scientific community 
waited in vain until the work had lost all impact and importance. 

To appreciat~ the significance of the subject, to put it into per1.pectivc. 
it is necessary to consider some of the history of the Venus transits, attl~tnpts 

·to ol>scrvc tlwm, .tnd the ends to be attained. 

1n all history humans recorded only six transits of Venus a<.:ross the face 
of the Sun. What follows may give some credence to the idea that whenever 
astronomers reach a fever pitch of anxiety in attemptin~· to extend the accu
racy or lJUantitati•:e knowledge of some fundamental constant. Nat:lfL' and 

man-made circum~tanccs appear to combine to frustrate the effort i11 direct 
proportion to the scientific energy expended. Part of this may be understood 

by imagining, with the aid of recent pictures from space, that one has a van· 

tage point from which the Earth can be watched. Two things would be noted 
at once: ours is a lw llli:iful bhK· planet, and it is cloudy most of tl1L' time. 

Astronomers have known this for .1 lcng time. Tltey have often tned to in· 
cr~.:asc the chances for success by seeking out llllliiCrous and remote ph•ccs 

noted for clear skies. Ncvcrthc!c:;:.;, infrcLJUCilt and transient a!-.tronomical 
events continue to elude ob:;crvation un account of \Veathcr. The fn1strations 

of human manufacture will be evident as we proceed. 
The first transir of Venus that could be observed with a tckscopc was 

that of 1631. It was night in Europe. By 1639 when the second transit of 
the eight-year pair was to occur, there was at least an issue to be decided. 
There wcte a ~ct of planetary tables by Philip Lansbcrg which prcdtcted a 
transit for December 3, 1639. In contrast, johannes Kepler had dcclart•d 
that after the trausir of 1fd1, tlterc would be no other until 17(d. TilL· 
works of both men were known to Jeremiah Horrux, a young Engli:,lltllan. 
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He determined that, although Kepler's predictions were in genera! more ac- 

curate than Lansberg's, the possibility of a transit was worth serious consid- 

eration and modest investment of time. Horrox tried to refine Lansberg's 

predictions, making his own observations and adjusting the tables according- 

ly, a process not unlike that used today, but without benefit of the calculus 

or a viable theory of errors. Horrox could not, however, disentangle the actu- 

al precepts of Lansberg's tables from the all-pervasive "pretensions to uni- 

versal accuracy" and self praise which "overloaded" the work. He abandoned 

that process, deciding in favor of several days observations bracketing both 

the time predicted tor the transit (Dec. 3, Lansberg) and the close conjunc- 

tion (Dec. 4, Kcplerj. Horrox watched the Sun throughout the third, but no 

transit occurred. 

December 4 arrived, as did the transit. Horrox was at church when most 

of it was visible. He was called by some Liter writers the father of English 

astronomy; but being an astronomer, he nevertheless had to earn a living by 
other means, much the same as the general situation today. Horrox was, 
therefore, a curate and bound by obligations of that office. He hurried to 
his lodgings afterward, arriving at about .S: IS, and finding Venus upon the 

Sun. He observed what he could of the transit, but in his locale, in that part 
of the year, ehe Sun sets before four o'clock. Since he could not see third 

and fourth contacts, he could not obtain a measurement having an\ cjuan 

lilativc statement. But he had done much. He had tried more, by calling the 

coming event to the attention of a number of people. As tar as we know, 

however, he and perhaps one of those with whom he communicated were 

the only witnesses; and Horrox had almost missed it by being elsewhere 
Around   1700, transits of Venus began to take on added importance. It 

was suggested that, if observed at points near the limits of visibility  on the 

Larth.   they   »night   yield an accurate value tor a iunJamcnt.e  c|uauti{\   i>t 

astronomy, the parallax of  the Sun. »n the mean Earth Sun distance. Con 

siderable enthusiasm greeted the next transit! pair which occurred in  L?6l 

and 1769. In 1761, the French astronomer Lcl*enttl was near Madias tor the 

event; but on the day before the transit, he was kep, from getting ashore b) 

an English man ot war ami lie missed she spectacle.   I he iatcr Astronomer 

Royal, Nevil Maskctync, did observe it from St. Helena, and Charles Mason 
and Jeremiah Dtxon were sent out by the Royal Society in London !>>: the 

same  purpose. The latter pair, however, soon alter getting underway, ran 
into a French frigate, which encounter left M English sailors deaci ami  VH 

wounded. Th.it was too much lor Mason and Dtxon, and tin \ determined t<> 
call an end to the adventure.   The Royal Soviet) considered tin* p   ^ü ie ein 
harassment to ih.- count!) at iaige .tnd t*» the Societ) in paiiUulas, .<*ui ,. us 
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municatcd their concern to the frightened pair in strong terms. They acquics- 

ed and went off to observe the transit. 

By 1769 we find LeGcntil still in India, where he had in the interim 

founded a successful business in order to support himself. The day of the 

transit found him happily setting up his instruments, ready to observe in 

the most beautiful weather available anywhere in the world, and in particular 

during a season of clear, cloudless weather there. Just before the transit, 

clouds funned; it rained and continued raining until the transit was over, 

whereupon the rain ceased and the skies cleared. Meanwhile. Captain James 

Cook enjoyed the opposite fortune in Tahiti, where he had established two 
observing posts for the event. Observations were also made in American 

colonies by its amateur scientists. Their reports were as good as (or no worse 

than) those made by professional astronomers enjoying official patronage.4 

The question of die Sun's distance was not settled by the 18th century 
transits, and tSic solar parallax still awaited a good determination when in 
1874 numerous countries seat out expeditions to remote parts of the Earth 

to observe the first of the 19th century pair. Details of the general prepara- 

tions made by the United Stares are treated elsewhere. It is important to 

note that plans were mad** at the last minute and that the U. S. effort differ 

ed in another important respect from others in the sense that emphasis was 

to be placed on photographic observations. This must have been considered 

by many to be foolhardy, photography had not yet been accepted for any 

serious scientific purpose. The idea was nevertheless adopted by the Commis- 

sion on the Transit of Venus, which drew to itself some of the brightest 

minds of the a^e: Joseph Henry, benjamin Pcircc, Simon Newcomb, William 

Harkncss, George William Hill, Asaph Hall. Henry Draper and innumerable 

others, including scientifically minded Superintendents of the Naval Observa 

lory. 
The plans of ail national expedition*» had at lea*! one common te.jtüie. 

Detailed reports were to he made not only concerning the minutest details 

of the observations but any other scientific knowledge obtainable a* weil. 

The report* were eventual!) published by the various countries which rook 

part. In sonic instances, these ran to scveta) volume«» whose comidcr-ble hulk 

is impressive. The United State* was to publish iu complete NIK.»« m three 

ot tout volumes. Volume I has actually been primed, but it contains oitlt a 

summary. 
At this point, I would like to en^a^c in a kind ot travel *£Ut\ n. which 

reliance will be placed on the unpublished tecotü* of the Iran.:*. *»i Venus 

t 'ouiiiiisMou .«iul on photograph* provuied by defendants of •.«»•??•• < i *n»- 

pun« tpals ' 
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Fi^   1.    I'arl of  the  1874 Transit of Venu$ parly at Vladivostok, Rtmia.   T?»e figure at 
center is Aiaph Hall, chief of the partv. 

I te. ^    VUcUruatoi with v«.ror i»l the Tfanüt of Vrliui »KeJ» »rt the !.'tet-i «•::♦: J. 
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The northernmost site occupied by the United States expedition was at 

Vladivostok, Russia. Figure 1 shows some of the observing party. In Figure 

2 we see the town itself. With a little effort, one can make out the equator- 

ial house and the arrangement of the photograph sheds, to be seen more 

clearly in later photographs. The ship in the background is probably the 

(/. S. S. KcarsargVt which delivered the party. 

Figure 3, from Nagasaki, gives more detail concerning the photographic 

apparatus. The instrument was designed as a reflecting telescope of some 40- 

feet focal length, the focus being at a photographic plate holder inside the 

shed. Photographs, when taken, were immediately carried into an adjoining 
room of the shed for developing. The barrels seen in the figure contained 

water tor the photochemicals. Figure 4 shows the heliostat part of the 

photographic telescope. The mirror is in place, and is nothing more than 

two clear glass plates set at an angle, so as to reduce the amount ot sunlight 

and to eliminate multiple reflections. What at first appears to be a pile of 

trash in Figure 5, is on closer inspection an exhibit of the appliances used to 

support the developing and fixing of the photographic plates. There also can 

IK* seen the photographic house and, to the right, the iron gas pipe used to 

measure the local length of the heliostat. The familiar instrument in Figure 

I tc.   3-   TiW N-u-w-Al dk»scttri»|E »iff. wrtH !Sc Kciiantil riulic «1 Irtt at?d «he f*k< ■ *?**$ % ■■' 
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Fig. 4. A close-up of the heliostat at Nagasaki. 
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Fi^.  3.    The photographic horse and materials lot  developing phuto^raphn  plates di 
played at Nagasaki. 
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Fig. 6. Clark refractor at Nagasaki. Fig, 7. Stackpole "broken" transit instrument. 

E 

6 is a five-inch Clark refractor, ccjuatorially mounted. The United States' 

party did not neglect visual timings of the event, despite the emphasis on 

photography, and the five-inch telescopes were the official instruments for 
that purpose. 

Much of the value of any observations depended upon accurate know- 

ledge of tile site location. Since the geographic coordinates of remote loca- 

tions were known crudely at best, it was an integral part of the mission to 

determine coordinates by celestial observations. For that purpose, euch party 

was equipped with the required instruments: a clock and a "broken" transit 

(telescope). The latter is shown in Figure 7. It appears to nave been a hand- 

some instrument. The observers were rather unhappy with the performance 

of the transit and none of the instruments are known to have survived their 
original form to the present.* Some observers sook along more reliable in 

stvuments which they obtained ut their own initiative. The Nagasaki party 

did not neglect the beauty of the country, and Figure 8 is a view of the har- 

bor area. An interesting detail in the photograph is a telegraph pole. George 

Davidson, in charge of the party, was a strong proponent of the telegraphic 

determination of longitude, and he engaged this method while at Nagasaki. 

4 Note added i» 1983: Two of the broken transit instruments have now b    n found aul 

are in the historic;?! instrument collection of the Naval Observatory. 

;>:£&ä£^;^ 
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Fig, 8. View o*" Nagasaki harbor. 
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The history o. efforts to fix longitude telegraphically is incompletely known 

and deserves comprehensive study. 

We stop briefly at the capital city Peking, where James C. Watson and his 

party worked. Figure 9 is one of the few graphic mementos of their visit. 

Perhaps the taking of informal photographs was frowned upon. On the day 

of the transit, when a spot appeared upon the Sun, a mark appeared upon 

the face of the Chinese Emperor. This last mark was symptomatic of some- 

thing quite seriously wrong with the Emperor's health. Although a youth, he 

lacked sufficient vigor to cope with the illness and he succumbed. There was 

enough superstition among the people to associate the two events. Moreover, 

power was taken by the Regent. As the Americans viewed both develop- 

ments, hasty withdrawal seemed their prudent alternative. In this they were 

assisted by the French party, which remained in Peking and suffered no ill 

consequences. 

The three stations mentioned were the extent of the United States' com- 

mitment in the Northern Hemisphere. Five groups were sent to the Southern 

Hemisphere. The remaining photographs which 1 have obtained have come 

from (unofficial) efforts of the photographers assigned to the southern par- 

ties. Many or the photogiaphs were to make public appearances as stereop- 

ticon slides, reproduced and offered for sale by the same photographer,. 

Irvin Stanley was at Kcrguelen Island in the South Indian Ocean. He and 

W. H. Rau, who was at Chatham Island, exchanged copies of their work. 

During the 18th century it was usual for voyages or exploration to have 

artists and naturalists among the ships' complement. Sketches, drawings and 

paintings returned with the adventurers and enhanced their reports. Similar 

opportunities were lost in 1874 when most expeditious were ill-equipped tor 
photography. 

Figure 10 (like most ot the remaining slides) was copied from a stereop- 

ticon slide having a sepia-like tone. It is a scene iron» Kcrguelen Island. It 

looks grim, foreboding, barren, and according to first bund accounts, satis- 

fled those qualities in {act. Figure 11 is the transit party camp. A more typi- 

cal scene is that in Figure 12. The place was described by Captain Cook as a 

land of desolation. It became more so after Cook left it, for his maps uvsc 

used by others who later decimated the wildlife. Among such commercial 

adventurers were whalers, who supplemented their diets by the cabbage 

shown in Figure 13. This is an interesting plant, tor it is wind pollinated. It 

had to be thus, since there were no winged insects on the island. 

Chatham island was at least inhabited. Figure 14. taken there, was anno- 

tated "Waurekauri, 14 miles from camp" by Rau. In Figure IS, Bill l.ennent. 

a whaler shipwrecked in  1842, is shown with his Maori wife. Conceivably, 

;:^vvv^>^2>^ 
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>*4 -'-. 

Fig. 14. W. H. Rau's 
photograph of "Waure- 
kauri, 14 miles from 
camp," Chatham Island 
in the South Pacific 

Fi^; 15. The American 
whaler, Bill Lcnnent, 

with his Maori wife, on 
Ch ithain island. 
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Fig. 16. Residence of 
Mr. Ernst, a missionary, 

about nine miles from 
the observing site on 

Chatham Island. 

Fig. 17. Skulls of 

"Moriari. aborigine ol 
Chatham Island" and 
ot a Maori. Chatham 

Island, "tievom« ot 
Moriari." 
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Fig. 18.  I ake Walcatipu, from the observing site near Qucenmwn, New Zcabn 

Fl(*. |y.   Hulicr.il Street, central town .net. (^ttcctt&fowii. New /.< .iLn.l. 
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they were married by Mr. Ernst, a missionary who arrived in 1.844 and whose 

residence is shown in Figure 1 6. Gripping contrast to impressions ot pastoral 

serenity is provided by Figure 17, which reminds us of a dark history. The 

crude, clinical arrangement ot skulls is augmented by cards offering a terse 

explanation. One reads, "Moriari, aborigine ot Chatham Island"; the other 

states simply, "Maori, Chatham Island, devourcr ot Moriari." 

It global weather conditions affecting all expeditions were to be sum- 

marized in two words, those might be "general)-       ->r.n A notable exception 

was enjoyed by C. H. F. Peters and his party i  J Zealand, it was widely 

reported that the weather there had been so bad that no one in New Zealand 

had seen the event. Peters located in Queenstown, on the shore ot Lake 

Wakatipu, where he in fact enjoyed idea' weather. From his observing site 

comes Figure 18, showing the lake and mountainous surroundings. The town 

is not evident in this photograph, but some idea may be had from Figure 

19, which is a part of the central area. One may imagine that Peters' party 

enjoyed their stay; Queenstown prospered to become a favorite South I land 

resort. All this, and science too. 

Searching tor the actual transir plates was to become a frustrating exper- 

ience. Some have turned up recently, although it is not certain that they 

came from the 1874 expedition. Figure 20 is typical. Venus is ar the top (the 

li^. 20. Tramii cij Vrnus r»!-itc. 
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other marks are not necessarily sunspots). A rcscau, or net\ Ji. >f parallel 

lines, was imprinted onto the glass plate. The heavy line through the center 

is the shadow of a plumb line used to orient the platcholder and image with 
respect to the vertical. 

Interest in Venus transits for determining the solar parallax waned after 

1874. Except for the United States, all countries had relied upon visual 

observations of contact between the limbs of Venus and the Sun. As in the 

case of the 18th century transits, these were widely discordant. Improved 

instrumentation and practice with foreknowledge of physiological effects 

had not produced the hoped for advantage. Disappointment was widespread, 

and the whole enterprise deemed generally a failure. Of the United States' 

plan and its validity we cannot know. Certainly there were many painstaking 

details which had to be reckoned with regard to the radical application of 

photography; there were determinations of instrumental errors to be made; 

geographic locations precisely wanted. There was a considerable effort made 

at first. In view of all the difficulties, mostly not of a scientific or procedural 

kind, the U. S. effort could not be sustained, while the years between 1874 

and 1882 saw preference being shitted to other methods for determining the 

parallax. l>y the time of the 1882 event, the level of urgency had declined to 

the point where expeditions were sent principally for the reason that u was 

the thing to do. Of course the skies were then propitious tor nearly every 

observer. 

One man never lost faith in the value of the 1874 photographic observ.t 

tions. Knowledge of him today is as faded as the detailed history of the U. S. 

expedition. He is William Harkness, who eventually became tUts Astronotui 

cal Director of the Naval Observatory. His accomplishments were main ami 

varied. Among them, the spheroineter calipcr, an indispcnsibic tool in instru- 

ment and machine shops, he invented to measure pivots of transit instru- 

ments. He participated in the design of the six inch transit circle? at [lie Ob 

servatory, and was intimately involved in the Observatory's relocation in 

1893. 
lor several \ear>, darkness labored alone over the reductions of the 

transit observations. Although he was overtaken by other duties and tare*, 
there is some evidence that the completion and publication o{ the results of 

the 1874 expedition were goals never tar from his mind, darkness J'igurc 

21) deserves to be better known. I hope that an enlightening or definitive 
study (if Harkness will someday be written. As source material, there are 

four volumes of Harkness' letters and scientific writings at r!u Naval Ob set 

vafoiv, which itself stands as a part of his creative output The ait hives at 

the I'nivei atv of Rochester is another iepo\itnr\. 
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i ijt. 21.   VViliian. Harkncsi (183? 1903), Naval OLurrvalnry asJio.iumci, 1862 18 '9. am* 
liisi AsUonomuaJ l>»fcclor, 18 M 1K99. 

In JtiMü.;, I would lik*.- to read pan <>t a jULj^ruph trotu .»n atklrev. gtwn 

in Ma:r.ne\> before the Aiuetican Avtociation t**r the Advancement *>* 

St ieiuv. pi it.} to ilie transit »»! 1HK2. 

We .lit mm on ihr eve id lite wtomi transit t>j .t pan. attei vüiuii 

lit>ni- other will uviiir until the 2l*t lentutt »>t *»m efa has vlawmti 

upon tin i:aith and the June ilwwiis are blooming in 2004. \\hen fin 

1;; v ; .iti.it sea>on occurred, the intellectual world W.:N awakenme. 

i :..:<; üir -Junst.ei o! age\. ami that womtmut »ciettlitte a  livit*.  wiiu'i 
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has led to our present advanced knowledge was just beginning. What 

will be the sLate of science when the next transit season arrives, God 

only knows. Not even our children's children will live to take part in 

the astronomy of that day. As for ourselves, we have to do with the 

present, and it seems a fitting occasion for noting bru i!\ rhe scien- 

tific history of past transits . .. 

We are in a slightly more adva igeous position to speculate than Hark* 

ness or his contemporaries. Their children's ch'ldren" Live left footprints 

on the Moon, safely navigated the asteroid belt, am! tested Venus' surface, so 

that quite likely the next transits of Venus will be but astronomical curi- 

osities. 

!t is more appropriate to comment on the significance of the U. S. par 

ocipation in u»c 19th century events. The federal establishment had. at that 

time, a tradition of not directly engaging in science, unless it seemingly could 

not be avoided. Since other nations were committed to Held expeditions in 

large number, it could have been argued tha: tli United States need not; 

rather, it could employ the resultant solar parallax to practical requirements 

when it became available in the literature. The government's slow arousal 

and hectic, eleventh hour preparations may be interpreted as testimony of a 

strict const rue t ion ist attitude. Yet, the eight parties which were dispatched 
were thoroughly staffed, trained and equipped. Among the great nations at 

that time, the United States was not a scientific leader. Mad circumstance:* 

been kinder and, in particular, had it been possible to complete the results, 

the 1874 expedition could have significantly advanced the tune when 

scientific leadership by the United States was acknowledged. 

Q: Were values for the parallax cv^r derived from the 1874 results' 

jtnit/ek: There wa* a value published by I). F. Tuclci, I believe. It v\u> pre 
mature siiue the reductions had not been finished. The 1HH2 transit re ailts 

were printed, as far as I know, only in a report of the Scirc?ar\ of the N?av\ 
tor IH89, and I suppose ihai satisfied the requirements <>t the work in a legal 

sense, although certainly not in a scientific one. 

Q: I've been told that in 1K7*J there was a publican«»» in the Congressional 

series on the 1874 transit produced by Neweomb with values ol ihr parjlas. 

Jamc/ek: That had to be a preliminary value  Neweomb himscli wLmtud the 

work was never finished. 

i 
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\ i& 21.   "Wtisl will fcr the >Ufc of utrtuc when iKc ntxi U±AUI #Mt*\ atme», t.>»■! uniy 

Wnuv.i.   Nul <«» our  cltiUlct»'* «.hiMlstt will Uvc Jo Jake j att m ihc «*tr.tn»nty u| tha! 

Uay. A» I«»« otmeivr». wc have lu Jo with the piv*r»la 

;lHu»nat»on from thtjwti Wrckly, Apjil IB, 1883 
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NOTES 

1. For a somewhat more detailed account of this subject, see P. M. Jaiivjzek and L. 
Houchins, "Transits of Venus and the American Expedition of 1874," Sky and Tele- 
scope, 48 (December 1974), 366-371. 

2. The title of the complete work is Observations of the Transit of Venus, December 
8-9, 1874, Made and Reduced Under the Direction of the Commission Created by Con- 

gress, Part I, "General Discussion of Results," was printed bearing the date 1880. The 
document referred to here is Part II, "Observations," of which only a single copy exists as 
two bound volumes of page and type proofs. Part III, containing the discussion of the 
longitudes of the stations from occultations and other sources, and Part IV, containing 
the photographic plate measures, have nci been found in any form. 

3. One would like to know more about Horrox with greater accuracy. ! have not been 
able to examine any of his writings except via quotations embedded in works which are 
less than scholarly and which, together, lead the reader to some contradictions. 

4. Literature describing the 18th century transits is not wanting generally. The work by 
Harry Woolf, 77ie TraniliS oj Venus (Princeton, 1959) is an authoritative account. New- 
comb, in Reminisce ices of an Astronomer (Boston and New York, 1903), highlights 
several of the misfortunes, while devoting Chapter 6 to the subject in general. 

5. E.g., Papers Relating to the Transit of Venus in 1874 (Washington, D. C, 1872). 
6. Figures 1-9 were found among various collections at the Naval Observatory, as were 

Figures 18-20. Ruth Haskett Stincs, author, genealogist and descendent of Irvin Stanley, 
one of the expedition photographers, has provided Figures 10-17 and many others, in- 
cluding some from the 1882 transit. Marshall Pywell, a descendent of William Reddi--.li 
Pywell (the transit party at Carnpbelltown), kindly provided Figure 22. 

7. W. 1). Horigan assembled a typewritten 30 page "Memorandum for the Superinten- 
dent (Naval Observatory) concerning the origin and operations of the U. S. Transit or 
Venus Commission" in 1^22. It is comprised chiefly oi extracts from reports by the 
Commission and the Secretary of the Navy. It also reproduces a letter, dated 1891, by 
Harkness indicating his intentions to complete the work oi the transit expedition,. 
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SIMON NEWCOMB'S ROLE IN THE ASTRONOMICAL 

REVOLUTION OF THE EARLY NINETEEN HUNDREDS 

Arthur L. Norberg 

National Science Foundation* 

Introduction 

In honor of the 150 years of the U. S. Navy's role in astronomical affairs, 

through its many modifications from a depot of charts and instruments to 

the present form of the Naval Observatory, I would like to focus here on one 

context of its activity: the development of planetary tables and position 

constants. The research for these tables and constants was performed in the 

Nautical Almanac Office at a time when it was independent of the Naval 

Observatory, but in the same administrative branch of the Navy. 

The greatness of institutions such as the Almanac Office can sometimes 

be appreciated through the greatness achieved by persons active in those 

institutions. In the case of the Almanac Office, we can appreciate a part of 

its greatness through a study of the efforts of Simon Newcomb. Research 

efforts on planetary table theory reveal Ncwcomb's role and the Navy's 

part in the opening salvos of the astronomical revolution of the 20th 

century, a revolution that is still unfolding. And, in keeping with this cele- 

bration, the context illustrates one of :hc 2±£rJficant areas of the Naval Ob- 

servatory's and Nautical Almanac Office's contributions to this revolution. 

Tiie research program on constants and tables at the Almanac Office in 

the last third of the 19th century was led by Newcomb. The task was an 

immense one, ami involved the cooperative efforts of many astronomers 

throughout the world. Ncwcomb's planning for ami coordination of this 

work brought him greatness. When contemplating how to relate brit tl\ the 

details ot this important program so as to justify his colleagues' view of 

Ncwcomb's greatness, and feeling overwhelmed by rhe amount ot detail, I 

was reminded ol a comment by Charles Sanders Pcircc on greatness, lie 

wrote: 
. . . the way to judge ot whcthei a tnau was great or not is to |>ut 

aside ail anal) sis, to contemplate attentively ! is life ami wi>rks. and 

'Now Diirtioi. Tlw ( hartes lUt'ha^v: Sn>lhufi-. ' rmvi*ivity •>» Mrom %»>(., 
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then to look into one's heart and estimate the impression one finds 

to have been made. This is the way in which one would decide 

whether a mountain were sublime or not. The great man is the 

impressive personality; and the question whether he is great is a 

question of impression.1 

Let me, then, offer such an impression by concentrating, first, on the outline 

of the plan and, second, on the reaction of astronomers to the research 

results. Even this brief reconstruction reveals several things about Newcomb 

that contributed to his greatness: his intellectual prowess, the force of his 

personality, his organizational ability, his view of scientific research, and the 

attitudes of his contemporaries toward him. At the same time, it illustrates 

a significant contribution of the Almanac Office and the Observatory. 

Mewconib 's Rcsearch Praaram 

The basis of all measurement is an accurate knowledge of positions; yet 

throughout astronomy's past, nu tables tepicseincu tiic position? of bodies 

accurately tor very long. In order to determine whether this difficulty is the 

result of theory or observation, it is necessary to have a good set of tables 

for tuiiipajison, and to refine the reduction of observations as mud» as 

possible. Addressing himself to this point in 1882, in the first announcement 

of the design for carrying out his planetary program, Newcomb stated that, 

li we are to determine what unknown causes affect the motion of 

the planets the first step is to prove that there is really a discordance 

between the results of observations and the results of the theory of 

gravitation. The first step toward establishing such a discordance is 

the construction of tables and formulae of which we can say that 

they are beyond reasonable doubt the results and only results ol the 

gravitation oi the known bodies of the solar system. The necessary 

conditions which such tables and formulae must satisfy are that 

they shall be foumbd upon uniform elements and data, and that tin 

results of employing the adopted elements shall be carried out with 

ail necessary precision. Now. not only has this requirement never 

beer, fulfilled, but the effect of recent advance in exact agronomy 

has rather been to .airy us away front its fulfillment." 

Newcomb criticized Urbain Lcvcirier's work, the most rccem attempt to 

provide a set oi tables, on the grounds that lie pushed the table:, into pr.M 

too fast and did not use all the information available m him.   i ins convinced 

.. gg^—a aaa   »"' 
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Ncwcomb that just improved tables should not be the only goal. In order to 

jSj accurately determine the fundamental elements of astronomy, it was neces- 

sary to use all the material available, which had "increased many fold" since 

Leverrier's tables appeared. He noted that, 

C 

I 

■ 

* The desirableness of having such tables founded on one consistent 

and fully elaborated theory, hardly needs to be insisted upon. Only 

in tliis way can it be decided whether deviations from theory arise 

from its imperfections, or from the actions of unknown and, per- 

haps, unsuspected causes.3 

Ncwcomb was concerned, because if Leverrier's tables became the standard 

a great part of the existing data was "in danger of never being used, unless 

discussed and condensed, in such a way as to render them manageable." This 
referred to the observations taken particularly after 1860. 

We must either suffer this *;rcat mass of materials, collected at great 

expense, to go to utter waste, or we must speedily put it in a shape 

to be utilized for present and future purposes. It is true that if noth- 

ing were to be added to the mass we might safely leave it in conti- 

.      • , dence that iuture astronomers would give it more attention than we 

have. But so rapidly does it increase . . . the required work must be 

that of an organization rather than that of an individual.4 

He in sis led that all the work should be founded on all the observations avail 

able, but. in addition, on all the available discussions by other astronomers. 

This would redute its individual character, and allow a greater utilization of 

material. 

Since  a  description  oi   the  orbits  followed  by   the four inner planets 

required most all the fundamental constants of astronomy. Ncwcomb pro- 

posed to bc,*in with these planets as a set. In these interactions, one heeded 

S the   ma:.«- .  o!  the planets and the elements of  their orbits, the constants 
r\ connected with the rotation oi the Earth, the annual precession, the ohluj 

£.' oily of the ecliptic and its secular variation, the position of the ri|utim\. .iml 

.%' the positions of the fundamental stars; one needed also the solar parallis and 

m the mass of the Moon. 
Neweoitrti thought  that  the  theoretical aspects of these invest tg.ui»»n\ 

Would have  more lasting value  than  the  tables, it was this iotiilitsi<»ti thai 
limulaled  Nevvtomh   to d<\< lop  his iheoretital aiulvsis.   |-'«»i   fills i.r e.tab 

fished .1  new series within the Almanac OMkc l-> liamlle the |*nl«f■* .»n >>i «;! 
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his results, the Astronomical Papers Prepared for ilw Use of the American 

Eptiemeris and Nautical Almanac. 

We get indications of his desires much earlier than 1882. however. Short- 

ly after Ncwcomb assumed direction of the Almanac, he begun restructuring 

the office. In the annual report of the office for .1877, written by Ncwcomb 

only one month after assuming the Superin tendency, ho wrote that. 

The most urgent want of the office at the present time is a set of 

tables of the Moon and planets, corresponding in accuracy to the 

present state of practical astronomy, and founded on entirely homo- 

geneous data. 

To justify this statement, he commented on the tables in use in the fol- 

lowing way. 

The tables of Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, now used in the preparation 

of the /:pitemetis are all more than halt a century old, and the only 

recent ones existing are those of Leverrier. These have ncvci been 

introduced in the preparation of the liphcmviisbecause ihe»r tonn is 

such as to render them extremely inconvenient in use, ami ii is 

doubtful whether they fulfill the requirements of the astronomy of 

the present day in respect to precision.' 

He wrote this at a time when the ephemerides of Europe were contemplating 

the introduction of Leveirier's work. Newcomb finished the report In assert 

ing that ii the, whole appropriation for the next fiscal year A ere approved, 

"the object in question can be commenced as soon as th.il appropriation ts 

available." 

On May S.>, lS7rt, Newtomb wrote to Alexander Agassi/, in LuMibndge, 

Massachusetts, that he was "getting fairly under way" tin- theories >>f the 

pl.metaiy motion/' OIK of New tomb's lust steps was a piopoved revision 

of lite iipiwinciis', to improve its usefulness, and to flee some unit- of the 

computers ioi oilier work. He submitted to the astronomers ot the oam'n 

fifteen suggested changes, that ranged from the omission ot all if.it.» Ioi 

Washington mean noon, to the addition ol helnuenin« longitude, latii ule, 

and radius vector values for all the planets. Differences ot opinion .iois,- on 

soute of tin- points, and the proposed changes were uteired ?<• . » nnnrie 

of the National Academy '»1 Stiem.es. This »oiniiiuiir ■■■■{. ?.urn •] n ; t t!-- 

reeotiimemiati«m■; ami suggested modifications of tue «>rn :., ul>( N«-\«. 

cuttiti incMi porated in the volume (*>; I SH.?. pubitsht »I u» mni IS' 
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The new structure of the Ephemeris required less calculation, so the 

office personnel could spend some of their time on the new planetary pro- 

gram. In addition, Newcomb hired some new help, with funds from an ap- 

propriation for the computation of tables for planets (i.e., minor planets) 

discovered by American astronomers. Newcomb interpreted the terms of 

this appropriation rather broadly, and used some of the funds for tables gen- 

erated by American astronomers, regardless of whether the planets were dis- 

covered by >:hcm. Eventually, he successfully lobbied for an appropriation to 
cover the planetary table work itself. The original amount of this latter 

appropriation was $3,000, and over the next 15 years it fluctuated from 

$2,000 to $9,900 per year. 

One regular assistant of the office, George W. Hill, was assigned the work 

of Jupiter and Saturn. He coordinated this work with Newcomb's intentions 

for the entire program, but, essentially, he was free to generate the tables in 

his own way. This was a massive task and it took Hill ten years to complete 

it. Newcomb divided the rest or the work into two parts: the inner planets, 

as wc noted above, and Uranus and Neptune; but, for the motion of these 

last two planets Newcomb felt chat only updating of his earlier tables would 

be required when the rest were completed. 

Newcomb's program for the analysis of the motions of the inner planets 

can be summarized in the following way. First, he discussed the computa- 

tion of the general perturbations of the planets. For the four inner planets, 

fourteen pairs ol planets had to be considered, because of the effects ot Jupi 

tei and Saturn on the inner planet:., as well as their own interaction». One 

important element in stilting out the perturbations of the planets on c.»th 

other was the mass of Jupiter. To determine this value, Newcomb used the 

interaction between Jupiter and the asteroid Polyhymnia, discovered in 

1854, This asteroid made a near approach to Jupiter su 1885, and reached 

perihelion in 1888, so Newcomb was able to use > nservations ot it iiom 

LS^-J to 1889. Second, he undertook the re reduction * t the older ob.erva 

lions, and a disct*s.sion ol the later ones to reduce fitem to a uniform system, 

iii- re-reduced Maskelyne's (ireenwkh observations from 1 7i*>5 t • 1811. 

using modern data; and he did the same tor Pia/zi's observations at Palermo 

for 1791 it» 18|.>. 
To save time, he tarried over Auwer's reductions <>t liradlev \ obveiva 

lions o! 175<J to l?(»2, and Airy's reduction ol Pond's observation-, ol |K1.! 

u> I8.H), as will as Leveii'ier'. reduction ot the Paris observations irons |XoU 

to i 8/5, aiul I vessels red net ton t »t the - »bwrvatt« »ns at K«"niplvig ti»»n- i M * i 

l.» ii-M_S. To thev NiWiomb .id de i i his own reduction v.t l.ii* . «b. p..i:ou. 

liuule at .«**vi  .i t!«'/ii! nt'.civ.iiujus.'  The total numb«, r ot iibsitv.ttn.n . niii 
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mately used for the four inner planets was 62,030. 

Third, since Lcvcmcr's tables were in use in the ephemerides of Europe 

from 1864 on Ncwoon>p niprid?d tr* ct*-n'ntc nieces for the planets prior to 

1864 from these tables also. He began with Levcrricr's formulae, partially 

reconstructed them, and recomputed the positions of the four inner planets 

and the Sun. From these manuscript tables, Ncwcomb calculated a set of 

elements, which he employed as the provisional elements in the develop- 

ment of his own theory. Several supplementary tables were also generated, 

such as those for changing the Sun's positions in longitude and latitude to 

right ascension and declination, and changing the larter from Greenwich 

mean noon to Greenwich apparent noon and then to apparent noon at the 

observatories "'hose observations were to be used. His final results embraced 

a complete revision v.f the elements of the planetary orbits and the masses of 

the planets, as wcii as ehe principal constants of reduction, such as solar par- 

allax, precession, aberration and nutation.10 

Ncwcomb combined exceptional talent for reducing observations to a 

uniform system, thereby increasing their utility and reliabil'ty for empirical 
correction of the elements of an orbit, and reducing the equation;, ot condi- 

tion by least squares so that they contained a minimum of error. Neverthe- 
less, sometimes he placed too much faith in the work of another, and errors 

crept into his final results. 

The problem oi observations, with itspcct u> both number and qualitv, 

was perhaps more severe than that of the development of theories t<>r the 

planets. In order to reduce these observations for use in the equations or 

condition, Ncwcomb had to adopt a highly accurate refer«, net- s\stcm of 

star.s. Although pleased with the work oi Arthur Auwers at Berlin, who 

assembled a list oi the riuhl ascensions «>i reference stars lor the epoch 1H7«J. 

at the bellest of tie Astronomische Gesellschaft, tor use m the ihrfimi LiUi 

burit, Ncwcomb noted that the proper motions used in the Jjhthu h were 

systematical!) slower tii.ui the motions oi the stars used in the im*/h\i»j 

l:j)i;( ni{'(i> by Ü.08 seconds per century. Therefore, Ncwiomb developed 

his own tundameittai system fur the right ascensions. " which sm fuded all 

the standard stars «>t i\n- \nniit\n: ti[>ln;inii>, and ail the vtars, dmvn o.» tin 

iixih magnitude, {!'...: touid be occulted hv the Moon. I*»r the dcihnatnms, 
lie adopted t^'e svsteui oi Lewis IU»\, A fae I >ud*e\ i *bsetv.itor\ a? Alban\ , 
Neu York, which Ncwcomb had incoiporatcd mu> the /.;>»:« tu* <r- u   1 -Si. 

i hi'   •{'. J, ?ii>h t»/ lhi   , lM*M>*li*l*fl4 vl/ (  0>>i!HltUtt\ 

Newcotnb   ».onstanth    corresponded   with   I *•»•••   !'»«»•      U'üUMI'ü,;  'i 

Lux! tui M.u   »\>U!n to in   adopted, and vvtfh  I >.ivui Gu! .th<*.;   tin   \.iua   •■■' 

•    • 
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heliometer observations, and he also encouraged and instructed both Boss 

and Gill concerning the type and quality of observations he desired. On Feb- 

ruary 28, 1891,Ncwcomb wrote Boss, 

In about two years ... my planetary work will be so far advanced 

that I shall have a corps of computers ready for something else. The 

most urgent work will be the preparation of a standard catalogue of 

perhaps 1,000 standard stars for use in the Ephemeris. I have all the 

machinery necessary for the preparation of this catalogue . . . What- 

ever is done, we should work together . . . 

Arthur M. W. Downing, Director of the British Nautical Almanac Office, 

wrote Ncwcomb in June 1894, 

I am glad to hear of Hie progress or your new Solar Tables, which 

will, I hope, be in a sufficiently advanced state to allow of their 

introduction into the NauHeal Almanac for 1900. 

It will be a great advance when astronomers are able to compare 

their observations of the bodies constituting the solar system with 

tables deduced from absolutely uniform astronomical data, and 1 

look on your Solar Tables as a first step in this direction. I hope you 

will be able to bring your work to a successful conclusion, and to 
publish it without any unnecessary delay as the tables will undoubt 

ed!y prove of great service to astronomy in general, and to such an 

office as this in pat titular; and the sooner they are made available tor 
use, the better tor science.11' 

One ye;r laier. Downing agreed with Ncwcomb's plan to prepare a standard 

st.r catalogue lor 1900, und expressed "no doubt" that it would serve as a 

basis lor an international catalogue.16 Short}) alter, David Gill began a 

movement r0 stimulate cooperation among lite ephemeris oHu.es, by pro 

posing, in the spring of 1894, tiiat a conference be held in 1 H*>f» to li^ *s 

common problems and to work out a unified hast:», like Newcomhs, i>{ 

coüsum.s that could be m*ed in all almanats.1 

The reaction  to Gill's  proposal  was not overly warm. Newtontb u -1 

Lomed it foi obvious reasons, and, since the hntish and United States oiiices 

were . Ireadv discussing cooperation. Downing blessed the idea. The German* 

.. Asfiim nuwers) frowned on the proposal, and the FrcnJi ick .t Wait 

ill s«.c attitude. After a flurry of letters, and a watering down */t llu   um oi 

s'   a a tviitfrcnct*. Downing, on January 28. IH7S, wrou toMaurue I tuwv. 
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Director of the Connmssunce des Temps, suggesting that it would be advan- 

tageous for the principal ephemcrides to adopt a unified standard star sys- 

tem. 

Invitations to the conference meeting in Paris were limited to the direc- 

tors of die four principal cphemerides, who could choose one other par- 

ticipant, and three consultants who represented observatories, to give a total 

membership of cloven. This organization permitted Gill to represent the 

southern observatories, and allowed Newcomb to nominate O. Back!und, 

Direr tor of Puikova, who otherwise would have been excluded. 

When Newcomb left for Paris, his program on the constants and the. 

tables of the four inner planets w.is partly published and the rest was in the 

hands of the printer. The report on the investigations into the astronomical 

constants appeared toward the end of 1895; the tables of the Sun, Mercury 

and Venus were in press; the Almanac Office had begun to assemble a "con- 

sistent list" of stars, for a new standard catalogue.18 Naturally, Newcomb 

felt that this body of work contained the highest aecr acy obtainable, and 

he went to the conference armed with a proposal that, if accepted, would 

cause Newcomb**» constants and cables to be introduced into the world's 

cphemerides. 
At the opening session, Loewy suggested that Newcomb present u pro 

posaJ on tiie procedures to be followed, and the aim to be sought by the con- 
ference, because of the "great quantity" of his investigations relevant to the 

questions to be considered. Newcomb presented seven propi.stttuns. 

The participants discussed these proposals. Tisseraml, Director <>t the 

Paris Observatory, recommended that (he catalog discussed should be an 

all purpose catalog of right ascensions and declinations, rathei than rec«»m 

mending the publication uf each coordinate separately, as had bees: done in 

the past. Downing huher specified that the conference should not onl\ »ii- 

cns> the constitution ui the catalog, but also set up in.- utaehiuert oi its 

production. At this point, (Jill tried to add to the agenda t disCUs\ion of 

what (able* of i!te Sun and the planets would be most suitable f<»i loiutnon 

adoption, but the members sidestepped the issue as "extremely delicate" and 

"very difficult to resolve/' No wonder the choice wa> either l.cverrirj's 

tables, in use over Buropc. or Ncwconib's toithcoiumg set. the final program 

decided on fur discussion included Ncweomh's seven point*, modified v»v 

Tiswiand s proposal tor .i more general catalog, CJtB's re».|vH^>, -nd .1 

suggestion by Julius Ik» use longer, Director of ehe IUiin.it fii'tihtnh 10 

attempt ii- organize .1 haMs k*r calculations or tlie ephcia-.*:ide, or sn.ti! 

plane i ■.. 
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The Revolt of the American Astronomers 

On Ncwcomb's return to the United States, he tendered a report of the 

conference to the Secretary of the Navy. He began to smooth the path for 

adoption into the American llphemeris of the constants proposed by the 

conference, by inserting the following statement into his report: 

In a general way it ma) be said that the elements adopted were 

founded mainly on the researches made in the office of the American 

Ephemcris during the past fifteen years. The adopted system of 

Right Ascensions of the Fundamental Stars, on which all others are 

to depend, is that published in Volume 1 of the astronomical papers 

of the American Ephemcris [sic). The most noteworthy deviation 

from th■:: numbers adopted in this office was that the values for the 

three constants of Nutation, Aberration and Solar Parallax were 

those derived directly from observation, without making any adjust 

merits for the theoretical relations existing between them. A slight 

difference thus arises between the adopted values and those adopted 

by the oil ice in the planetary tables; but the difference is so slight 

that I have deemed it advisable to accede to the conclusions ot the 

Conference so far as the Ephemcris of the Fixed Stars is concerned. 

The International Catalogue will, it is expected, be one now being 

prepared at this office; and I have undertaken fo rcdetcrminc the 

constant of Precession for subsequent international use.1*' 

Newcomb set to work immediately on the tasks assigned to htm In the 

eunfereiue. His new analyst* ul the pteccssional constant appeared in the 
[stnmontit'il journal in June 1897."° Newcomb chose his 18^5 value as the 

initial constant needing correction. The equinox to which Ncwtomb ami 

|*ired this value possessed a right ascension irom his 18.S2 catalogue, and a 

declination Irom a new fundamental system, constructed lor the purpose, 

'the stars used in these systems came from Auvvers' reductions <»i IWadiey's 

observations, employed by Newcomb because Auwers had calculated the 

proper motions. 

This study appeared shortly alter the /*»«»» t\ I * ibittt\ i»t the kotttcf 

eiue became available, and AttKUuiu astronomers were grumbling about 

the attempted imposition o) the results of the conference on all astronomical 

activity. A lew saw »he rule ol the almanac a\ a service utgam/ati >?«, .md 

?)K \ tilt that M\\ changes should come about ujilv bceause the o'MUiumtU 

desired the»», rather than through the decision o! the director's .»! the a!m.i 
i;,i.-,.   f tu eiicmtore, bv Naval requirement. Nrwctitnb  irttrrd -m M.OiU   i    . 
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1897, at age 62, so there was some discontent that he tried to incorporate 

the new constants without consultation. Nevertheless, in spite of the discon- 

tent, it appears that Newcomb never lost confidence of ultimate adoption, 

but his relationship with his successor, William Harkncss, with whom he had 

had several encounters over the years, was difficult at best. 

A running controversy developed in the pages of the Astronomical Jour- 

nal % with publications principally by Lewis Boss, the editor, and individual 

pieces by G. W. Hill and Seth C. Chandler.22 First, Boss raised the issue as to 

whether the decisions of the conference held for ail users ot the almanac, or 

just certain branches, such as the naval services and the merchant marine, if, 

he argued, all the ephemcrides adopted the constants, no alternative would 

be left to astronomers but to generate special monographs for each subject 

uf interest to them,2 This conclusion followed from his consideration of 
Newcomb's analysis ot the constant of precession. 

The most important point of difference between Boss and Newcomb was 

on the relative value ot right ascension and declination observations, and the 
use of only one star catalogue: Auwers* reduction ot Bradley's observations. 

According to Boss the only way to remove, as much as possible, the errors, 

both systematic and accidental, was to rely on a number ot catalogues, and 

to make Bradley's observations play a less important role. This, ot course, 

meant a completely new analysis <>f the star observations, and the redder- 

initiation of the proper motions, which led to Boss' second point. 

There is no emergency calling tor the nmediate adoption of new 

values ot the prcceisional motion, because there is every reason why 

there should be a period ot increased activity in this line ot research. 

Investigations in stellar problems will probably characters?? the 

astronomy ot the twentieth century, as research upon the soiai s\s 

tern has been the most remarkable feature in the astronomy ot the 

century now closing." 

In .i tut (her argument, which rings oi Newcomb's earlier trituism ot lever 

iser, ft«its noted thai a "itch abundance" ot ob%eFvaltott< nit bright, t. well ..s 
taint, stars already existed tor a more comprehensive au.dysi-. of nfcaviuii. 

A^ the controversy went on, lic>%% saw that it w^\ ticte-Aurs : pre*ein a 
4lata anaivsis, lather than general remark* about how to uu the Lt.i. in his 

thttii paper. ftoxs dtscu-vsetl each uf Newcomb** iCihnKjues. he described how 

lift study shtiuiii have been coiidutU'd, .^ini placed particular rsnphasis i>n 

tin' use *»t more catalogues. V, >\s pointed out the wide vanatl« u in > he • • <i 

recHon-.  to  ine  prccc*."otiaI  moiton  published  in  the tew  \ea**> sit». ■•• New 
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comb's catalogue appeared in 1882. He added chat some of these works con- 

sidered the error effect introduced by the character of telescopic images. 

Br:,s argued that, since all observations taken down to 1840 would have had 

bad images, thereby introducing an added source of error, it was question- 

able to give brad ley's observations the same weight as Greenwich observa- 

tions taken between 1857 and 1864. To illustrate how he would approach 

the problem. Boss gathered information from five catalogues showing a devi- 

ation from the equinox position chosen by Newcomb in 1882."* Further- 

more, Boss did not agree with Newcomb that there were fewer sources of 

uncertainty in declinations than in r«ght ascensions, and he pointed out a 

systematic, periodic error in the declination, due to the proper motions iv 

rigiit ascension. 

In reply, Newcomb stated that the proper motions of the Bradley stars 

were known snore accurately than those of fainter stars. The use ot taint 

stars was objectionable, because the errors introduced by personal equation 

of two sets of observers were greater than the preccssional effect. The 

thinking on both sides of this issue rested on qualitative judgments of what 

observations were needed to obtain a good value of the motion. While Boss 

argued that more observations were available than Newcomb utilized, he 

preferred to gather still more observations, and give greater weight to more 

recent measurements. Newcomb, on the other hand, felt that his methods of 

analysis had already eliminated the difficulties raised b) Boss. 
Mixed with Newcomb's outlook on the problem was his desire to see an 

acceptable value universally adopted, so as to give a consistent base to sub 

sequent catalogues. Then astronomer* would not "be under die constant 

necessity ot using provisionally corrected values ot th prci sM<>n." While 

Boss was prepared to wait for turtier information, Nevcomb could not 

wait, both because ol temperament and age. In spite of Newcomb's pm 

legations that he disclaimed "m strongest manner any desire to lone the 

conclusion that my work ought to be adopted," he thought most hijjds * i 

his own values, Mid greatly desired the»' adoption. 

£ 

I 
fc 

The i .ise t»i lite dissident* persuaded some people, be.aue t»i .; poll La«.«, n 

bv Harkness. the neu l)ircv.or «d the Almanac Otlur. foultet n ta\< o.i in.- 

new constants .md ten opposed."6 VVotd «»( the "tevolt m Ametu.» re.*« bed 

Littglaud   an article apjvarcd  in  im   f>/;<«-tv.ttr*ty ol tVtriuln-i   t.S'i"/   I» -.\ 

mm*, ieaiful ol itb own position, iiuvm,- taken the tmiui >t« p. t« im m*le '?«• 

rectmittHnd.it n»tts i',\ i it*- \,u /*.../ .//i.m.t. Ut \lt*i\, nt< u x\v A m *«.i 

mtof tn.itt> >n. in tepl», New« o uh predu od thai .«doptii.n would in . e:   .s;;: iv. 
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two years.27 But adoption in either country was not to be easy. Strengthen- 

ed by the American resistance, the Greenwich astronomers began to object. 

They brought the problem before the Royal Astronomical Society in March 

1898, but Downing had already reached the Admiralty with his arguments, 

and the committee apparently knew it. With the review committee of the 

Society favoring Downing's arguments, the Greenwich astronomers backed 

down.28 (The French and German astronomers appear not to have gone 

through such an ordeal.) The solution reached in both England and the 

United States was to provide a transition period for the almanacs, and to use 

the old constants for the apparent places of stars in appendices, in this way, 

observatories in the midst of a catalogue, such as Greenwich was, could 

finish them on the same basis, and switch to the new constants for anv new 

work. 

The ephemerides that appeared i'.i 1901 were calculated with the new 

constants, following the resolution of the Conference of 1896. The constant 

for solar parallax was the only one adopted outright. Calculations employing 

both the old and new constants for precession, nutation ami aberration 

appeared in the volumes, with those of the old constants relegated to 

appendices. While the British chose only Newcomb's value ot the mean 

obliquity, the others used both values. Auwcrs did not publish his star 

catalogue until 1904, so the ephemerides adopted Newcomb's new sur list, 
but the American office added corrections to the list. 

The tables of the Sun and the planets developed in the American office 

were adopted universally by 1903. In the 1901 volumes, computers t\\\ em 

ployed the Almanac Office tables for the Sun, Mercury, Venus. Jupiter and 

Saturn. However, the Americans were the only ones still u*ing Ncwcomb'* 

early Uranus and Neptune tables; the Europeans employed the Paris Obser- 

vatory tables published by Leverrier in I H8 1. By 1903, Newcomb's table foi 

Mars, and his updated tables for Uranus .ind Neptune had been published 

dm\ these also came into general use, replacing Levcrrier's. These astronomi- 

cal constants ami tables with occasional modifications remained in general 

use until the advent of electronic computers and earth satellite* in the l'>50\. 

Evidence from satellite observations M\d compuiei calculations revealed 

necessary adjustments in the constants, and these were made uu! aJisi>ud at 

a conference in 1901. 

L^- 
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE U.S. NAVAL OBSERVATORY 

Gart Wcstcrhout 

Scientific Director 

It is my great pleasure to welcome you to the fifth and last part of our 

150th anniversary celebration. The other events, tor those of you who were 

not there, consisted of a series of oMicial remarks on Friday morning, a sym- 

posium on historical items on Friday afternoon, a feast at which Commander 

Hammer was carving a pig I think the head of the pig is still in the refriger- 

ator and on Saturday a tremendously successful open house, which was 

attended by a number of people estimated conservatively at 6100. 
In this last part we are going to put the past behind us diui discuss what 

we are doing at the U. S. Naval Ob;crv;üoiy today and what we are planning 

to do in tiie future. 
I always like to tall to mind John Quincy Adams, who is the person who 

was really enthusiastic in the 1820s about setting up a national observatory 

but never got there because he was always doing cxa *!y the opposite of 

what Congress wanted to di>. In fact, it was because of John Qumcy Adams 

that the Observatory U not run by the Smithsonian, When J^mc» Stititli»on 
gave the big gr^Jit to the V. S. Government to do something in sctejne.Con- 

grtss accepted the grant with thanks but added a footnote to the law saving 

thai this money shall undei no circumstances be Used to set up a national 

«-Hsetv.it or v. Congress did that because John Qutltct Adams unmediiöh 

jtropo*cd construction of such an observatory with the inomv from <-i\.\\\\ 

^»)ii. So vve vvo;iUl have been tiie Smithsotuan National Ob>ervaiorv instead 

ot the U« S. Naval Observatory it Adams It^n'i had st< main enemn-s m 
Congress. 

{'or   lltos.e of   u> who occasionally fojgcl what the V, S. Naval Ob^ena 

loi\ <s all about, let me just repeat the mission statement: 

Make  v;iVh observations of celestial bodies, natural and .»rtitu :..!. de 
rive -.mi publish suih data u> will airord to United Stair.. N.r.as v; s- 

\i Is and aircraft, as well .<s to all availing themselves tlun    !. means 
!>>i   sale   navigation.  including  tiie   provision of uctuiate  tune; «nd 

while piiiMUsi.   this pnm.uv  (unction, *,ontribute material to üK gm 

I'vrt aea=£igas 
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era) advancement of navigation and astronomy. 
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This statement sounds beautifully old-fashioned except tor the words "celes- 

tial bodies, natural and artificial," which indicates that this mission was 

changed somewhere in the late 1950s, with the first artificial satellite. So it is 

not all that ancient a statement. 

For the guests among us, I want just very briefly to put on a slide of our 

organization (Figure 1), so that you know where the other speakers in this 

afternoon's program fit. The Superintendent, of course, is in charge of all 

divisions: Administrative Management Division, Public Works, Supply and 

Fiscal. Security, and scientific divisions - the Transit Circle Division (Dr. 

Hughes), Nautical Almanac Office (Dr. Seidelmann) and Time Service Divi- 

sion (Dr. Winkler). The Time Service Substation in Richmond, Florida, is 
directly under the Time Service Division, and the Flagstaff Station, under 

Dr. Abies, reports directly to the Superintendent. Finally, the Exploratory 
Development Staff, under Dr. Routly. reports to the Scientific Director. The 

dotted lines m Figure 1 mean that I have the scientific coordination and 
supervision. 

Now, to put today's talks in perspective, let me briefly discuss the goals 

of tlu Observatory. This will then provide the framework within which the 

•thers will be speaking. The Transit Circle Division is in charge of deter- 

mining the exact positions and motions of the stars, v . compiling ^tar cata 
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fugues, and, most importantly, of establishing the fundamental stellar refer- 

ence 'ramc The Nautical Almanac Office prepares the almanacs (which 

includes developing the underlying planetary theories), and is in charge of 

providing data on all astronomical phenomena for the public. The Time 

Service Division determines universal time and atomic time, and provides 

clock synchronization worldwide. The Exploratory Development Staff is in 

charge of astrographic catalogues as well as double stars, and together with 

the Flagstaff Station b providing the extensive parallax determinations. 

Finally, supporting R & D is performed both here and in Flagstaff. Flagstaff 

is mainly an R tk D station. 

Siner the speakers who follow will be discussing this supporting research 

in some detail, I would like to concentrate at this point tin some of the 

things that are needed in order to keep up with our mission and to fulfill 

the mission in the way that it »s supposed to be fulfilled, namely, very 

we'l. Our needs over the next 20 M) years include: 1) More accurate star 

positions. Already it is clear that the star positions, as needed by the United 

States Navy and the Department ot Defense, arc almost getting to the point 

that they ate not accurate enough. 1 am speaking here not only of the opts 

cal but also of the infrared and ultraviolet ranges. 2} The Earth's position 

with respect to the stars. I mean here the motion of the Eai th in it* orbit as 

well as its rotation MU\ the influence of the other solar system bodies on the 

Earth ami its motion. .V) The urea of timing capabilities, including a thorough 

upgrading of the Master Clock and better clock synchronization worldwide. 

The clocks around the work! that are taken care of by the Turn: Service Divi- 

sion will be required to be belter synchronized with the Mastci Clock here. 

\ Orbital motion predictions, i.e., celestial mechanics leading to the material 

thai g*»es into \U>: almanacs. All of these needs require basic research as «ell 

as exploratory development; new methods and equipment arc reipai?v-i \■» 

>.itisl\ them. Such research an be tioftc di the Naval Ohseivatojv, the N.»\ai 

Research L *borutorv. other Naw ami DoD installations, un*vcisitie^ and 

industry. It should be funded in »he Nav\ and U<>\). 

We have 4 bit of a problem tn the Naval Obscsvatorv: \w arc unup.tc. 

That IN a problem Mi oui genetai dealings With (he ivpaiinK-nt ol Defense 

ami the < IUVOnu.ctit, as well as with yüt colleagues in the astjonumw »ji 

»vor Li. The reason IN that ur are required to ha\e u .ir.il i.<paf>dü\ 

hist place, we ale definitely required it» produ •:'•--. We have to dts> 

data on schedule, whether m the I inn of ahnaitaes, precise time ;etj.:<:. ; MI 

.i *ect*mi's notuc , of st.u catalogue:, loi wuu.n precise pustuon* <-»? ',!••»'« 

i' us ot pool it ns are recjutivd ,<m somewhat rongef notuc . Vvc :>„•,>• tu p» 

diue as ttotn Mlii wtl data !»r a user unite >» oifteieni  i$tw**iu»it tiu -? ?\pK*<ii\ 

. :nliut< 
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exists in a university environment. 

At the same time, in order to provide a quality product, we have to do 

tiie forerront R & Ü that allows ;;s to provide the product with the necessary 

accuracy. Wc are the only institution in the United States that determines 

fundamental stellar positions. Wc are the only source of Earth rotation data 

in the United States, although the National Geodetic Survey, which is cur- 

rently responsible tor the determination ot polar motion, is planning in the 

next tour years or so to measure, via VLB!, all components of Earth rota- 

tion. We are not quite sure yet, howevt , how this will satisiy the day-to-day 

DoD users. We own a Master Clock which tar outweighs any other in the 

world. We are solely responsible for improving our own operations, and we 

have the expertise in many areas. I hat is to some extent a problem because 

we have to do both aspects of the work. 

Here is another example of why we must continue looking to the tuture. 

We are at a juncture. Until ten years ago whatever we produced was always 

ten or .1 hundred or max be a million tunes better than anybody needed. This 

held for star position», tor the provision ot precise time, .V\L\ lor the obser- 

vations thai were made to assure the qu-uiiy ot the almanacs. Rapid techno- 

logical development has suddenly changed that whole situation. The require 

inents that »ve now get and the expected tuture demands are such that a 

quite major effort by the Naval Observatory is in order to meet those tuture 

requirements. And, ot course, when we ask the various users to do something 

about it. we always hear this statement: "Why should we pay? You're sup 

posed to provide that according to your mission statement, so whs ate you 

asking us lor money?" Accuracy improvement, in all the areas in which we 

Ate working, with whatever means we can reach it. using the most modern 

means of science .utd technology, is in my opinion the name ot the ^iiu* 

over the next t   ,   years. 

Let me mention what I consider to be the major projett* needed: I 

Upgrading the Master Clock to make its precision at least A hu-v : ol ten 

better. .'.-, Developing time uauxivi technology, 1. e,, getting time to oihei 

part* ol the glohe with an accurat) i.tr surpassing piesem actufuc). ttlnihci 

we ;*o lis.tt bv laser »anfing ol satellites, Ve:\ long lia^eltne lntvrli-r»»im-tr\ 

Vi.lU , or via the (dobal Positioning Svsteiu IJI'S; o| oth'.i -atelife .\ s 

tern.-, is another ncittei that is whcic the research aspect v.otue> in. * Im 

proving the tuudauwntal stellar retcutuc tfaitie. Very accurate deumuit.» 

ttnit i/{ .; ,-t position* and motion . uq litres improved if..;:»!! ciicli lci%v pe ■, 

o(hei ntetlu^is ot measuring large angles. Mid s lathes ot :h.- atm^pJu-fv. Part 

of iiiit »vork udi c> »ntiliac i" be ih»i»v iron, tin- su? i.. v -; »»! ri = e Kat tn. -t*n* wr 

h id tlu^elore betlei  k;t<   \  the aiinospher*.-.  i*-:it ultimately, tin- m « 4i :- :  .a. 
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improved fundamental reference frame will perhaps lead to an astrometric 

satellite, a satellite that can do those measurements that are needed with the 

greatest aecuracy in the same environment in which space vehicles will use 

this information. 4) And finally, better knowledge is needed of the motions 

of the planets and the Earth. 

With that overview of the needed projects, i will open the floor to the 

speakers of the afternoon. 
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P. Kenneth Seidehn mn 

Director. Nautical Ajnuiut Office 

I think we could compare the celebration of the 150th anniversary of the 

U. S. Naval Observatory to tiic story of A Christmas Carol by Charles Dick 

ens. The cv*- , Friday afternoon were an indication of the Observatory's 

spirits past, the event Friday evening was the consumption of the spirits pre* 

cut. and today we are to have talks by the spirits of the Observatory\ future. 

Before speaking of the future, I'd like to speak just briefly about the begin- 
ning of the Nautical Almanac Office, which really was not ISO years ago. 

The Nautical Almanac Office did not start until i84*> we had some 

comments last Friday concerning the reason why the Nautical Almanac 
Office was separate from the Naval Observatory. Actually = the Nautical Al 
manac Office joined the U. S. Naval Observatory here m Washington about 

1893. From Table 1 yon can see that not »;iily were w« Tow »lasting wish 
respect to the Naval Observatory, we were also ajow from «u international 

point of view. The Fretuh have been producing almanacs for >0U year», the 

Uftttsh for over 2U0 \CM*>, and we are the ftith entry with \:$ wui>. T\w 

iir*l three countries are now u*mg uur publication in a cooperative prep^j 

auon Mui publication effort. Tin* also indicate* the international character 

of the work we do, preparing publication* fhal mu*t of the i-ountri"» '•' l*'c 

wofld either u*e, imitate «»i duplicate. 

I able 2 I* a li*l of »he publication* that wc arc pi ud a tiftg.  I he, hov ink 

i 
t? 

i   bu- I.  tmti.il t*ubih'Mi%*n *.*/ AOIKMW/ l:phirmtit%ks 

Iht- \.;u:i. .d   \im^ti<u an./ .\ittswu*mjti al * yUrtncnt   t.;.-a! I^itassi 

bft.iitet   iilfi'tuuntnitfi faktbu%U 

t fftrtrndei   \iit*-*U'tnujj   Sj***«' 

ihr 1»«rr«\a»» i^trm<'iti am/ Naufnai 4fWa*;.i* (i.m'rti Sut<» 

. i*s»;:i.:-f»- AiftiVUHnitjUS    t'.S.S.Ii. 
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Table 2. Series Published by the Nautical Almanac Office 

The Astronomical Almanac 
lite Nautical Almanac 
lite Air Almanac 
Astronomical Phenomena 
Almanac for Computers 
Planetary and Lunar Coordinates 
Sight Reduction Tables 
The Tphtmeris 
V S. Naval Observatory Circulars 
Astronomical Papers of the American i-phemeris 
l*ublications of the U. S. Xai*J Observatory 

tor The American Uphemeris and Satirical Almanac and The Astronomical 

Hphemeris is The Astronomical Almanac, beginning with the edition tor 

I9H1, I also wish to point out the publication (%meiary sind Lunar Coordi 

nates, which provides ephcincudcs tor the Sun, Moon und planets at f^'iccd 

accuracy and further in advance. The current edition of this publication is 

tor 1980 1984, the next edition will he for 1984-2000.The publication* are 

produced within the ottice, with the principal responsibility bur tu- by Paul 

januzck ami LeR.»y i)o.ggctt. 

in addition to the publications, we also produce, to the extent possible, 

whatever data people was»! in the fur») that they want it. this unhides 

nuvhme readable data, computer printouts, printed uhlrs, legal certttüa 

turns, letters, and predictions -»t eclipses and occult at ions. Uns ettoit i> 

hastealU by Sid Elvove, Jean Dudley, Mur«e Lukae. Ken i'utkkn en. Alar. 

Fiala, ton» Van Flandern and othcis. Our publications and data are pr » 

duced not %nl\ tor the Navy, the Defense tVpaftmem, and ofltci govern 

iiu ru aeencies, but also tv»* the *ctcnutu lotninuntts and the genera! pubhe. 

Similarly, »;,.ir te.seareh benefits not «->nl\   the government,  flu   Ik-tense 

Ik-pat intent and the Navs, but u!*o the seientttn  lontmuntu    In  fable .', 

current and future avcuruwv requirement* an speuhed. It is lututt unj i\*i- 

nvent that we must address. 

line >»l »-in re**ear».h eitotfs is the preparation i■* the tt.uuia*n<mi ?K ph« 

tuendes. Various continents LMI be made at« ul lit* i-**.t that the J VAS ephe 

tu^rules au- tu be inttwiiued t^r I9H4. {he \eai made !ann»u» b\ t.r.'fgv 

OiweP. A seirttf article1 has graph««al'y dictated the lus!«»t\ -■! tin lüt-.i 

nunaftoUs of the ma>\ «»t Finn» iFigtffe i . ami lOiuluded tl at ;t» !''.vi tin 

tiuv. »>t l*iu!«< vsdl bt v* mr negative tt is this kind ot appin.aii*»n • t »in - 

sttentiru \s.*r» that tlatterv j j-ervun. 

Wi    *:v   preparing new   fundamental  epitemetides    bv*atis*-  ;h    .  rt.M- 

i? 
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Table 3. Accuracy Requirements for liphemeriiiei 

N jvigational Almanacs ±3" 

Astronomical Requirements 

Instrument Setting 11" 
Theoretical Investigation to: i 

Reference System 

Currently ±0?01 
Future Anticipated toTooi 

Space Miisions 

Best Accuracy Hossibk- 

Rcalistic Knowledge of Accuracy 

Tradeoff of Fuel versus Ac curacy 
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theories  lack  the  accuracy required. The improved accuracy aHeers the 
positions ot the Moon and planets; it afreets how the planetary cphemerides 

are used to determine the lunar ephemerides; it afreets the tidal calculations, 

die hbration ot the  moon, the location of  the equinox, and our under 

standing of the solar system. 

For this purpose, we began a program to introduce new astronomical 

constants. After Dr. Norberts talk, which recounted the problems Newcomb 

had in introducing astronomical constants, one person commented to me, 

"You're not having it so bad. Ken!" We are having some problems, and we 

are in a different environment. The determination of astronomic a) data and 

constants is much more rapid today than it was in the 1890s. One Voyager 

mission going past a planet learns a lot. and it becomes known quickly and 

accurately. 

One ol the iftiprovenietus needed is the determination urui introduction 

ot a new theory ot nutation. In this cftort there is cooperation witliin the 

Naval Observatory. The heavy line in figure 2 indicates a totitpariv »ti ot the 

new n ttation theory with the current nutation theory, which is on the 

straight line; the boxes indicate the nutation value* determined trutn the 

data being obtained troin the radio interferometer at Green H.uik. Thn plot 

I* by George Kaplan. 
Äc need an equinox for the FK3, au origin t«*r rite coordinate sysurn, 

aud ti»r the observational period we need, wines U»r SI', the dittercnw be- 

tween epitetttei'is tune ami universal time, figure .i Lives a plot ol ,i/ iof 

1H.)i> I9H0; the crosses are Urouwer'i values .^nd tire vircio ate a recent anal 

• si-. In Totti \'a»» Mairdct'it and Marie Lukac. AddittonalU . Ar netd t■■> devel 

»>p new general theorie*. which is uii ettort b\ Peter E*peimhtcd and torn 

Van rhnJcrn; u> pert of tn numerical integration», winch o the work > :■■ 
Oeoige Kaplan; tt» determine partial1», vvhuh ;* K< n r*uikkincu*% aclt\ >'\ ; an i 

l > tv>Üv*i.t all the observational iiaft aliii lOtupafe it with t hc^.e ephvtne.'«i*e.\. 

wltu L |\ the ettort ■»! fcrmc N,!nf»'t*-. with the help oi \i ja^k^m, »i th«. 

t'f otu:t *. ii cle Division. 

i . *\i:t\s \\li4' thii iiKaiiv I'iguie 4 i» t pint t»>. Hut«.: ol ihe iU*ieie?uew. 

.n ti,,.,* attention between The oh-vertatu^* atid fir v phemrn:: tii.,: v, ."•.■ 

,ui!.::^ pt buihmg la //:.' itf(i«»um:,'nJi if? : .u>., I <s\ ill grant tba? 4*i..: • o. 

the   >vt»jiS uii-, .*ini I'UitM ivill wtintmur f*» iv .» i'jvsi.ietn liitr to \ 

•bv.   vatit*ttaj   !iuio:\.   I ig-arc   S  u .;  c^mpaKson  iu-'wi-i-t-   the  !'•;.:!-• 

vat it <ua -iitwi .t new ephemrrt* in right a*ietr.i«-i:. \ »> ;i W.;> v--r "hat u ■■•UI*J 

!:*ij>ti. \rmeni  ha* t.ik. n piavc,  » e i.«n   iUo votupjfe ::•.   U*.  i*t.-»t.- r. t>- 

-. t   !'^.-i>    ^   tUifriitK    pubi.died     lög'.nc   f»    and  ih*   r.-tnluaL  «*   c 

i piief»»rii*.    i :eufe 7 . i iviil return :<■ me vjuo-U'-'i i»t -vin  i i*..»'  : ■: 

'i •    i  ' 
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Fig. 2.   Difference between new and current (prc-1984) nutation theories (dashed 
and difference between observations and current nutation theory (boxes). 
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Fig. 3.  DitlVrencc» between cphemem tiuir and univcn«*i time, IH.7i> J9*»0. 
Hrouwcr itroisejj and Van Flandern and Lukuc SimbV\ 
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PLUTO i fl.R. - RKERICWN EPHEHERIS 
PLUTO . n. q.   unQ  EfhEMf fMj; 

&&* 
iibrnifi«—^!  ifo  t&t Uli llU tiH  Utortto wU 

TIM 

Fig. 4. Pluto: differences in right 
ascension between observations and 

American Ephetneris. 

■ • " it *i'   ■ ■ ■ 

••v  *! 

Tlti   \*ie' "i«jJ " iile'   )^T "two   i»te'   n».   "i«fc" 
ifSffl 

Fig. 5. Pluto: differences in right 
ascension between observations and 

improved ephemeris. 
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»LUTO:  DEC.    - »fifl fPHfME«  5 

I— 

I" 
••V /•*#        * 

•■•mm. 

ir i«r i« UM U» * ufc Br~i#rT*r *» 

!i(t 6. Buto: differences in declination 
between ob*ervattuus and «imrrictfi 

Üphemeris. 

I'iji- ?. Hutu: differences in detonation 
between observations and improved 

ephemeris. 
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look as good as it might and whether there are systematic differences in that 

plot. 

Let me take another representative planet, Saturn, and compare the 

observational data in right ascension to the published ephemeris (Figure 8) 

and to a research ephemeris (Figure 9). There is no systematic difference 

here, but then we look at the declination observations compared to the cur- 

rent publication ephemeris (Figure 10) and the improved ephemeris (Figure 

11}. Here we can see the improvements take place. There is a need to look at 

the systematic effects that are left from these comparisons. This is a glance 

at the effort to determine improved fundamental ephemerides for the 

planets. 

Let me go on to other research activities. Figure 12 shows the observa- 

tional equipment set up in Russia for Alan Fiala to observe a solar eclipse. 

There is additional confidence in your predictions after you have checked 

them. These observations also provide a unitjuc way of tying together the 

solar and lunar ephemerides. During a solar eclipse, the two ephemerides 

must agree with each other. There have also been reports that the size of the 

Sun is changing. From observations of eclipses obtained today and from 

observations obtained in the distant past, we can tie down, we hope, the rate 
of change of the size of the Sun. As shown in Figure 12, a telescope is used 

to project the image onto a screen and the image is videotaped. We are look- 
ing for the precise time of contact, ^a.. \ »i«c contacts ;(t the edge of 

die path. The observations are made at the edge of the path so that the actu- 

al times of events caused by the lunar limb can be observed. 

We are also interested in the planetary satellites, so we have an observing 

program which is the effort of Dan Pascu. Figure 13 shows Mar* as photo- 

graphed wich a filter, so that the two satellites of Mars appear against a star 

background. The same type of observations are made lor Jupiter. Figure 14 

shows si\ images of Jupiter with its satellites, and Figure 15 is a photograph 

of Saturn and it.» satellites. This effort has beet, in cooperation with NASA 

to improve the satellite ephemerides as required for the Voyager missions, 

'in remind sou of :hosc missions I'd like to show a now famous picture 

(Figure If») of the rings ot Saturn, with the massive amount of structure tha* 

is present in these rings. 
We are also involved with the Space Teles* ope Widtfield* Planet tr\ I .'am 

era Investigation Definition   ream.*"  This instrument will use a chatge um 
pled device tCCD) as a detector. A ground based camera is now available f^r 
ti\c team's learning and testing. We have made observations with this watiura 
to learn how •«» observe with the device tiut will be on the Spate   IVhst*»|v, 

to test rltr astronietric capabilities of the t.'CD. ami als», to do s«»mc sciciuc 

•\-\-r.^v.CTr-»;.r/.v.v.v.-■ .• vv .v.vvv ^IL-s. VV, ■* V '• >\V V'V«J>j 
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SaTUftHi   R. R.    -  flHERICRM  EPHEMERIS 
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T L BH 

Fiji. **• ^»«'»rn: difference? in right ascension between obcrvatiops and 
American liphemeris. 

5«TUIWM   R. H.    •   JRU    iFfliJ   fHMt'MfRIS 

»*M*JUV* *.V>t *'.'■$<• I» 3 

1    <    ! 

:-»;    ;'»?     tit    ,tr,   '\*^'   E»W* -Mi    i«&s  ' it'«*    i**j    I§'*4    .*«    i&i    >*«*    U?«    >»"»J    .*«■    -tf-'    '■-«■ 

Fij;. 9. Sjtuf'K diliciciues m tij;l>t ascetwit*« between observation* and 
improved epru-mem. 
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rig. 10. Saturn: differ, n e* in declination between observation* anJ 
,-l nu nVu« liphcmeris. 
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»\i      t*;9       »*M       .»«*       ►»»*       >«*i       -*H •,Mi     ■■*■!     ■■*■:     !»i.      f»>:       ««i 

J u   11.  Saturn: CÜHVTCIUC* in deiHnafit. betwren obtcnaltom ajwj 
improved c|»hcmcji>. 
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Fig. '2. Alan Fiulu making observations of the sotar ccünsc ui Russia, 31 July 1981. 

in tin.* process. The top image of Figure 17 slums Saturn with everything we 

know about Saturn blocked out; Saturn aiui the A. II and C rings arc behind 

this mask, and we have masked off the satellites of Saturn. This was taken in 

March l°-80 at the Flagstaff Station of the U. S. Naval Observatory at the 

time of the ting plane crossing. The middle image shows the same frame with 

the scattered light of Saturn removed. The image of 198US25 now becomes 

evident in the west side of the F ring. * The bottom image has been stretched 

so that more of the F ling is evident, ami Satutn ami the A, B and (.' rings 

have been superimposed ttoiti another image. Oistaiuc scales with units of 

Saturn'v radius, and lite orbits o» the known satellites are indicated across 

the bottom.4 

After proper tiansf urination of six different exposures, we find the dts 

tribittitin of the F-ring material shown in Figure IS.4 I he unexpected con 

ilusion is tnaf the matetial has a maximum detisit) at the orbital instance 

of l:,iui'.u!i!v That raises the uuestiuti of why thetv is ,( stähle ring *>f 

material at lite same distance as the sateliiu--.. There is no apparcui ihaugc m 

the distribution of F ring material with am of the satellites; the\ seem to he 

able ft« *.fexist. 

I have talked about the fundamental epiumendes. the ethpse obverva 

n<ris, the satellite observations ami llu (*<*!> observing !oi the **p.ue IVjr 

svope. We also have .i retcmh effort using the Very I arg». An o m \■ w 

Mexico,   based  ><ii   the idea tlt.il  we  uiti^hi  »thseto   mil»»:   planets  ..;  rail- 

.-.^..•.*-..-.«-.«».«-,... laia • *>*   b. 
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Fig. 13.  Photograph of Mars with brightness of pbnc? reduced with 4 filter 
to tmpruxi/c satellite*. 

Fin- M.  Imago of Juipu-r with luighmeis ot pbnc I rrUutrd with a lilt* 
lit ctHphasu■* *aifuttc>. 

1 - ' -    - • - " ^ -*•-*•    • -"» -*» -*» -'* -•«*»-•-•> -"'   '•" •»   -^.'•-        •."».*•-'•-""-*».• ' 
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Fig. 15.   Photograph of Saturn with brightness of planet rethtcrd 
with a filter to emphasize satellites. 

Jig. 16,   King* »f Saturn ai *ccn by Voyage« I, Nmca.^ci 19Ä0. 
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Fig. 17.  images oi Saturn with 
the pbnet and known satellites 
blocked out to show the E-ring. 
The newly discovered satellite 

1980S25 appears in the middle 
frame on the west side ot" the 
E-ring. Photo taken with a 
CCD camera on the 61 inch 
reflector at Flagstaff in March 
1980. 
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frequencies. If this is possible, then we ought to be able to tie together the 

radio or quasar coordinate system with the optical coordinate system, since a 

minor planet would be a point source in both cases. We also would be able to 

observe minor planets all the way around their orbits and accurately deter- 

mine the minor planet orbit and the Earth's orbit. This activity is bv Sally 

ltensuscn, George Kaplan and myself, in cooperation with. K.J. Johnston of 

the Naval Research Laboratory and C. M. Wade of the National Radio As- 

tronomy Observatory. 

Additionally, we are looking at how we can improve the instrumen- 

tation and techniques or navigation. One of the items that has come from 

this effort is the Almanac for Computers, which was fathered and is contin- 

ued by LeRoy Doggctt. This volume has found acceptance among individuals 

with hand calculators and computers. We are also investigating the feasibility 

of a day/night digital sextant with a built-in calculator. This is a cooperative 

effort with S. Feldman of the Naval Surface Weapons Center. 

'fliese are current research activities. But, lest I give you the impression 
that ail is weil and all problems will be solved by 1984, I'd like to present a 
list of questions and problems items that might be solved by the next cen 

tury or 2U01. One of the basic things that we use is a coordinate system with 
an origin at the equinox, referred to the ecliptic plane. These are concepts 

that are familiar to all of us. The onlv problem is, where ar^* the equinox and 

ecliptic? Do we really know what they are, both in definition and in deter 

mining their location:5 

I mentioned the problem of systematic effects remaining in the residual?». 

Figure !M is ;i plot of the declination o! Neptune observations compared t< 

die cphemciis. With .» little imagination, but not much, v*»u tan see that 

there is some sott of a systematic effect present in these residuals. If ytfti 

cannot see it (here, maybe you can see .1 better in Figure 20 with the Uranus 

decimations.  Again, some sort ot a systematic effect appeals to be present. 

Then there is .% perplexing problem ot Pluto. Table 4 is a compatison <>t 

tiie predictions tor Pluto .md the current knowledge about Pluto. Most ot 

the predictions were reasonably good, the longitude at the time of discovers 

being less titan s*x degrees from that predicted. The only problem is (hat 'ie 

predictions ul Hutu were based on a mass of Pluto somewhere between tut 

uiui six times the mass of the Larth. We now know that the mas* of Pluto is 

m the neighborhood ul U.IHI2 the mass ot the Earth, so uw predictions euuh! 

su»t povsiblv be valid. So Pluto was discovered due tu the quality of the 

search, ttui what was the basis tor the pre -dictions*' 
Let', consider some oilier questions. What is the cause «>t the ob-ervation 

differences between the   ISOOs and I'JlMH? There seems to be .« systematic 

>^i^3*£rcra uJ».   _*      -*       _* _* »* » • »* » ' • V". 
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Fig. 19. Neptun«: differences in declination bet%t%-en observations 
and unproved epi.omctis. 
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Table 4. iHnto: Predicted üttü Actual L\iU 

P. Lowell :,19iS)       V. H. Pick" a»; (J*|9) A*t*u! 

43.0 55.1 39.3 
282 409.1 248 

0.202 0.3! 0.24(> 
2Ö4?9 2S0°1 222°9 

1991.2 1720.0 1989.9 
iooa 109! 6 

10° 15* I7rl 
102?7 ua'6 !OI?5 
1213 15 15 

6.7 2 0.00 j 

Mean Dis'ancc (au) 
Period (years) 
Orbital Eccentricity 
Longitude of Perihelion 
Date of Perihelion Passage 
Longitude of tl;«* Node 
OrbitJ inclination 
Longitude at 1930.0 
Magnitude 
Ma» (Earth * Ij 

difference between observations of diese titnc periods, is chat what is <ausing 

the problems of the outer planets, or is it an indication of other problems-? 

Why are there secular discrepancies in the observations of lunar net ut tat ions? 

Or, is the constant oi gravity constant? Tom V.m Flandern wiM g;v* you his 

answer, btit not everyone is convinced. Is the solar system stable*' Win «it» 

we see changes today that should nut he continuing any longer? Why aren't 
the calculated planetary theories a* accurate as they were deigned to be* 

Can you explain tin* dynamics oi {he satellites o* Saturn and the ring system 

of Saturn? Hob Harrington oi the Exploratory Development Statt is wot king 

on the satellite tiucs'tuu now, and he has some less than tlatteting comment* 

abtnit my intuition in celestial mechanics. I can only -ay ihat \ have .? lot oi 

company until we undcrsrand the dynamics o! tike to orbiting satellites, i * i 

haps by the twenty-first century, we'll know the answers r*> stttne oi these 

questions. I hope *o. 
In conclusion. Ut u»c remind you that our job is not jut to report :-u 

ohscrvaiionaJ data and lit ephe«:;*«*rides to that data, we are requite*? t » 

publuh almanacs in advance, this mea;>s that wc \\M\- to ptedsct thv JH#H! 

lions oi the Sin, Moot», planets .«nd satellites ai lea.-* live \i-.th -t advatue. 

The real problem tv predicting where these »»bjects are j*on.g u> be, .»n : that 

requites thai wc know something about the sotai >y»trm .t-. «.-»!.;] :•■:■.'.\-y-i. 

the rings aro>.:nd the planets, what satellites e*ist, whetiie: tin re ^. mmor 
planet satellite* or even unknown pUtuts Ws have to W abk t > ieprc-en? 

the motion h\ equation*; therefore, we need an accurate •'»OM-ivar .»n-al hi» 

lore With which ti> compare our calculations ami to give us *ome k.*»nttd.e».e\ 

that we know what we're pr*. dieting. 

i..   Wi-sterhiuii     N lentitn   Ihteclof,   l.sNt) :   Thank   %   u   .»r\   n>Uv.\.  $h. 

Seidciiojitii. i .;•*; >uie !J-ere are some people who watt! t«.-a*k q;»-»{,".-*«> 

, «*ä «\ v, 
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C. A. Alley (U. o* Maryland): What is the current thinking about the braided 
risji; cd Saturn? 

Scidelmaim: The best knowledge that I have is that Goldreich and Trcmainc 

have looked at it. done an order of magnitude calculation, and said that the 

satellites on cit'wr side of the rings could cause what is being observed. That 

is not to .say that the satellites arc the explanation, but that from a;» order ot 

magnitude point of view, \i is possible. On the other hand, can VOU explain 
all the rest ai rhc gaps and how the source of those gaps relate to the 
braid in*:? 

(.;. M. R. Winklcr vi.):rec.toi\ Time Service, USNO): Vou siiow the comj;arison 

between your standard vphemeris and a research ephemens, is the difference 

between these two mathematical or did you take up additional physical 

terms? 

Seuielnunn: One oi the principal differences t* the tact that we have more 

recent calculation* that! the published ephemer is, so that we have more ob- 

servational data to take into account. There are also >ome changes in mav>c> 

and constants. 

r- 

It, 

N. (I. Roman: There has been sonic discussion recently about prcut!tCover\ 

observations ol Neptune by t.'ailJfco. Are fluty: oi an iHCUfao that ts uvelul. 

i« ul wUat inipvii;a*K"e are they? 

Se;deh;umj: Galileo's ob>t'tvatiops seem to be useful, because il»e\ can pm 

down the po.iiion id Neptune to some level of accuracy, 'lire t|ue\th>u u* 

what accuracy v> a point oi argument, but certainly we are going to u-e inc*c 
observations av a u >t (& onr Neptune ej*l**cmeri> to sec whether M * an tit 

ihcni within iheir estimated accuracy. The *ame problem i> prevent \i b\ 

l.alandc's Neptune observations, and that work is turfenth umietVia* 

R. E. Kcatiny, -Tiinv Service: How many tv . .irtvon? «\\W Hi the nine* 

phi.iej« with tfUfivutit conewlion» to tin m««tti      >! the pe*du:jtoi. and stun 

ihili^i    l>-> ihtffMp lit tkf thcoltc-c WvHf 

[A 

Scidclmann: The i-'rohott of pttihciirm seems, t>.» i»t *eil. but v.v tu\< Mime 

«s.K *•{' ;«tnilrs»: in intij;!»;ule that we vi^ii't undrjitaiu! eii-bt :;-w. U-. .mi 

even  oil you whore it is tooling Ifota. Then   i?. a dlvvsepam v    ■! an* »Ml ■* 

L4££ -fclA. 
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second of arc per century, and this is iclatcd to the (oration of the equinox, 

the constant of precession, and how accurate transit observations really arc. 

lLaughter.) Speaking first, i can raise such questions, but a rebuttal will 

conic later. Realiy, the questions become how accurate!) can ihv) observe 

the Sun and what sort ot systematic effects might be present. They will teil 

you die problem is our equations of motion, obviously. 

■ ^ .YM>, .Ali. V 1 
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DEVELOPMENTS IN THE TIME SERVICE DIVISION 

Gernot M. R. Winkler 

Time Service Division 

PREVIOUS »AGC 
IS BLANK 

Dr. Seidelmann has characterized the name of his game as prediction. 

In contrast, the game of the Time Service Division i: to know what time it 

is now and to let our users know that information as .oon as possible. There 

fore, as I see it, our main concern now and tor the next decade is data com- 

munications, remote collection of data, processing of these data more exten- 

sively than ever before, and dissemination by 'gital means in near real time. 

That, of course, is a vast change from the beginnings of time service, 

which go back much further than the national ephemerides. The first time 

service I know of has been described in the famous volume of the Sitzungs 

berichte of the Prussian Academy of Sciences in 1919, the volume in which 

Einstein's papers on general relativity appeared. The»e you find an interest- 
ing description of the so-called night clock of Plato'* Academy, a very com- 
plicated clepsydra which at four o'clock in the mon ing was to wake up the 

students so that they were ready to listen to the ma>ter. I think that they 

were ahead of us in that respect because we start later 
Aside from this ingenious device there was not much development m 

time service until 1317. when the French King Charles V completed a beauti 

ful huge tower clock in the Palais Royal in Paris, which is still there. It was 

made of a weight of 500 pounds that moved slowly through .< height oi 32 

feet in a day. Of course, the whole ait of clock making is right there with the 

question of how you make thai movement unifotm. rime service really 

began with this device in 1317 when the King, very hnpuient with the fact 

that all the bells in Paris would ring at iiregular intervals, issued an edict that 

henceforth ail the church bells would ring the hoir and quarter hour in 

consonance with the Palais Royal. Thai w..:: the fust Department of Delense 
instruction, if you will, or at least an antecedent of our pertinent |)o|) in 

siruction. The episode reminds us also that tunekeej ing and tin use oi rhne 

is closeiv linked to social activity. 

A number of concepts must be distinguished that are constant!) trouble 

sum.-. The first one is that we deal with a variety «»f "tunes". The concept of 

time as an ordering parameter   and that is essential!)  A'hal it is   did mit orig 
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^V/V<v.r /'',':; :; J\?/V-~'' v mate unt^ rnedieval times.  But that ordering parameter, which today is best 
represented by clock time as a uniform measure of the progress of processes, 

must be differentiated from the "time of day", which is a measure of the 

rotational position of the Earth. Until 1972 the values for these two kinds of 

time were much closer together than today. Previously, they were kept to- 

gether by daily adjustments. I still remember in 1956, when 1 visited the 

Naval Observatory for the first time, how that daily adjustment was perform- 

ed. At noon, or early afternoon, it was known how large the difference was 

between clock time and the time as determined during the previous night's 

7 •: observations, and an adjustment was made quickly in the Master Clock. That 

'■'*,''■} -'^l.^..;'2. .y:y: \ ,-    J change was reflected in changed monitor results of the time signals, and 

■ft'x-w-^'-yr^'^\:i^;f^^\i^i eventually the distributed time signals were adjusted. 

All of that has long since disappeared. Since 1960 we no longer adjust 

clocks every day. Instead, since 1972 about once a year we apply the leap 

second, a step adjustment now in use in order to provide a more convenient 

time scheme for the majority of precise time users, who arc not interested 

in universal time or time of day, but in uniform clock time. Many users, 
however, still need to know the differences between these two, and that 
means you have to make optical and radio observations of the time of day. 

Additional data, such as polar motion and other corrections, also have to be 

determined, and the result has to be disseminated somehow. This leads to 

the Time Service Bulletins that we issue every week and to the predictions 
.'        v ' that involve us with statistics and statistical estimation theory. Time service 

is inseparable from statistical estimation theory because the operation o| a 

clock is a random process the clock errors are random. One can go one step 

further and say that with systems being sharply dcOned.it would be impos- 

sible to measure time. An atom, for instance, with entirely sharply defined 
states, would not have state functions as a function of time. So statistics and 

timekeeping are inseparably connected. 

Another problem in time service is with synchro ii/:uion. It one measures 

distance with rime or lime over a distance, one must become involved with 

relativity theory. That is purely a scientific matter. But there aie also organ- 

i/ational problems. Moreover, we cannot remain completely independent ot 

other countries, i'ltty years ago people worried tint time signal would be 

transmitted on different second» in different cuuitt'ics. Now w\ are worried 

whether we are on the same microsecond, because ve are coming ini*> an era 

when large communications and navigation systen s have to be interfaced 

and the question is, "What are the time references in these different c« »»< 

tries iloint»?" That coordination could create many jroMems. 
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Some Applications of Time 

Now we must say a few words about the applications of time for com- 

munications, navigation and science. The applications of time for electronic 

systems are increasing with the use of more sophisticated concepts of tech- 
nology. 

In communications today we have time requirements down to about five 

microseconds. Those requirements come about because people want to do 

the same things simultaneously at two distant sites md they want to con- 

tinue doing it without the need to interchange many synchronization signals. 

In the field of secure communications systems, which deliberately scramble 

the frequencies or the phases, initial synchronization is essential. That syn- 

chronization window is at the moment the origin ot the requirement for the 

largest number ot clocks in the Navy and the Department of Defense. These 

secure systems require atomic clocks on each platform and that use is going 

to increase. Today we deal with about 2,000 cesium beam clocks that arc 

looking at nur master clock, and about 10,000 rubidium standards. I expect 

that number to increase possibly by a factor of ten dining the next ten years. 

Electronic navigation is an entirely different .net ot concern. Herr we 

make  measurements of the time of arrival of a wave front from cither 

natural or an artificial source. Although it is true that most conventional 

electronic navigation is concerned with relative measurements, the absolute 
method brings such advantages that it is going to ii crease in importance. 

A complete!) different area again is metrology. The measurement ot 
time is "counting" by nature. It is directly related to he digital process, And 

as digital technology is exploding, the use of :ime or frequency as an tnter 

mediate measurement parameter, into which one con ens those thing* that 

one wants to measure with high precision, is a ven natural and ongoing 

application. For example, distance can be measured as a time interval. We 

can use frequency converters ami special transduces fur other measure- 

ments. Thai is the reason why calibration laboratories in increasing numbers 

require tu*ire ami more accurate time. 

Finally, one must not forget that the most precise ami demanding apph 

cations oi precise tune are in astronomy. Pulsar resc.rchers and Very long 

Baseline Interterometry VVI.B1, are Users as well as pr» viders ot precise tun,*. 

That i-. a principle that is true in many areas ol timiii). activity : uset.> .an be 

providers and vice versa, und in time the two become almost inseparable. 

Thi.s has led during the last ten years to a growing communit) o! precise tune 

users who ^M\ help one another. Ily knowing what tune it is at \uur neigh 

bor's iik use when1 there is a nood clock, tt voll love tune you have i vcr\ 

easy w.iv  t«> get b.ick into operation. Thai is true !«•   mans  electronic s\ s 

•   *   •   •   i 
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terns today. That is one of the reasons that we fine ourselves more and more 
involved with data communications, because there must be someone who is 
coordinating these things and who can act as a central depository of data, 
and who makes the data available in near real time. 

In all timing applications propagation delay of the time signal is a major 
problem. In fact, it may be the problem. It is not only a matter of worrying 
about the geometric delay; in the case of a fixed : tation on Earth, its deter- 
mination is a one-time atfair. When you talk abcut timing for satellites or 
satellite systems, the question of their position is intrinsic to the problem of 
the measurement of their clocks, or the utilization ot their clocks. The same- 
thing is true for the delays through the troposphere and the ionosphere, 
where we face exactly the same problems as the ra iio astronomers who have 
to be able to account for these delays in order to extract the greatest bene- 
fits from the observations. 

Figure 1 shows one or our portable atomic docks, which I show here 
because it will continue to act as a last resource wlv:n we need an overall cali- 

¥ip 1.   The jmrublc ccsiuni atomic Jock, which on Ic p'i^kaHy ^;   -J u> remot* *i* 
iiu.M> lot <alibrattftg* other atomic vlucki. 

n ii   ■ 11 m «^^—^^ai^^^^BgstSitfteSafcaiai .-.  r-v    v. r ...    f- 
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bration of extended systems. There are sc many error sources that one has to 

have some way of calibrating systems overall. This was one of the clocks 

used in 1972 when Hefele and Keating made their really pioneering flying 

clock trip around the world and established the reality of general relacivity 

effects on physical clocks. By flying eastward, then flying westward, there 

has been a predicted and an observed consensus of four clocks, an observed 

time difference which is asymmetric. That gives a good picture of the capa- 

bility of flying clocks about eight years ago. I think today the experiment 

"ould be repeated with about the same effort and would probably yield 

better results by a factor of five. Why? Because atomic clocks become better 

and eventually they can always, in principle, be mace better. In the reduc- 

tion ot the observations of distant signals with propagation delays, on the 
other hand, we bee some very inflexible limitations. 

Clock Performance 

Now let us look at the performance of some do :ks. Figure 2 shows the 

typical performance of a portable clock. The horizontal axis is days, and 

the vertical axis is nanoseconds. You can see here the ypical random walk of 

a clock. At one point the clock was absent for a she rt local portable clock 

trip, and one can see that there is a systematic offse when the clock came 

back due to the shock ot temperature change and the magnetic environment. 

There has been a small systematic effect, but overall u.ut is a good example 

ot what today's clocks can do. It is also a good at »pie of one oi our pres 

cm limitations, namely, the short-term instability, tie up/down phase van 
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ations. Unfortunately, I have to admit they arc in our reference. Our refer- 
ences are excellent over five-day and ten-day intervals, weeks and months. 
The computed time scale has an uncertainty of about one nanosecond from 
day-to-day, but we can reach that level only aft«;r the fact. That level of 
accuracy is not available in real time, and for that reason we are embarked 
over the next couple of years on a major effort tu update the Master Clock 
by adding oscillators of very high short-term stability. By having better fly- 
wheels, so to speak, our existing long-term stability can be brought to bear 
immediately in real time on our measurements. 

Figure 3 depicts another test of a clock. You sie that it:: plagued by the 
same short-term noise, where short-term noise me ins changes from hour to 
hour, or from two to three hours. Overall you can see the characteristic per- 
formance of these clocks approaches what one calls a random walk. In fact, 
a random walk in phase or time error is the best one can expect of a clock. 
if all of our clocks would only produce a random walk in time or phase, we 
would have time capabilities 10-50 times better than we really have. What 
we lack is complete control over the environment and over some aging and 
spontaneous changes in these clocks. The more harmful systematic (corre- 
lated) rate variations arc caused by these factors. 

This brings me lor a moment to a discussion oi the statistics of these 
fluctuations in rate versus time. 11 one has a purely random behavior in the 
basic frequency determining element, then you ex peel a variation that is one 
over the square root of tau (where tau is the measurement interval), i.e.. a 

ft 100 f« 
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double log plot with a slope of minus one half. That would be the best one 
can expect. Unfortunately, one cannot extrapolate, and eventually there is a 
random walk not in phase but in frequency over some long time interval. 
One can sec in Figure 4 what we gain by adding very high performance short- 
term clocks to our system. Instead of having to rely on measurements over 
increasingly longer time intervals as you go down below the lO'13 to 10 14 

range, and which we could at the present time obtain with a single cesium 
only after ten days, by the addition of hydrogen masers such precision is 
available immediately after only 100 seconds. 

Figure 5 depicts a typical very long time performance of our clocks; the 
clock there has been in operation for eight years in its location. That is 
another example which shows the importance of long-term systematic varia- 
tions. A better understanding and a better control of these long-term system 
atic variations will produce a greater performance improvement than is 
possible with ever more sophisticated methods of computation. 

That leads me to mention a substantial effort with respect to our Master 
Clock room, where we have two time reference systems. The question arises: 

Fig. 4.   ttctiurttcy »uUtfiii«» •-»! various cypci ul »lutittc ftcqucfiiy »landUrti*. ! r«»m f*.»ry 
A. Sv:.vc,. "iVffofmsnctf of A l>tul licm» High ftrriofmatuc Crüutti Ucun Tube." /•».- 
rrfiJiMsfi \<f the hifhlk Ar.mtJ l*r<-iii<- Time attj Time httenal [tTti    l/»jHiVjfti«ü .»;■/ 

PLuming Meeting»November 30 lV*ciul»ct 2. 1976. 
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"HOW tio vou control such a reference clock standard?" The answer is that it 

is done bv computer. You depend over a dav on a prediction ot it\ perform- 
ance, and yon are again involved in statistical estimation theory. 

In Figure 6 we see our main clock room will» the monitor part ?hu* Is to 

tiie left. You see our instrumentation just m support to VI.F [ver\ low Ire 

uucucy} and OMl;l»A time or arrival measurements, i expect that we will 

have considerable changes here. We will rcl\ mure on reunite measurement 

ot remote transmitters than on local Washington operations. There is no 

question that we would inve long discontinued the monitoring ol low fre- 

quency signals had it n-»t been tor their ever increasing application in v»ttt 

uumication and navigation.  The remote monitoring is leading us to more 

emphasis on  the  critical processing o! data, which is current!)  under *he 

supervision 01 1 aura Charron. Essentially, one monitor* b) collecting tele 

tvpc  messages t>r, nowadays, by  direct remote monitoring ol the uistant 

clock through a data link. We must .ilso uouc message* to these station*, and 
-.-.!.. 

h\ 

disseminate any correction* in real time 1 » the prospective user vein, needs 

that information. All of this supports my initial claim that c'.*!.» i..w,itiuni 

<..»;«< >n ,md V4>ti\ increasing data processing m rcil time will in- ■• ..: main 

probuiu in the immediate lutuir. 

•-:. 
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Fig. 6.   Main clock room of the Time Service Division, showing atomic clocks (right) and 
monitors (left) in support of VLF and OMEGA timc-of-arrival measurement». 

Lei me speak briefly about 4 new navigation system, the Global Position 

ing System (GPS), which will consist oi 18 satellites, each having an atomic 

tl'ck aboard. In February 1980 we observed the pass of one of the satellites, 

ami while we observed it the satellite was uploaded ivith data and received a 

new navigation message, a new orbital prediction, a new cphemens and a 

new dock formula. Figure 7 shows this upload in the form ot a shaped 

curve that represents the ten nanosecond change due 1^ changed parameters. 

We have recently found the clock formula to be somewhat o! a problem. 

Figure 8 is an example ot our UPS monitor report, which is available darlv ; 

i.e., you call in on the telephone and it i:> one ol about 200 monitor files that 

vou can access. Thai particular file is tilled every morning; with the satellite 

passes i.t the p.*st day. Figure 8 show:, passes of satellites 8, (». A, V at id 5 

which came relatively quickly m succession. They had been uploaded just 

one hour and forty eight minutes a ,0. and the turns dial we compute for i*u 

diileiences between the Master Clock ami system tune are »howit. I he differ 

ent satellites i*tve values that are within about 2$ nanoseconds of e.ul; t, 

Is  •y.vv.N.v.v.A • ;>':■•';?:•■: ■'■■:■ ■:■••:•••. ^V^/^:^:-V\'S-V:V\-V:..-:-.->.-:-.-:-.-A-:-. .^.^V. .•.:■• .-■ 
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Fig. 7.    Global Positioning System satellite receiver test, showing the 0.01 microsecond 
effect of changed parameters due to a new navigation message sent to the satellite. 

that gives you an example of the capability of the system. The riming avail« 

able after such an upload is, with averaging, within about 15 nanoseconds. 

Figure 9 shows the behavior of a rubidium standard, in which we sec the 

typical long'temi drift characteristic of a rubidium clock. Superimposed art* 

also the up/down phase changes due to erroneous or imperfect orbital calcu- 

lations. The time aspects of the GPS is an area where we are intimately in- 
volved with questions of how to icjid the remote clocks, how to account for 

propagation delays, how to set up ihc system so that we have a minimum of 

disturbance  when  the  system switches  from one monitoring reference it» 
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Fig. 9.    Difference between the Master Cluck of the Naval Observatory and a rubidium 
ciock on GI'S satellite 6, showing the long-term drift characteristic of the rubidium clock. 

another. We plan to set up monitoring and remote measuring where we can 

via telephone. We do that now with several experimental sites, one at Patrick 

Air Force Hase, Florida, which we read about five or six limes a da\ and 
send a message through telephone lines telling them what the clock* are with 

respect to the Master Clock here. The same method is also used tor the com- 

munication satellite injection point in Fort !>etrick,Maryland. 

ihuittiiitittii amiCi>ontmjtin\> Time 

Let us now turn our attention briefly to the rotation ot the Farth. We 

aie concerned here with two entirely different things. Pint, there is the post 

tion in space of the Faith's axis and the polar motion of the axis re!at;\e to 

the F.:rth. Secondly, Jure are the variations o! the rotation rate ot tit F,.rth 

around u» axis, Unfortunately, there are additional local disturbance^. One 

should realK compare the Forth wtiii a Urge plastic %urtai^. a basketball riiat 

allow* some lateral surface tttouun over and ab«nt the lot.ai tMerts «>t a?iuv<> 

plieric disturbances and gravity variations. 
The instrument which has been the backbone of mi observations from 

l*il5 to the present is the Photographic Zenith Tube >/.t;. It v»n»i%ts havi 

callv of an inverted iclcpholo lens that I onus MI image, atter reflr. tion in a 

incnury pool, of *tarx near the zenith. This instrument u in Vu bwUdmg 
shuwii in Figure 111. It is now i.utecdcd by a large *>$ centimeter trt«r>c»p« 

■ hljm with major new tcaiurr*. It \i.is a lens cover opening mat ^ very 
much larger and allow* A free lU*w and e^ual'./ati*m ,*! au i*he lens '■-■ so 

Lti»e  il  believe the largeM four clement lens m existeiue1 «**-*« «'^ tiicttn«! 

. ^ * *~~% « *'T*r 

_!*. ^vv. 
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Fig. 10.   {Wilding housing the Photographic Zenith Tube (PZT). This kbtapc i» u*e«i to 
determine untver».»! time. 

time constant is ab our ii to 15 hours, i.e.. it has to be pre «cooled (or the 

night. The thermal stabilization of the instrument is there!ore 4 major 

problem, but I do not think it is an intrinsic difficulty. Demit* McXEarthy, 

who is in charge e»(t the observations, reports that the images arc excellent 

when the instrument b in thermal equilibrium* Figure 11 how* a PZT 

photographic plate. The bright *tj;f is run J Pitt »tar; it ta Vega. VZX stars 

product typically tauch smaller images which can he measured ivttfa gpeatef 
precision. 

I would [ike to r.ay a lew words about the principal Imutaiums ol the 

PZT and why we have thanked and will change si ill nute the relative em- 

phasi* between optical astromecry and other methods. The optical method ** 

the route i>t many year* al experience. Vve observe the «me »tats even ni^ht 
automatically in four positions, and obtain the tune and polar motion r^w 

tinciv. Whereas our observations used to tell u» what cluck lime was every 

ir^rnstt^. m»w clock time tells us what rotational position has bee« take« by 

the Earth. l*he limitations are principally instrumental and »• -vimnmemaL 
the ima^e may not be round: it may be displaced bevuu^e of tlu »yvtematu 

V.-- .-V.V.VA {*££££:.--\Xr^T.-v,.;-. y,-. ;-'S,:&>?.±???:tt--.7r^<<^<<<'^<<<<K< 
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v.?r. :*' 

Fig, 11.   5V.T photographic plaüc snowing image» ui stars. Four images art r*fef*tnc4 Jur 
ing ca*:h |>J»», wiiK the plate rotated 180   between e*po*ute>. hu*ges *ppe*f in tasuh Juc 

10 *.hc viihetcnt declination» oi the stafi 

effects in the atmosphere that arc vharactcrUtn for tlu* near cn u« »tunm «»! 

the instrument; antl the intake may be tiisplaeeti because of the mlur ctlcvi 

ui different Mar». IVileciirnti front the vertical nuu: be taken !»u<uuutin!. 

Vibf4(l"tu «»I the tar^c inert my baain have bee» initial problem*, but il»c\ 

have been overcome. With the new instrument wc will fcuh about a one 

miihsarctmtl pfcctMott on live nights ot observation, ha^eti u|*»n a ttuuh ia'e^r 

set of stafi, about 12*>'J i&t!lt*tf?d to the 80400 that we ituw obr.crvc v.rlh 

a Mtuüci imtrttinent. However, i think the mam fc*uit will be m ptuduimg 

ovff the \tuf\, in a /one 1* wvJc atoumi lictitnatmu ♦„Vl", vef\ aiwUf.*tc 

t-r*tual position» ot star* down tu magmtuiic 11. Im; there i-» «o Uoubt that 

vvy have feat he «1 a htm! «»t the vfaxMtat 'mttnai) aatrometru mclhotlv 

! i.«f these reason*» lour ycat» aj;o a leant headed b\   iMi KlejHJtyMski. 

with faütic wry valuable t,t*jpcrarH»n {mm "the* |vo|>ie here at ihr ot*»c?*a 

ton . embarked »»«i a radio asffutuefty pro-am it'. i<-   «KfatK n witn th    Naval 

Research  Iaboraiory. This  team is   usmj* a dviittaud tmtjuti.rtii m  -^.i 

Virginia, a i»o» nested  Imk radio ttitettefotttctcf   VIU- u*c situ  vi.' .ur r-  ;.-.=. 

<*. r..'..-_ .*. *_ *~ ^ *■_ .\v. *r/?^A^vr*:v:vr*rw*/v^ 
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;      '^ oscillator.  By means of a microwave link the time of arrival of incoming 

wave fronts can be directly correlated in near real time. The baseline or the 

largest distance to one outlying antenna is 35 kilometers. The instrument 

'has great operational advantages, and it has been in continuous operation 

during the last three years. We expect the utilization of that instrument to 

continue; in fact, major improvements are being planned tor the next couple 

of years. Our goal is to produce daily reference values for UT and polar 

motion which can satisfy all critical operational requirements in real time, 

i.e., we must be independent from other sources. 

Now let us talk about international coordination of time for the remain- 

>.•>.;'.. ing few minutes. The Bureau International de I'Kkure (International Bureau 

of Time, BIH) is our benchmark. About 50 observatories contribute data to 
it. Our contribution in clock time is still a major one. like 24 percent (it was 

in the past as large as 45 percent). That has had the effect that we almost 

never need to make a coordination adjustment. It is very difficult, risky and 

inconvenient for thousands of cesium and rubidium clocks to follow deliber- 

ate changes in rate that we introduce. Such changes could only be propa- 

gated with delays, whether through portable clock visits, monitor results or 

whatever, and would inevitably generate waves through the system ot syn- 

chronized clocks. Therefore, we want absolutely to minimize such changes. 

In fact, the last small adjustment of one part in 1013 was introduced four 

years ago and we have stayed within one microsecond of the BUI ever since, 

in addition, there are some very small up and down motions, which amount 

to one half microsecond per year. These are seasonal and originate in the 

timing links. Some seasonal effects on clocks have also been detected. Over- 

ail, we have had much fewer adjustments than some ul the other observa- 

tories who have had to introduce offset adjustments twice a year. 

In Table 1 yuu will .sec that we are not doing very well in aver.ige weight 

per clock. In tact, we are trying to achieve a large contribution l>\ brute 

force, by putting every clock we arc teeing into the system and automatical- 
ly sending the data lo BIN. This way we accomplish a high contribution, but 

we could do even better it we could raise our average weight per clock to 
something like that achieved by the smaller laboratories. The\ have fewer 

clocks but can take heiter care of them. Th1* is one of the atcas where we 

are very mach deficient compared, for example to the I'hy sikaiis*hc Ted». 
utschc Bundesanstalt (PTB, i»t Braunschweig. I cueral Republik of Germans, 

which has a consistcntU higher contribution. *l his is .» coiiwuuence of <»u« 
operational philosophy. Siiue our staff is too small to afford p!re»vi>" . w« 

only operate Jocks as undisturbed "black boves*. We weed oin p a pi i 
formers but cannot spend ihe effort i>> go into the <. locks" phvsu*.. 
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Table 1. Contribution to DM (effective date, MJD44479) 

Laboratory 

U. S. Naval Observatory 
French group 
Physikalische Technische Bundesanstalt 
National Research Council 
Royal Greenwich Observatory 
National Bureau of Standards 
Obscrvatorio Marina San Fernando 
All others (16 laboratories) 

No. of 
Clocks 

Weight per 
C!uck 

Total 
Contribution 

27 59    % 23.9% 
10 65.8 9.9 

7 87.9 9.2 
6 100 9.0 
7 850 8.9 
8 65.6 7.9 
5 66.4 5.0 

45 26.2 

There is, of course,, no benchmark for time available in real time, that is 
to say, immediately. The benchmark becomes available only two months 
after the fact when the B1H Bulletin comes out, and we know that two 
months ago we were 0.3, 0.4 or 0.5 microseconds away. So we have a bench- 
mark that tells us two months or even longer thai» that, after the fact, where 
we should have been, and again this means prediction. This prediction takes 
account of the clock noise and the propagation noise across the Atlantic, 
which amounts to 0.2 microsecond. We expect major efforts in the next few 
years from the major laboratories U.S, Naval Observatory, National Re- 
search Council (Canada), National Bureau of Standards, the French group 
and the PTB that will probably reduce the noise by a factor of ten. Exper- 
iments to do that are already going on. There is •« major laser ei fort under- 
way because laser time transfers are intrinsicalK accurate- Here we enjoy the 
cooperation and support of the University of Mary land. Support does not 
mean that the\ are paying the bill: unfortunately» we are. But our associa- 
tion with the University team under Professor Alley, with whom we have 
conducted main experiments in the past, is gomg to continue. The LASSO 
experiment, making i: ot laser satellite retro reflectors, is expected to begin 
around September 1982, and will provide, at least for a period of a year oi 

so, a synchronization capability with a one nanosecond precision. Other 

experiments involve Very Long Baseline inteikrometr) (VLB!; time transfer 

and utilization:: of communication satellite channels, which we arc verv u 
tivek lookm«» at. 

Let me sav a word about our relationship wish the NationJ Bun*.** oi 
Standards. NBS provides the national standard tor frequent A. The unit >>\ 

time, the second, h.is been defined since IV*>7 by the International fummi; 

tee lor Weights ami Measures as a transition frequency oi cesium. The du\ h 

ihrretore only approximate!)  equal to H<*,400 >econd>. since the %•:>..il   u\ 

fereiue due TO tire variable speed <»i »outturn v i tis>-. Lard: rvcrumm*.   •■ «.muu 

V 
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lates to one second, the leap second. From this follows the need to monitor 

the rotational position of the Earth (i.e., the difference UT1-UTC), including 

the motion of the pole, which, among other applications, must also be 

known for the reduction of the observed UTO to UT1. 

The Observatory's responsibility is to serve as official time reference for 

the timed systems in the United States. Examples are the navigation systems 

LORAN, Omega, Transit, GPS, and communications systems such as VLF 

and the Defense Satellite Communication System (DSCS). 

It is clear that the measurement of time and frequency is very closely 

connected. Yet we find with very minor exceptions that we at the Observa- 

tory have an entirely different thrust, because at NBS the emphasis is on the 

development of new physics for clocks. Our major problem is that there is 

no long-term guarantee for the atomic time scale reference. It is important 

for astronomers, more than anyone else, to stay constant in clock rate within 

one part in 10 . After a couple of years this does make for differences of 
microseconds, of importance for pulsar research and so on. Absolute meas- 
urement accuracy must be improved, and that is where the major thrust goes 
at NBS. In the case of the Observatory, our concern is with epoch, i.e., time 

of day. in addition, in our work we have so many stations and so many 

contacts every clay that the atmosphere in Time Service is very hectic. The 

management of precise time and time interval activities is a vast and fully 

consuming effort. Nevertheless, pertinent research and method improve- 

merits are mdispcnsible and must be carrie i our concurrently with daily 

operations. Thank you. 

Q: Do you anticipate ;my radical changes in clock technology? 

Winkicr: 1 would say not if you emphasize the word "radical". The problem 

of atomic timekeeping is how to keep an atom in its metastable state, which 

is necessary to ensure a very narrow line width. How do you keep an atom 

in such a state for seconds or longer without it beiig disturbed? You cannot 

fly it through a beam for many seconds, unless it is extremely .slow. That has 

been tried and, oi course, they lull to the ground and never meet the beam 

optics, unless you encapsulate them into a butter gas or in a eel!, but then 

they hit other atoms and £Ct disturbed. So ihe problem is how to keep these 

merastebie transitions alive so that you can integrate your measurement over 

a hsng period ol time. 
A new scheme is u» rift use atoms at ail but ions, ..«rid to pa* k these i'-ns 

in an appropriate field. This is entirely possible. A single ion would have the 
vame or very similar properties as the alkali metals that are uv.d ne»w   ie*i 

^'i^^i^^y.:* 
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urn, rubidium, hydrogen and so on. These are the presently used clock 
atoms. Many people, including myself, feel that the ion storage clock is a 
device that in 10-15 years may be even a candidate for a new definition of 
the second. But in the meantime we feel that the cesium beam is not yet 
fully exploited. The fact that even commercial standards have been shown 
to produce for many years the same high quality performance as a long beam 
machine, shows that the major problems are now of production and quality 
control, not of design. Our main problems in timekeeping today and in the 
application ot time arc mundane things like batteries and power failures and 
stupidity. 

Q: Nearly twenty years ago Markowitz and several others published a paper 
on the measurement of the cesium resonance frequency in terms of ephem- 
eris time. Is that value superseded? 

Winkler: No, that has been adopted as the international standard of time. 

Q: It is no longer considered provisional? 

Winkler: No, the unit of time is the duration of 9,192,631,770 cycles of the 
particular resonance frcquncy of the cesium atom. There have been several 
studies after that, mainly by the Royal Greenwich Observatory group, but 
they have all been well within the errors of measurements. That is something 
which anybody who has ever seen that old instrument will never understand 

how it was possible for Markowitz to come up with that incredibly accu- 
rate result. It was a great feat, of lasting importance, there is no question. 

^s**!^b5!r* **<*H£*% 
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üij   1.   The >ix inch tumii cwclc. v.it!t K. \V   khyii burgei ^ ih< rycpi    c   S»«w«- WV<*- 

niuic llun 4 lull'million obtrrvattuns luve hrrii uu.i   with ihi» m»itmtwni 

tSo<&£:<;&^^ ., /c</;%i^v>>:>! .•*.**'-' -****•.»**-• 
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James A. Hughes 

Director, Transit Circle Division * 

I am here to talk about the future of the transit circle. I'm a little 

worried about that, because we are the only division that already has an 

historian on our statt. However, we've heard today about the mission of the 

Naval Observatory. The message in the case of the transit circle is much the 

same as it was at the inception of the Observatory. The whole story can be 

told in four points: {]) first class navigation ot any type requires an inertia! 

system either directly or indirectly; (2) the fundamental stellar reference 
system is the only inertia! system we have; (3) the fundamental stellar sys- 

tem is based exclusively on transit circle telescope observations: and (4) we 

are fhe only supplier in the United States. I will let you write the fifth point. 

These statements are all quite true. I am nut trying to propagandize (,r m 

any way say something that isn't absolutely true. Many tunes we have diffi- 

culty getting these points across to budget people and others, 'lake, tor 

example, a satellite navigation system. When someone pushes a button and an 

LED display gives the latitude and longitude. MMI then a transit circle person 

sa\.%. "you need a better standard coordinate system/' I hey wv, "we don't 

need that, we h«v» this black box." Ot course thev probably don't know 

that someone had to define a geodetic datum in which the coordinates of 

the tracking stations arc given, A\\K.{ that in turn the geodetic datum depends 

on some poor gcodesisi out there on a cold night on a Lapkue station deter 

minim; fundamental azimuths and detleuinn >', the vertical, i he inuncdiacv 

i> not quite the same .*s ir w.ss in the good old days when a fellow wa- »>u* 

with a sextant looking directly at the- Sun. In a sense we have come .• long 

u,iv, and \\\ another \\a\ we ivail\ haven't nude things so mmh nuteten! 

altei all. 
\ would like t>> discus* the ifutivjt enuc m terms of curren- «»perat|oii\ 

verv qui kl\. ..ud then in terms of re.warch, enlarging on >otiu t*l the im-ntc, 

broached earhei by D»r   Westvrhuut. 

•in   JVK.? tin- "ii^!i:.,r Csnlc Uivt-nits V\J» umthitu«! .veu lUc I. .^ !.>t J'.'O  i ><%»!.»|>n...t 
5>i:**j :<» torm *}(<■ A.n. !IK'I\ lhvtiitMi. ot v.-iml; ih  Ma- ;*.-% wu* it-unsd I»;?»-.?. : 
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In the first place the six-inch transit circle (Figure 1), which is undoubt- 

edly the premier instrument of the fundamental system, is currently engaged 

in observing zodiacal and FK4 stars. The resulting absolute catalog, the 

W650, will be, as the name implies, the sixth catalog in the series referred to 

the standard epoch 1950.0. 

You have all heard, of course, about our hoped-for mission to the South- 

ern Hemisphere, in particular to New Zealand. I would like to report on the 

status of that at the present time. It involves military construction at a site 

on the north end of the South Island of New Zealand near a town called 

Blenheim. At the moment we are in what is called the "minimum military 

construction bill" for fiscal 1982. Now "minimum" might sound bad, but 

actually that's good. The way military construction works there arc so-called 

bands. We arc in the minimum band, which means if DoD doesn't get this as 

a minimum, we're finished as a country. The next band is basic, then en- 

hanced. Wc are doing rather well on our construction for fiscal 1982. I must 

candidly say that there are some difficulties with personnel, but wc will cross 

that bridge when we come to it. 

But why are we doing this project? As many of you may know, the last 

fundamental, and I repeat the word fundamental, astro me trie observations in 

the Southern Hemisphere were obtained around 1948 by the Royal Green- 
wich Observatory at the Cape of Good Hope, which has of course since 

closed. Now it is true that we ourselves had an expedition in Argentina at 

Leoneito in llie late 1960s and early 1970s, where we did manage to sneak in 

a quasi fundamental program which gave us some information. But we really 

showed that the southern sky is indeed in very bad shape from the point of 

view of a fundamental coordinate sytem. We hope to send the seven-inch 

transit circle and the twin eight-inch astrograph which is presently engaged 

here in the zodiacal program, which I am sure Dr. Koutly will talk about. 

These are to be deployed in New Zealand, at a latitude of about 41.5, this 

being favorable for above and below pole separation o! unknowns. Wc e*n: 

sion i iving about ten years of observing time. When Table 1 was n-adc the 

program vva> to start in fiscal 1981, but you see tt has now slipped 1«* fiscal 

1982. But it due look rather good. 
Alfii . s;i» we talk in terms of a Southern Hemisphere program, wt ought 

to bear in mind etui the Southern Hemisphere program will benefit the 

Northern Hemisphere just as well. Because after all. what does a tund. mental 

transit cuVle program tu*' It determines essentially, the celestial pole, etjiu 
tor MU\ cuuinox. Forgetting about the cejumox t«»r the moment, the fonn< 1 

two are. we hojn . lh) apart. But then to the south ot she equatoj .; ti.mia 

mental catalogue observed in  the north  nis<  itaik oft.  I sk*.- the ptovefbia! 

■ 
'.» V "\*'H"2**V"*V *.* "V "J* "> V *-• *Jf '-* *«k *-• V "-• V V "-• '«" '.*   .* V« '-• ".* "2 "*«• ".*   .*   .•    v   .* ••**-*       " •    • * * *•• '_• " •     • * • 
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Table 1. Southern Hemisphere Astrometric Program 

A. Why? 
1. Last fundamental astrometric observations in the Southern Hemisphere were 

obtained in 1948 (RGO Capetown, since closed). 
2. Southern errors are much greater than northern errors. 

B. What? 
1. A transit circle and an astrographic camera deployed in New Zealand (favorable 

latitude) for ten years. 
C. When? 

1. Observing program starts in FY-81. 
2. Final results about FY-91. 

hind leg of a dog, it's an extrapolation that just hangs there with nothing to 

pin it to. By going now to the Southern Hemisphere, we can observational!)' 

determine the south pole and an independent equator, and apply the addi- 

tional constraint that pole-to-polc must be 180°. It sounds like a triviality, 

but we have suppressed one whole degree of freedom; that is extremely 

important, as I'm sure many of you realize. So although we characterize it as 

a Southern Hemisphere program, we ought to bear in mind that from the 

astrometric or astronomical point of view we are really talking about some 
thing which, as an astrometrist I'm ashamed to say, has never been done 

before: a simultaneous pole to pole fundamental program. We'll chase minor 

planets up and down the sky, parsing them from the six inch to the seven 

inch transit circle and so on. 
Another current project we have in conjunction with the New Zealand 

project support is an attempt to modernize anil to some extent automate the 

seven-inch transit circle '^Figure 2). I can only report to you at the moment 

that things are going reasonably well with this project. We looked at Polaris 

last week with the image dissector and got some incredibU bad seeing im 

age.-», which Dick Branham is now fighting with, living to lind it the) indeed 

have a «enter. W'• hope they do. and some ot the other accoutrements are 

coming along pretty well. We haven't run into any brick walls; I suppo\e liiat 

is the important thing. Dur new circle scanning system is looking good. We 

had uur first test runs on the prototype last week, and wc arc getting repeat 

abilities in some vases around the 5 7 tiikro-degtcc level. "Ibc-c arc pretty 

good results. 

Another current research project is a joint project involving l*tmccton 

University, lirapcr Laboratory and NASA t<» use the Orbiting .'Wrojmmnal 

Observatory (OAOj in us Imal dass of lift to make the hrsi large angle 

astrometric measurements from space. In fact those are starting even as we 

t,dk now. The gyros on the OAO were not meant lor ibt-s kind t>t thing, but 

^S&&£^^ * -* v* %» *_• 
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Fig. 2. The seven- 
inch transit circle. 

This instrument 
will be deployed 
in New Zealand 

during the 1980s 
for fundamental 

astromcrric 
observations of 
southern stars. 

it turns out thai they have been performing two to three titties above ypect 

iieatiom tor the eight years that OAi) has been m orbit. St» we thought this 

i% u good opportunity to sec what we can do to demonstrate the eotieept ol 

measuring large angie.\ menially in spate. V\e are using a vpettro^tope sht. 

and we will uuiv ltu>ve the instrument in \aw. We nave uveii »otne < ? «»in 

Southern antl Northern Hemisphere data aiiti puked out the icalU bati 

iUloti with regard l» poMiiou in the I K^. We have '^et u{- vanott. trtaugii A, 

ami we will tmw measure tht»\e with the OAO ami vie »? we uiü at teas? 

iiuiiiiiii the ground based lOtretUott* wituh ate uaisea'ed h> both thi 

Washington; l.eoiieito results that's» the *»e\en ituh tn lite S«»ttfhecn Mem» 

sphere thai I mentioned earlier and the i.«u M catalogue from the st\ mth, 

tu*  Washington W >.,,,. So this i> a cuntempotary el tort. 

I! we waul to !Ittttk about research m general and lot the future, st !   »-*:? 

belie I  that  iundaniental a>troUtetl\   tati he improved thiough u-v.iui! m the 

»*. A »-V»v.vryr^*rfvvlvlv* .v*« 
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areas indicated in Table 2. The first is the study of the atmosphere. It seems 

in so many cases that this has become the decisive and limiting factor for our 

ultimate accuracy. We propose in our case to embark upon an investigation 

of the local atmosphere using LIDAR techniques. For those of you not 

famililiar with LIDAR, it is an acronym similar to RADAR; whereas 

RADAR is radio detection and ranging, LIDAR is light detection and rang 

ing. It is an accurate method that uses the backscattcr. We are looking at two 

kinds of LIDAR. One involves Raman backscattcr, which is molecular!) 

specific, and in the other kind one looks at the on frequency backscattcr. 

Here you need a tunable laser which is tuned either right on or off an absorp- 

tion line of the species under study. Both of these methods have their pluses 

and minuses. Measurement ol water vapor in the atmosphere is done almost 

routinely using both of these methods, so I really don't consider water vapor 

quite the problem it has been in the past, that is. out to ranges of possibly 

four ur five kilometers. Higher than that the water vapor drops off pretty 

strongly anywa/, but of course if you are measuring a slant range, you have a 

slightly different problem. This is a beginning R & D project. It is now in the 

stage where we arc looking tor proposals to specify a system, and we hope 

next fiscal year to actually build it and have it in use right here in Washing* 

ton. 
Coming to point U of Table 2 we have optical and infrared interterom- 

etry. The optical is of course the most difficult ot ail the intcrfc.ometric 

methiHis, since ;;s the wavelength gets smaller the mechanical problems get 

Table 2,  Ki<t\trili   \n\t^ itt VnUiUwwtUal Astromvtry 

A. AttU*»*phc|tc Studie» 

Real time mcasuri-mcw o\ jtmmphcric refraction vi«: 

!. t.lDAU   awtive probing 

Z. I tape«»tun metfturc» 

!>. OfHkal aaU Mfarcti lttieiietomciry 

OfiÜtrdl fringe tu« king 

lnti.vu:J \\ i tuivft-uv: Uiirt£ L>rf a* K»»;.U tmslian« 

( . t.at^v Ati^k Mv4>eritti{ IWvues 

LHvhlci} vifvlc i» ntttciuly the musr attutate jjevj*« (about 0. 0} 

Inctiiai method* ttu>w fctci* ptumar 

l\--,iib»y -» i»yi>!t«i i)>tem involving nut tu me 4! *nd tiii^luirj j,*\f«n 
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bigger. There is an inverse relationship. However, what is very exciting is the 

infrared region, as exemplified by Professor Townes and his group working 

around 10-11 microns. The advantage with these wavelengths is that one can 

use a laser as a local oscillator and then have a heterodyne system just as one 

docs in radio, and from there on the analysis of the data is precisely the 

same-the correspondence is practically one-for-onc. There are two nice fea- 

tures about infrared. One is that several hundred FK4 stars, according to 

statistics done by Tom Corbin, are directly observable by this technique, 

using mirrors of reasonable size. The other thing is that if one iooks at the 

dispersion curves of the atmosphere, one finds that around 10.5 microns 

they cross (as far as water vapor in the air is concerned). This means that for 

an intrared intcrferometric study, you really don't care what the constitu- 

ents are in the atmosphere, but only what the total density or total pressure 

is. It simplifies a lot of problems when you do not have to worry about the 

constituents you arc looking through, particularly for greater zenith dis-. 

tan ccs. 

Up until this very day, the most precise and accurate observational 

method of measuring large angles is the classical divided circle. Granted, we 

use it in conjunction with some very modern scanning techniques, but we are 

still using a piece of metal, or in some cases glass, with lines scratched on it. 

The accuracy that we get from this is on the order of 0Tu5, although our new 

scanners are even better than that. But we are praettcally coming to the 

point where we cannot push that technology much lurther. There seems to 

be a brick wall around u!*02 tor this kind of technology. But alter ail, here 

you have something that i* outside in the observing room. It is not in a eU\,n 

room, not in a controlled environment; it is expanding and contracting with 

temperature, and so on. it's amazing to mc that we do so weil, observing as 

we do in the real world. One uf the way* to attack this fundamental j robJei.i 

b to ask the cjue.stion of how one measure* large angle*, inertia! method*, 

show great promise. What we arc talking about here arc the third generation 
gvro.s and even beyond, as produced bv Draper l.ab>. which has lunh the 

guidance system tor practically everything ibat !\e heard til that wen? mto 
spate that's aii overstatement I'm sure. But some of their in house develop, 

menu are verv encouraging. and we do believe it should be povu'nlc I" tome 

up with inertia! methods that will have a double thru»;. In ih» hr^t pine, we 

can applv them on the ground it» our present instruments. * h?i present m 

struments will serve as a benchmark, it y«*u will. We know how the\ vv«uk: 

we know what we van expect trum them. If we then apph these iner» a' 

methods t»» present instrumentation, wr can lc*i these inertial nuihtis 

vis Ü vis  the  old established  and reliable  methods. It  these test«, the:   |*f- ,» 
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that we really have something that will work, the next seep would be to try 
to make measurements from space. This refers to what was mentioned earlier 
about making astro me trie measurements from the very place at which they 
are likely to be used. 

Hence point C leads to point D in Table 2. The advantages of doing as- 
trometry from space are rather obvious: no atmosphere, no gravity, and the 
availability oi an cxtragalactic incrtial reference exemplified by the "optical 
counterparts" of radio sources. I put ''optical counterparts" in quotes be- 
cause we do not know precisely it the optical and radio emissions do indeed 
coincide. And this is a very important consideration in fundamental astronv 
etry. 

Figure 3 shows an artist's conception of an astrometric satellite. Without 
nuking too much of this, let me say that what we are trying to depict here is 
something that is small, simple and dedicated to the task of fundamental 
ascrometry; i.e., large-angle measurements in two dimensions, as opposed to 
measuring angular separations alone. We could then do several things. For 
example, the minor planets can be referred to a selected set oi stars on a very 
regular basis juut as we do now, except that we now call the stars clock stars. 
Thr significance of clock stars is lost, of course, once you arc oH the Earth. 

?* 
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h&#sc& 
But nonetheless we could have that subset of stars to which we could refer 
minor planets in a very systematic way and do similar reductions, as we do 
on the ground. By having an integration capability, i.e., a hover and hold 
capability an instrument such as this, we can extend the dynamic range and 
look at fainter objects, which is also a very important aspect of the whole 
problem. 

One of the ongoing questions that we have always had around here, at 
least I have always had, has been just what effect refraction has un an inter- 
ferometer. ! have heard statements like, "it has no effect at all." I say that is 
absurd. After all, the device measures the dot product of the baseline and 
object vectors, and if the latter is moved by refraction, the dot product must 
be affected, i recall myself and other people who shall remain unnamed 
going around and around in a friendly way on this, but 1 think Figure 4 indi- 
cate! what I tall my "definitive mistake." The point is, I think it is impor- 
tant that people know that refraction does affect interferometers at any 
wavelength« However, in the case of interferometers, there is a definite ad- 
vantage: to the extent that the atmosphere is plane-parallel the effect can- 

W*J.V"*>* i 

%\ jgetT|ftiiftf 'f - -yiV\ *   *■ 

Fi*4. 

Si« rir\.»Ui»« <iijf*.i&..  brt**.-*: AtJ'-.'s«n*« 
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cols. Unfortunately, the atmosphere is not plane-parallel or dry, and the 

correction between the plane parallel and the spherical and structured atmos- 

phere is about a thousand times bigger than the accuracy inherently possible 

with an interferometer. When the effect is a thousand times bigger than your 

precision, I don't call it a second-order effect. That is probably the basis of 

our semantic difficulties. 

Since we are the sole purveyors of fundamental astromctry nowadays, 

not only in the United States, but in the Western World, wc find ourselves in 

a somewhat discomfiting situation as follows. On the one hand and (his 

has been mentioned by several spe ':ers we have an operational require 
men: and the necessity ol furnbh.ng data for use now. On the other hand, 

we mu&l look ahead, and we must not become old fashioned. We must by all 
means avoid the "not invented here" syndrome and the "wc have always 

done it thai way" syndrome. We have lo be extremely careful to avoid these. 

With the restriction* on the number of people we have, we all know the 

dangers we fact here at the Observatory of inbreeding. We have to be care- 

ful about that as well. 

\ suppose tins all sounds like a cry for sympathy, but what ! am trying to 

tell you is that the Transit Circle Division is attempting to do two things. On 

•he one hand, we are trymg to keep the tested, tried and true methods pro 

uuemg. On the other hand we arc tr\ ing to look ahea^ ad, to the c&tcttl of 

the resources available to us, trymg to see what can be done with some of 

the new tccimujucs. I am sorrv to be forced to say   that v>me claims are 

being nude nowadays that cannot be supported by the facts J\ fur as Itmda 

mental astrotrtetry  is  concerned. This  may   have  been  at*  inevitable  con 

sequence tor the struggle IM limned funds. Heave note that I'm m>t talking 

here   about   the  Observatory,  but   about   the   astrottietrtt   community   tit 

general, for that reason, wc in the transit circle business must be .tint con- 

servative but U"i too conservative, 'that's the Kick. 

N. (*. Koiuau; I haw two questions. Hut. have you looked itttM the uv-.-f 

super», omlm ting g\fos? tK> the\ offer utn advantage* lot vpat,ecr?!t ? 

SiTi'-uuiis . wu the asttomrtrrc satellite, are suti thinking in tern-., »»i u V. S. 
lateUite, a Navy satellite «a tllPPAKCoS ' 

Mur,I:e.%: N««, wc *tv speaking in terms of the Navy, bcvau»c it w« uUi luve 

capabiinio that Hti*PAKCOS doev m»t i?u\c As far a. the gyt«»% 4?-. nntym 

vii, wlui vvv have re.ilK thought about >•<» *jf s% a hsbrni >»s!c»ii \\^ have 

talked .fb »iii wtv .}J-..uu*d g.ti beatmg gyr«»* m oitijuiuutiu with jme. UM-? 

^\s-s. We don't like the :«». laser jj>t*»* alone situe v*»u have to d*?!iei Mien*. 

fe*'>v.%*fc«ravA^:^ 
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'lC\'■;'.£.-:-s^:.-'; but a hybrid might be a very good approach. But this is speculative at this 
point. 

R. S. Harrington: (Exploratory Development Staff): I notice you have said 
nothing about the Automatic Transit Circle in Flagstaff. 

Hughes: The name has been changed. It is now the eight-inch transit circle. I 

finally said, "Look, the optical system as an optical system is very good; but 

we are never going to stabilize the thing with respect to the pivots, the cube, 

the cage, the piers and so on." So we took out the entire optical system. 1 

■., ^;. v„.,   ., sent to Flagstaff a little four-inch lens that we had pirated from a University 

?*V$^^^tföfl of Pennsylvania transit instrument that we had here. We mounted tha. to the 

basic tube structure, and went through the same series of stability tests that 

the instrument had failed with the original optics. It now passed with flying 

colors. And indeed in some cases it was apparently more stable than either 

the six-inch or the seven-inch transit circles. Which is to say, mechanically, 

the cube-tube-cage structure is very good, and all the problems were in the 

reflecting optical components and in trying to keep them fixed not with 

respect to each other, which they did pretty well, but with respect to the 

barrel. At that point, we had some money left over, which we have used to 

get an eight-inch lens, a classical doublet. The optical specifications are the 

;.  ,; :.v  v same as the present specifications of the six-inch, wni.1, performs very well. 

We hope to have the lens delivered in a few months and then installed. We 
have done pivot measures and screw errors already. We're going to do circle 

diameter corrections, and sometime next calendar year that instrument will 

be ready to go. Wc already have several programs lined up for strictly differ- 
ential work. For example, occultation candidates, radio source reference 

stars, referring the PZT stars to the FK5, and so on. 

R. H. Schmidt (Nautical Aim.mac Office): Fur your ten year program in New 
Zealand, how many people will be down there permanently, and where are 

they coming from? 

Hughes: I would suppose there would be something on the order of a half 

dozen people required to carry out the transit circle program. We hope to 

hire some New Zealauders. There are all kinds of mixes of personnel one 

could envision, depending upon a lot of decisions that have to he made, both 

within and without the Observatory. 

W.   F.   Howard   ^National  Science   Foundation):   liiere  is some Austtalia:i 

timm riirii.iva.rr.rini 
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astrometry going on. Can you comment on how your program would inter- 
act with theirs? Are they not doing it with your sophistication? 

Hughes: The difficulty in the Southern Hemisphere is that there is no funda- 
mental astrometry going on whatsoever. There is good photographic work 
and good transit circle work, but there is no comprehensive program, even in 
the differential case. For example, there is no comprehensive re-observation 
of the entire Southern Reference Star system (SRS) by transit circles, which 
certainly is called for. We essentially do not have any idea of the proper 
motions of the SRS, at least not in any scientifically meaningful way. Pend- 
ing the arrival of the FK5, I don't know what might happen. But there is no 
fundamental work whatsoever at this time. 

t * I 
P7 

;-t^ ~?f.i'<'"*\jV&>t»y *H.\v V '• *V.«.VjT;-<-ä 

T. E. Corbin (Transit Circle Division): I might point out that although funda- 
mental observations of FK4 stars were last made in 1948, some of the new 
members of the FK5 haven't appeared in a fundamental catalogue for many 
decades. 

Hughes: Yes, what Tom Corbin has touched on here is something that really 
concerns us in the fundamental astromctric community. When the FKS 
comes out it will have what is called a taint fundamental extension, which is 
a very welcome thing several thousand stars in tlu- seventh to ninth visual 
magnitude range added to the fundamental sytcm. But 1 can assure you 
and this is what Dr. Corbin was referring to ~ that by putting the positions 
and motions of these stars in a catalogue, they arc not going to be or funda- 
mental quality. The FK4 is bimodal hemispherically. The FK5 is likely to be 
bimoda! Iicmispherically and with respect to magnitude as well. 

fc\N 
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SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMS OF THE 

EXPLORATORY  DEVELOPMENT STAFF 

PaulM. Routly 

Head, Exploratory Development Staff* 

The programs in the Exploratory Development Staff (EDS) are of a long- 

range nature, and they teed directly into the other divisions here at the 

Observatory. They also have a very powerful impact and spinofi in the 

astrophysical world. 

) think the best way in which to describe our work and future plans is 

to explain the programs themselves in some detail. Let me list the four prin- 
cipal programs in which we are presently engaged: 

1. Parallaxes/Proper Motions of Nearby Stars 
2. Astrographic Catalog 

3. Visual and Photographic Binary Stars 

4. Astrometry of Solar System Objects 

The parallax/proper motion program, undertaken jointly with the Flagstaff 

Station, is restricted to faint stars lying in the magnitude range between 12 

and 18. This is the largest of its kind in the world by far, and really defines 

the stellar inch. It is the program that establishes the basic stellar distance 

scale to which ail other stellar and galactic distances art- ultimately referred. 

The astrographic catalogue ;, a unique effort on our part to come up with a 

new catalogue of star positions for both the Northern and Southern Hemi- 

spheres. It is unique in the sense that the astrugraphic observations will be 

carried out in the Southern llemispiterc at the same mean epoch and from 

the same position as the planned transit circle observations. The third pro 

gram concerns double stars. We carry out here the largest progiam in the 

world on double stars, both visual and photographic. And fourth, we \i,i\c a 

program having to do with the astrometry u) sola« system objects, primarily 

minor planets and satellites, although cuinets are also of iuteiwt ro us. 

Lei inc now ver\ ijuk'kiv go through each or" these programs in turn, 

doctibe the origin of the program, what equipment isuscd.wha; [mutations 

'In IVB2 ilu" ilvploraiory Development Sull wa> tuiulvncJwith the Transit Circle Divj 

•'  i> jo !   rin the Asttouictry Division. 
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apply, what results have been obtained so far, and where we hope to go in 

the future. 

First of all, the basic telescope that is used for the parallax plate-taking is 

the 61-inch astrometric reflector in Flagstaff. Indeed, I should point out that 

this program is a joint effort between the EDS group in Washington and the 

astrometric group at the Flagstaff Station. The manager of the program is 

Bob Harrington, who is ably assisted here in Washington by Jim Christy and 

Varkey Kailarakal. The actual observations are made in Flagstaff, and the 

gentleman out there who selects the parallax stars, runs the program, and 

carries out all the photometry is Conard Dahn, assisted by most of the staff 

in Flagstaff. 

The parallax program was started in 1964, and in fact the 61-inch astro- 

metric reflector was specifically built to carry out this program. The second 

instrumental partner in the program is SAMM, the Semi-Automatic Measur- 

ing Machine, the first of its kind to be used in astronomy. The basic features 

of this machine are that it can move around on a photographic plate to posi- 

tions that are fed to the machine in advance and, most importantly, that it 

has the capability of centering on stellar images automatically without any 

personal bias from the operator. Bccuase of these automatic features, it is 
possible to carry out a series of measurements with SAMM lasting some- 

hours without obvious degradation in the quality o( the work because of 

operator fatigue. 
Figure 1 shows the 61 -inch. I'm sure everyone at the Observatory has 

seen this photograph many times before. It shows Dr. Strand standing at the 

bottom of the instrument. He conceived tiie idea -A the reflector und the 

SAMM measuring engine together as a working system. The (»I -inch is a very 

interesting telescope. It consists of a parabolic primary, but instead o! a 

hyperbolic secondary as you might expect, it 1ms a flat secondary which re- 

flects starlight down the telescope tube through a hole in the priman mirror 

to a photographic plate behind. The 61-inch is like a conventional Cas»e- 

grain, except tor the flat secondary; in a sense it tan be thought of as a 

folded Newtonian. The unique design feature of this telescope is that as it 

assumes various positions m the iky, and as the telescope tube droops from 

its own weight, the cantilever design of the tube causes the flat secondary to 

move parallel to itself. The point is that the optical axis <•! r!;e 6!-inch is 

mechanically stable in the sense that it intersects the photographic ;>laie .«t 
tiie same point all the time, regardless of the telescope position. This ts me 

ot [he absolutely basic requirements for the instrument to. lu .i>tfomc(rtc. 

The magnitude range ot the parallax program lies between ) .1   ml ' * 

faint stars      because the light gra>p of the 01-inch is so great th.»l v. e caunot 

t£^*i>£<vi%£^^ >;^^i^:^;^ 
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handle bright stars; at least we haven't been able until very recently. This 

means that the program is really designed to measure the distances to objects 

like red dwarfs and degenerate stars. In addition to plate-taking, VBV pho- 

tometry is also carried out routinely on all program stars with the 61-inch by 

Conard Dahn. 
The problem of choosing a star with a likelihood of having a non-zero 

parallax is an important consideration. At first, we utilized the criterion ot 

high proper motion, it was argued that if a star had a high proper motion, 

then the probability was fairly good that it was nearby and so had a meas- 
urable trigonometric parallax. We used for this criterion the two proper 

i motion surveys ot Henry Giclas and William Luyten. More recently Conard 

Dahn has been carrying out preliminary VBVl photometry on all candidate 
stars because he has found the V I index correlates strongly with absolute 

magnitude and gives a better indication of distance than high proper motion. 

Once a star has been placed on the parallax program 35-40 plates are 

taken of it over three or four years. These plates are sent to Washington 

where they are measured on the SAMM measuring engine. 

From thk program six individual lists of parallaxes have been published 

containing a total of 582 parallaxes. The distribution of the parallax stars is 

pretty uniform, down to about decimation     10°, and is good, though not 

uniform, down to declination    20°. Figure 2 shows the new data plotted on 

'/•:/*:] a Hertzsprung-Russeil diagram. One can see that an enormous amount of 

detail has been added to the faint end of the main sequence as well as to the 

degenerate sequence. 

One oi the most amazing results tint has come out of this work so tar 

and the reason, I think, that the 61-inch is appropriately regarded almost as 

s*. ..  - the standard of the astiometric world these days     concerns errors. After the 

•v-\ .] first lists, were published, Bob Harrington U.id enough data to cam out a 

'.'£+?.*,■'■>;*•/■' itatistical analysis of the errors. By using the field stars to determine external 

; «^>-,"~ '** - error, und by comparing this with the internal error that we were formally 

't     -   — - calculating all along, we found that these two errors were the same, about 

u!'iH)4. The conclusion to be drawn from this is that the 61 inch reflector, 
SAMM lombiiuttion is an .istromctrii device that  has ins systematic errors 

at tins level. This is .» very unusual conclusion, particularly in view ot the tact 

that all parallax determinations prior to the 61-inch (with the exception o| a 
tew parallaxes that were attempted on the 60 inch at Mi. Wilson in the eail\ 

days} were obtained with refractors and show rather bad systematic errors. 

or certainly systematic errors that are nonzero. So we com link that SIT I!K- 

61-inch/SAMM  combination  the,  internal error LS really equal io riic tr»i 

error. This means that within some finite limit, we can decrease ?i.. err >i .«ml 
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Fig. 2. Hertzsprung- 
Kusscli diagram 
of parallax stars 

observed with the 
61-inch reflector. 
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improve the overall situation, by simply crunching away and exposing more 

platen. If, for example, instead of a series of 40 plates, from which we 

typically get an error of 0!'O04, we were to expose 160 plates, which is a 

heavy burden to carry, though not impossible if the reasons b»r it were 

important enough, one could cut this error down to 0?OU2, At what level 

systematic errors will rear their ugly head is not known, but we expect that 

we will be able to come down to 0.DO1. 

To summarize, with the present 40 plate series, we have essentially m 

creased ihv. range from 25 parsecs, which is what trigonometric parallaxes 

were always thought ru be limited to in the past, uui to 25o parvecs. We are 
now sampling, or can sample, a much larger volume of space i\ua\ was pos 

sible  before.  With more lengthy plate series, we should be able to derive 
astrophvsical information about object* such as giants, subgiatus, C'epbeids 

and RR Lyrac stars by determining the distances to them direetly. There is 

even some hope that wo might be able to determine mgonometriealh the 

distance* to the Hy.ules and Pleiades clusters, which opeux up a whoh Pan 

vlora's box  ol  possibilities' regarding the direct calibration *,\ iwnv remote 

distance scales. 
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Another very important result concerning bright stars has come out of 

the error analyses. I mentioned at the beginning that, because of the light 

grasp ot the telescope, wc arc limited to a magnitude range between 12 and 

18. We cannot photograph a bright star with the correct exposure and have 

at the same time the required number of faint field stars on the plate to be 

able to measure the position of the bright star accurately enough to produce 

a parallax. Furthermore, most bright stars are far away and have very small 

parallaxes, and hence are not ordinarily promising candid: tes for the trigo- 

nometric parallax determination. 

We think '-o are »row at a stage where these difficulties regarding bright 

star parallax«,., in be partly overcome. First, we can take many more plates 

so as to reduce the errors and detect even smaller parallaxes. Second, lo solve 
the magnitude problem, a series of filters is being prepared with vacuum 

deposited inconel spots which will result in attenuations of one. two, three, 

four or five magnitudes and so on. The idea is to place the image ot the 

bright star on a spot of appropriate attenuation so that the bright star photo- 

graphs as though it were similar in brightness to the field stars around it. 

Anuther thing we are going to do is to go to fine grain plates in an 

attempt to cut down on the plate error. We think we might be able to cut 

the plate error, i.e., the signal-to noise problem, by half if we go to finer 

plates. These plates will have to be sensitized (baked) in forming gas in order 

to get them back up to the speed of the plates we are now using. 

We are uso beginning to worry about the connection to absolute paral- 

laxes So far we have been talking about relative parallaxes only. With the 

accuracy capability of the sort being described here, however, ore can 

actually try tu measure the parallaxes of quasars or galaxies. These, of 

course, should be zero. If a small turn-zero value is obtained, this could he 

regarded as a correction to absolute lor thai particular parallax field. It 

enough such quasar parallaxes could be obtained, they would help to cali 

brate the statistical correction* now applied over the entire sky. 

funall), the question ot accuracy has now reached the point where i» will 

be possible and there is an IAU committee working on tins problem right 
now to choose a set of si.urs whose parallaxes are the best determined and 

to compare (lie parallaxes of these stars as obtained by various obscrvatoties. 

Ur.c ot the gieat problem* m parallax work is to know how to interpret the 

parallax data of one observatory with respect to data from another, I here is 
tit) way of knowing tif' initt>> how to correct a parallax frumObservutojy, A 
with that id Observatory i> in order to bring all of these number» onto a 
common system wjtere there would presumably be no systematic erior. 

I  should also mention that  we aie getting  propel   motions out  >•!  th*s 

C»A»« .»A-/-»..^VA .•A-^A^v.v.,.VLW.V-. V-i£a£^»- a* *>'■ *-* <--«-**-**-*«-"«-• «-'*■'>'«,»».>,.,'i-.''>'.^>t.i>^i.,!.i>i.t,.ui.i. 
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work as we proceed. The solution tor the parallax of a star also produces its 

proper motion, and some very interesting results have already emerged, in- 

cluding the detection of unseen companions. Thus far, perturbations of nine 

apparently single parallax stars have been established which indicate the 

existence ot binary motion. 

The nnxi program I would like to describe is the astrographic catalogue. 
Tnis is a program which is carried out here at the Observatory and is under 

the management of Geoffrey Douglass, assisted by Jim Christy and Varkey 

Kallarakal. Figure 3 shows the twin f: 10 ergh:-inch astrograph used in the 

program. It is a brand new instrument and consists of two separate tele- 

scopes mounted in parallel on a standard 24-inch Boiler and Cbivons drive. 

The lens of one telescope is corrected for the blue or photographic spectral 

band, and the other lens is corrected tor the yellow or visual. Each telescope 

has its own 8x10-inch plate holder and photographs a region in the sky 

roughly 5x6 degrees. In addition, there is m auxiliary six-inch scope mount- 

ed in the cluster which carries a simple right ascension guider. sensitive 

down to ninth or tenth magnitude. The design of the lenses is rather unique. 

They are basically of the Ross type, but unlike conventional Ross lenses the 

filters defining the spectral band passes are permanently mounted in each 

lens cell as elements of zero power. The hope of this feature is t! ar the filters 

itf.  }     Twi» t It» right tiuh -tsirugciph bring u>^*l !>»;  -t i»rvv N«uil.rin ittJ So-fflicit 

Hcmttpkcf? xvlftyjrapkii iv.ulo^uc. 

rv>>^>\^^v^>>>^»>%>jA:t-wv^\yg c-.£*j \v\vi> •: AW \ A >X^*:V:^OAVC AV:V -^VI^A^-A >A>A%Av^A\AAvylvA»X 
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will not get broken as they frequently 

do in other types of astro me trie pro- 

grams, where the filters arc placed in 

platchoiders immediately in front of 

the photographic plate. 

Another unique feature or these 

lenses is that they are sealed. There is 

no way that air from the outside can 

get into the interior to allow moisture 

or dirt to condense or deposit over the 

internal lens surfaces. Now of course 

yKj\: will say, if you have a hermetical- 

ly sealed lens, how do you handle the 

pressure problem? This is solved by 

providing tor venting through stop- 

cocks drilled into the walls of each 

lens cell. All of the inner spaces of the 

iens cell arc connected together by ri-. 4. Close-up of the icn> arc* of the 
channels, and we can purge the lens eight-inch »strogr^ph, showing the gua^ 
with   medical   ouaiity   dry   nitrogen lhäS "Timors mtmgcfc pressure. 

from time to time through the »top- 

cocks. Ordinarily the leases are operated with a slight positive pressure ot 

nitrogen in each lens Cell and a sensitive pressure gauge is mounted on each 
cell for controlling and monitoring purposes (Figure 4). In addition..» blad- 

der is connected to cell lens cell by tygon tubing to allow .: errnin amount 

of expansion and contraction ol the nitrogen g.*s as the temperature changes-. 

It turns   -at sa iar to be a very tine system indeed. 

Figure 5 shows Starscan, the new measuring engine used in the a.\tn» 

graphic catalogue program. The specifications tor this engine were written .n 

t!ie Observatory on Jie basis oi our experience with the SAMM machine. It 

was rabticatvd by Optronics International it: Chdtnford, Massachusetts, and 

was delivered to us soinc year* back. Attcr a lengthy period <>! Ntrug^le AU^ 

modification, we finally tot all the bugs worked out, ami it s\ m>u < r W.'.N 

until a lightening surge through the lino fouled up some solid state electron 

its working magnificently. A large Nerven give* a .iU tirne^ magnified view 

o! the plate uiuici measurement, which m turn i> carried by huge granite 

stages Indue;» behind the screen in this photograph. 1'hc ope.,***»» can ui«»ve 

the stages ar< i,!»-! by either handwheels of .». joy stick. I he Stages th -MI.«, ivev 

v.e.J» approximately IHOU pounds and move with praUU.Jl) a » :ut;<*n 

because thev are ,uj ported by air bearmp. 

^^^^^^^ 
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Fig  5.   Starscan, the machine used to measure star positions on the photographic plat**» 
of the asliographu program. 

Figure 6 shows the real heart of the machi:*■ . Whet; a ,»ur image is 

brought close to the optical axis oi Starscan, a double dram density profile 

oj the image is displayed tor both the x ;*Mii v axes un separate small ( K Is. 

When the machine is commanded to «.enter, the double profile* snap togeth 

er to form a single profile for each axis as :-huwn in Figure 7. Also shown in 

these tigurr-i is the readout ot image opacity, whkl* is related to magnitude, 

>ii\d the v and v positions oi the linage expressed to the nearest umron. 

These numbers are stored on mahnen«,  tape a> the measurements proceed. 

Ltkc »SAMM, Starsc.»n i\ a sen»? automata machine, h has the capability 

to center aurouutically and io move around tin. plate automatical!;! '.? ap 

proximate positional data is ted mto the machine to begin with. Ir is.« viry 
*ast ma June indeed, atui has a number o! impo »ant potentials that vve ..ic 

try mg it» capitalize un, which I »hall discuss in a moment. 
I he asirographu o»tah>gue program was begun tu l*)7*i. We ,ue Ant*: 

plates now down to tin plate limit ot magnitude 12 in the v,\ual .»iu. ! > in 

the bitie. Our first effort is tiie zodiacal band, hu° wide, eeuteieii OH the 
elliptic. I he plates .ue being measured d«s\vn [o the limits ••>! (lie Suntiiv::; 

tan Astri»ph\ skal t)bsUvati»rv <SAO; catalogue, uam- 1\ *,:- ma^nstiui*. . 'A « 

are aNo rvmcasuiitii* the original Yale f«me  plates whiiu w*.'«   uvd • ■« o-«. 

'si&s^^ 
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Figs. 6& 7. Close-up of Starscan image profiles before (left) and after centering. 
x, y positions are in microns. 

compilation of the SAO. Our initial intention is to publish a zodiacal cata 

logue .»s soon as we can which will go as faint as 9.5 magnitude and will give 

positions to 0!'l tor 250.000 stars. We are using the fundamental reference 

frame established by the  Transit Circle people, basically the ACK3K cata 

logue and proper motions provided by TomCorbin. 

Process to iLwc on the astrographic program is a follows: the zodiacal 

observations are 95% complete, remeavurement of the Yale plates ss ?0% 

complete, und measurement of the Naval Observatory plates i.s S% complete. 

The major effort we arc mounting at the moment is the upgrading of Sru- 

vcan itself. We are changing the little on-line HP 221411 computer that tame 

with St uscan to an HP 1000. A program is now being written on contract 

which will give us the enormous capability of raster scanning plates. We will 

no linger have to know approximate stellar positions in advance. It vuü be 

possible to set the machine up to raster scan a |>latt autonuiiealh Mid [-.. 

measure the jrositioiis of everything on the plate brighter than a ettain pre 

determine«1 opacity limit. 

As ?<• [|»c future, we ait- going to join tiie ttamm circle bt wig sent jo New 

ZcaLiuvl .»I the middle of then epoch down there, and we h'»pe ti> photo 

graph tlie Southern Hemisphere. Eventually, we intend to pubhsh a «.at,; 

logue of the Northern ami Southern Hemispheres containing %omcthmg tike 

tive million si.tr positions, based upon measurement* of twetttv million >?..r 

images covering Sooo iutiogruphu lieldv 

The nest progtam m KI>S IN the double -^-ir piog?-*m. I ne msirmm m 

used i% the 2t»uuh re trat tot ij'igwte H), .niii we have two p.f-*t •, I ei*o?;> 

under way. t hie is ihevrsital |*ograni run l»v ("narles Wollen started in 1'*' I. 

He use J standard hi hlar inttromelet, lite limitations ,KV i*va: the d.»ub?e 

starr- «aiscfved usualU have separations less than .: . .» tnaeiitud; t--iighfi: 

than  1J. and a magnitude dtUcteitte no i;«C4fci  than   v lb«,  a-, vtu ... \    <\ r 

, €*.£* tJ*Z ATtft. A. itVrf». A. <.*. 
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visual observations turns out to be something like 0!'05 in separation as a 
typical residual 

The photographic work on double stars is done by Jerry Jostles, and was 
begun in 1958. It involves an automatic camera and a series of objective grat- 
ings which can be mounted on the 26-inch when the magnitude difference 
between components is great enough to require it. The magnitude range 

covered is between +12 and -1, the magnitude of Sirius, and the magnitude 
difference that can he handled is 8. The accuracy of this sort of work is 
something like 0*01 per plate. If many plates are taken over a year and aver- 
aged, one can achieve accuracies oi about o!*003*0."004 for a normal point. 

Over 25,000 measures have been made since the visual program was in- 
augurated. Of these, 60% have a separation icss than l'\ which is testimony 
both to the quality of the astronomical seeing available here at the Washing- 
ton site and the skill of the observer. The status of the photographic program 

is that results from 9000 plates have been published. 
In addition to observational w >rk, Charles Worlcy is also responsible for 

the Index and Observation Catalogues which comprise a master depository 
of all double star data available in the world today. The Index Catalogue is 
simply a catalogue of ail known double stars, and consist» at the moment of 
75,00t* cards. The Observation Catalogue describes the individual measures 
for each double star, und at the present time consists of 420,00t) measures. 
This represents complete data from  , ...v present. An effort h pre 
sent!)' underway to extend the coverage of the Observation Catalogue lack 
to the first observations of do Hie stars* Plans are to place both catalogues 

on computer tapes and disks. 
imaiiy, the astromctry of the solar system program wa% begun in I94üf 

and use the IS inch t<urogr:*ph here in Washington. Originally 24 mmor 

planets were part of tins program j« improve inflections to the fundamental 
r»*icrc«cv iiamc hi addition astr;xid» v.« h a lese naiKe <>* 2:1 were observed 

lor ;$ long time fo obtain a better mass for Jupiter. Fro-r^ss to dale includes 

svvi,al theses .ctsfiUng the Jupiter mass rcablcm ami major list* • mn «>r 

plane? positions p'ibiished m 1968 am; 19/2. Today the data ;.?c \ei.» to rhe 

|A* i minor planet tenter with selected dat i to Leningrad .«mi the Uinscrstf) 

*f Aarhus. We hive now pui on ?.he is:»i muu- additional omeits, >uth -:• ck>>e 

Caffh-pjuser*, asteroids that ire S.kciy u> result in ücculfadohv «tsd ihr 
fainter major planets Uranus a»d Neptune. We u>c the M -inch an«! the .S 

inch a'U *g«apfl Wh'ii nreewafy to aUgtiK'M the reuilf* oj flie «»[nervations -»! 
the ih .ni.ii. Poy.^t'on*. <A Uranus ami Neptune mid pmitu'iis -»f rhe vaieluto 
«4 fypitef, Saturn. Ufan'*s and Neptune were published its \*t.nl Ihr. .■•- al.it 

the j ii;—r.i*vi in which tit- dwtovery oi HUnuS mw nimm was ?na*J: !»\  |im 

.', -'. ** 
.. ^ jt V V-V. V. ->:?:-J»:VJ z-zviv^ ^'«-»-■-■*--^ 
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Christy and analyzed by Bob Harrington in 1978. 

This concludes my summary of EDS programs. I hope that I have been 

able to give you some idea of the range and scope of the work underway and 

the part EDS plays in helping to fulfill the mission of the Naval Observatory. 
Thank you for your attention. 

N. G. Roman: What are the advantages of the visual double star observations 

when it appears you can do everything and more photographically? 

Poutly: The visual observations are restricted to those binaries of 2" separa- 

tion and smaller because you cannot observe double stars that close together 

with photographic plates. 

Roman: I understood you to say that the photographic method would sepa- 

rate 1 . 

Routly: One second and greater. There is a certain overlap between visual 

double stars and photographic double stars just to ensure there isn't some 

kind of a systematic error creeping in between the two techniques. 

Q: Is the primary problem with photographic emulsion creep? 

Routly: No, it is light scattering in the emulsion. We have not been able to 

find, no matter how carefully we have looked, any evidence ot emulsion 
creep. If it exists, I think it is at the sub-micron level. 

Q: Can you give us an idea of when the final reductions for your zodiacal 

catalogue will be completed? 

Routly: You mean the zodiacal band that we first started out with? We are 

hoping that this might be ready within a year and a half or two veals. The 

measurements go fairly tjuickly and the observations are about 9$% torn 

pie re. 

Q: On your parallax program, what i.s your batting average tor finding stais 

that yon can measure? 

Routly: !t was about 20-3U'/« to start with, which was not verv good, but we 

\\A\-C gotten a lot better. Out ot ten possible stars, we now get .if least eight 

or nine Mars with measurable parallaxes. 

^^;^::^-'::^ 
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R. T. Clarke (Time Service Division): Thinking long range, you arc going ten 

times farther out with the parallax program. It would seem at some point 

there would be a need for another telescope. Is anyone thinking of using the 

61-inch design, maybe not for something bigger and better, but for some- 

thing slightly smaller that could nonetheless be useful? 

Routiy: The main thrust of all astrometric conferences that I have gone to or 

read about is to get a telescope similar to the 61-inch in the Southern Hemi- 

sphere. This is an area in desperate need of attention, just as Dr. Hughes was 

mentioning in the transit circle work, and I think it is the first priority. The 

second priority might be to consider a larger telescope that might go fainter 

than we have. But I doubt whether such a telescope is a serious possibility 

within the tune frame of the next five years. Certainly it would be a wonder- 

ful tiling to have, More probably I think we will go to CCDs and thereby 

increase the range, not by building bigger telescopes, but by being much 

more clever as to how we detect the light. 

Clarke: I was thinking that the design of the 61-inch is very good, and even 

if we had a smaller telescope of similar design, it would still be useful. 

Kv atly: The design is very successful, and people who talk about astrometric 
reflectors always refer to the 6? -in« h Thru is wh*»r 1 • ■ ant earlier by saying 

it set JUS to be he standard in the* astrometric industry. Certainly smaller 

telescopes like the 61-inch would be useful. 

Roman: if you weie building a new telescope, how would you couple the 

61-inch with a new approach such as George Gatewood is doing? 

Routlv: That is a very good question, and there is no immediate answer. We 

will have to see how successful George i.s. 
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Radio interferometer at Green Bank, West Virginia, used by tSie Naval Obscrvaton to 
determine Earth rotation dat.». 

m 
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CLOSING REMARKS 

Gart Westcrliout 

Scientific Director 

While Dr. Routly was talking, it occurred to me that one of the things 

you see happening here—the parallax program—is a beautiful example of the 

way in winch technological development eventually gets to the point where 

everything meshes. We developed an astrometric reflector that provided 

tremendous accuracy for faint star parallaxes. With that experience and the 

associated expertise, it is now possible to begin measuring a considerable 

number or bright stars. The whole technology has been developed, and accu- 

racies better than 0.004 arc reached without much difficulty. Over the next 

10-15 years, a rather major program will be undertaken for getting parallaxes 

for the important bright stnrs. That coincides beautifully with the need for 
parallax data in the O'.'Ol range which will be required for transit circle and 

other fundamental star observations in the next 10-15 years. The develop- 

ment of the ability to measure very precise relative positions of objects 

meshes with the development of the ability to measure very precise absolute. 

positions of objects. I always like the beauty with which these various parrs 

of the work at the Observatory come together. 

1 would like to end this symposium by taking a look at the future 

(perhaps, some will say, through rose-colored glasses) by means of fable 1. 

The program outlined in this table shows the need for research .is we sec it 

.it. this time. A program like this would cost on the order ol five or si\ mil 

lion dollars pel year and would be undertaken by a multitude of organisa- 

tions: the Naval Observatory, other Navy and DoD laboratories universities 

and industry. Some of it is funded current!) at a low level, in the following. 

I will address each line in Table 1 in succession. 

a. We must continue the work that we are doing in Flagstaff and here in 

Washington on positions, parallaxes, motions, colors, radio stars and d'udne 

stars, all of which are measurements in direct support of the fuudamemal 

work  associated with  the  almanacs, rinn* and fundamental star positions. 

b. A project that Dr. Hughes didn't mention, but on vvhkh we iuve 

started, is development of a new umdameiual reference frame from uiauh: 
that is. one not built upon previous fundamental catalogues. In other words. 

IV» 
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Tabta 1.  V. S. Naval Observatory R&D Program 

a. Positions, Motions, Colors of Special Objects, Direct R&D Mission Support 
h. New f fjndamcntal Refertnce Frame 
c. Celestial Mechanics (Orbit Theory) 
d. Green Bank Interferometer 
c. Earth Rotation Studies 
f. Atmosph-ric Studies 
g. Laser Time Transfer (Project LASSO) 
h. Master Clock Upgrade. Basic Clock Development 

i. Optical and Infrared Interfcrometry 
k. Large Angle Measurement Techniques (Ground Based ;*nd Satellite) 

1. VLB I Time Transfer 
in. Las -r Time Transfer and Ranging (Expanded Capability, incl. Moon) 
n. Photographic Astrometry 
o. GPS Time Receiver Development 
p. Navigation Systems 

this would not be an improved FK5, but a new Naval Observatory funda- 

mental reference frame, which, because of the nature of the way in which it 

would be handled, would be independent of the FK5. Our New Zealand 

efroit is essential in tins undertaking, 

c. In the area of celestial mechanics, Dr. Seidelmann showed that there 

remains a considerable amount to be done on orbital theory of the motions 

of the planers. This work can take many years and can be done both here at 

the Observatory and in the academic community. 

d. The Green bank it? r.erfe*o meter is producing extremely interesting re- 

sults A'ith sue'» accuracy th« t <*-: fee! that these, combined with the results 

from the photographic zenith tubes and the Navy transit satellites, provide 

three-day averages of Earth rotation data which are at least of the same ae 

curacy as the five day numbers we get Iron/ the bureau International de 

I'Heure. But there is still a lot to be learned, particularly about atmospheric 

influences on the precise determination of the positions oi radio sources and 

thus on the determination of Barth rotation. Several more years ot studies 

are needed to mike the Green Bank interferometer a completely operational 

lustrunteut to which no further improvements -..an be made. 

e. With .dl the new data coming in every three dass, ^ivtue, ver\ much 

more precise and timely information about the wobble and the mutum «>l 

the Earth, we mit;hf now be able to IM> ha*.k and study the causes <-t the 

variations in the bauh's rotation. Some ^eopliYMiists are ver\ muJi 

interested in caking rhost: results din\ £oiit£on with turther studies m fha» 

dire* u^w. 

1     .»V. ■ .L ■  „ « £^JL_r :^>: !&l£tf&iZ££^;^ 
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f. I have already mentioned atmospheric studies. Dr. Hughes mentioned 

the start we are making on atmospheric studies in order to finally come to 

grips with the last one-halt of one percent of the refraction corrections in 

any one of the various methods witii which one can measure stellar positions 

from the surface of the Earth. We simply must get that problem under 

control, because it is really at present the limiting factor in getting greater 
accuracies. 

g. In the area of time transfer we are, as Dr. Winkler mentioned briefly, 
participating in an experiment in which time will be transferred from here to 

Europe and back using a satellite and laser ranging. This is a European 

project in which the Nnval Observatory is the American partner. With the 

collaboration of NASA-Goddard, we are using the Goddard 48-inch tele- 
scope; Dr. Alley and his group at the University of Maryland are the main 

participants in the experiment. 

h. Upgrading the Master Clock, as Dr. Winkler mentioned, involves the 

acquisition of hydrogen masers within the next five years. Basic clock devel- 

opment will further increa.se our capabilities in the long range. 

i. Regarding the fundamental reference frame, greater accurac) in stellar 

and planetary as well as lunar and solar positions requires the development 

of large-angle measurement techniques more accurate than the divided circle. 

There is hope for very considerable progress in this development over the 

next 5-8 years. An entirely different method of measuring large angles is 

optical and infrared interferometry, which shows great promise. 

j. In ail these areas, as well as in the area of differential measurements of 

positions, such as parallaxes, the Observatory is looking very hard at meth- 

ods to replace, at least partially, the photographic plate. This is in order to 

get better results, not because we hate photographic plates. We are simp!) 

trying to pick out those areas in which such things as array detectors, e.g., 

charge coupled devices (CCD's), might eventually enable us to get results 

that are more accurate than one can derive with the combination ot photo 

graphic plate and measuring machine. Of course, a catalogue of live million 

stars, for which twenty million images are measured, is entirely impossible to 
do in the iorcsceabie future using photoelectric means. Therefore, the tut tire 

oi large scale asrrographie programs, such as the one Dr. Koutly described, 

requires, tor a lung time to come, the availabilin of extremely powerful 

measuring machines (or photographic plates. At the same time, light dctec 
tors and automatic position measuring devices in ihe local plane, in whir!: 

Dr. Hughes is pioneering in the Transit Cucle Division and. which we »re 

involved in at Magst.>tt. air beginning to make some small, inroads. Through 
collaboration with various universities. 1 think this will come in iii.   n»iv ui 
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*• 
the next five years or so. 

k. Dr. Hughes showed a slide of the possible development of an astro- 

metric satellite, and I would like to briefly show you the sort of time scale 

that one has in mind when one talks about a capability in space astrometry. 

Figure 1 assumes that we would start this in fiscal year 1982. We would 

estimate a period of about three years to look at the subsystems, such as 

large-angle measuring devices, new gyro systems, focal plane mensuration 

devices and so forth. A period of two or three years would be required ':o 

develop these, test them out, and implement them on ground-based equip- 

ment. Virtually everything that one develops for an astromet.ric satellite 

is going tu improve ground-based observation, particularly if one has gone 

a step further in measuring atmospheric refraction. Eventually, in a period 

of five or six years, this development might lead to the first proposal for a 

satellite, with a two-year design study and a final satellite proposal. This 

takes us to the year 1995, on a more or les;; optimistic scale. Just to indicate 

what such a development would look like for the first five vears, I could con- 

ceive of us working on large-angle measurement techniques with such an or- 

ganization as Draper Laboratory, while at the sime time tackling the entirely 
different concept of optical and infrared interferometry. It is by no means 

certain that is why o*;e talks about a five year development stage before one 

even makes a proposal for a satellite -that an astrometric satellite will look 

like a transit circle. At the same time, whatever one dues in developing such 

instrumentation, one must always remember that many of the requirements 

come from systems located on the surface ot the Earth, and therefore atmos- 

pheric studies, even if one eventually has a satellite, are still important. I 

have already mentioned focal plane mensuration devices in Jiis regard. All 

this goes to show that a 15 year development of a major new appro c!i to 
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•-, ,4 astrometry will at the same time, as a by-product, very thoroughly improve 

the many areas in astrometry in which we are now vorking. Even if a satel- 

lite never comes to the actual funding stage, such intermediate research and 

development will have very considerable influence on our further work. 

1. I have mentioned earlier the use of lasers for time transfer: VLBI is 

another very powerful means of time transfer, i.e., synchronization of 

clocks. The Naval Research Laboratory and the Naval Observatorv are heav- 

ily involved in the first tests of this method. 

m. At the same time one could conceive of zn expanded capability in 

laser time transfer and ranging, following the example of such institutions as 

the Royal Greenwich Observatory and several others in the world of astrom- 

etry, to establish an actual laser ranging system, Such a system would not 

only be used for time transfer, but also for ranging to satellites and even to 

the Moon to allow ever more accurate studies of perturbations in the lunar 

orbit, as well as better determinations of the Earth's rotation. 

n. In the area of photographic astrometry, I have already mentioned 

that we will have the photographic plate for a very long time. Therefore, it is 

quite clear that further development and study of better measuring machines 

Is stili of foremost interest at the Observatory. 
o. In the area of time transfer the (IPS is one of the satellite systems that 

can provide, at a somewhat lesser accuracy than the laser or VLBI methods, 

time transfer capability for the user. The Naval Observatory, because of its 
DoD mission as the coordinator of precise time and time interval, is the 

organization which should monitor and push for the development of time 

transfer receivers for the uninitiated user: You turn it on and have the time 

to 2Ü nanosecond accuracy, just like that. That is the kind of thing that we 

would eventually like to give to every soldier in the field, just for setting his 

watch. 

p. Finally, as part of a task we have recently undertaken improving nav- 

igational training in the Fleet—it is quite possible that we will be looking into 

development projects tor navigation systems. Such systems will perhaps inte 

grate automated sextants with the various radio navigation aids into nne 

system, whereby the user tan utilise whatever he has, with mam faJl-b.uk 

positions. This is an area which is typically related to our mission, but wh'th 

disappeared fr »m the Naval Observatory a long time .igo. 

With this grandiose scheme foj all tiie things we tan do in front   »f u>, It 

seems to me that the Naval Observatory, ii given the wherewithal, i- an m 

ganization tint has an absolute!)  marvel* MI» future. We will see vou a^.un m 

lf>n wars. 
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HOW THE U.S. NAVAL OBSERVATORY  BEGAN,  1830-65* 

Steven J. Dick 

U. S. Naval Observatory 

Exactly a century and a half ago, in Washington, D. C, the Navy set up 

the Depot ot Charts and Instruments, forerunner of the U. S. Naval Obser- 

vatory. It wac approved by John Branch, Secretary of the Navy, on Decem- 

ber 4, 1830; two days later orders from the Board of Navy Commissioners 

implemented its formation. 

These events initiated an important chapter in American astronomical 
history, leading to the establishment of the earliest large observatory in the 

United States, comparable to the famous Greenwich and Paris observatories 
founded 150 years earlier. Just how a small depot tor naval instruments was 

transformed into a major observatory is a story that has remained obscure 

even to historians ot astronomy. Here are the details, reconstructed from 

naval, scientific, and biographical documents in the National Archives, 

Library of Congress, and Naval Observatory library. 

l:arl\ Attempts to I'orm a Sutiotktl Obitrviitory 

Unlike astronomy in Britain and France, in 1830 the science in America 

was still in its infancy. A lew individuals David Riitenhou.se, John Win 

throp, Benjamin Banneker and Nathaniel Bowditch had made appreciable 

contributions. Bui the benefits of systematically observing the heavens were 
by no means obvious to the populace nor to their representatives in Con 

gress. At least two earlier calls tor a national observatory hat! tailed, and a 

third attempt under consideration was similarly doomed. 

The ins? stemmed from legislation sponsored by Thomas Jett, r-on in 

1807 to suive\ the Ameticau coastline. Swiss burn mathematician and %ui 

vevor Ferdinand Rudolph Hassler, whom jeHeison had appointed to head 

the new Coast Survev, recommended establishment t>t two astamomu al 

ohseivatones, hut legislation repealed the CuaM Survey's authoruat.un in 

1818, before Hasstet could set up the two live toot long astronomic! ir.unsi 
telescope:., he had obtained from Iuiward Tr< ugiuun in Hngland. Tin stvoud 

*Kf!'it.!iul by  jxrmiv.uni «»* Sky l*ubtiskin£ r.>tp«.,.ijW>n Irma Sk\   .-*;</ /t:V *<•;•<, *••»;. 
60, n«.. h, December l*iS0. with onrraimis y, d tmici .»luVT 
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attempt at a national observatory began on December 15, 1809, when aim» 

teur astronomer and mathematician William Lambert sent a report to Con- 

gress calling for the establishment of a prime meridian in the United States. 
Finally receiving approval by a joint resolution of Congress on March 3, 
1821, Lambert set up a temporary observatory in the south wing of the 

Capitol building itself and used some of Hassler's instruments. They were 
taken down later that year, when his work was completed. 

No less a figure than John Quincy Adams made the third call for a 
national observatory. His first annual message as President, dated December 
6, 1825, asked for an institution and "support of an astronomer to be in 
constant attendance of observation upon the phenomena of the heavens.'* 

Unfortunately for President Adams and American astronomy, congress- 

ional opposition, fanned by partisan politics, was so great that when the 
Coast Survey was re-established in 1832, Congress specifically admonished 
that nothing in the act authorized construction oi a permanent astronomical 
observatory. Adams' repeated appeals, almost until his death in 1848. woe 
to no avail. 

The l)vj)i>t of Chtirts u*ut ht.iirumens* 

Despite opposition from Congress, a modest chain of events in the Navy 

Department would lead to success where all else had failed. Not surprisingly. 
Navy interest sprang from the praetica* needs of navigation, As early ;s 

November \H?.V, the Board oi Navy Comn issioners (ihrcc »elect officers 

who assisted the Navy secretary) pointed out tha need tor ^reuur care in the 

purchase and regulation o* ships' chronometers. 

These were the important timepieces by which sl»»|».. at MM maintained 

accurate port time. By comparing that to local tune, .«s derived tn .•> sextant 

observations of the Sun, Mo»n or stars, naviguots could determine longi- 

tude. John Harrison m England invented the pracucal ehronumeier in I75(), 

but the demand h*r these delicate clocks lung exceeded the suppl} , and the) 

tame into widespread use in the American Naw ,»uh in the 1820'». 

Probably alerted to the Navy Commiasioncrs' report b\ !ti> father, the 

iutWnriJ Secretary *>i the Board, in Novembci \*MK Lt. Louis \\. C^jds 
borough submitted i«> ibe Secretary oi the Naej an eloquent .ii»d ixiyusive 
paper about .- Jirotiometei depot. At age Jn, the lieutenant a*a, . !:v i" < 

navy veteran oi 15 Years sea duty. Me emphasized that she Lek oi ^sti'm.it., 

purchasing Ai\i\ -are had resulted in exorbitant prices tor moooj ihr »n ; 

liivteis. Light out oi I() naval ships set to sea w'thout an accurate detv!mm ; 

lion oi !u»w much then chronometers ran last »«t slow. An ~tror • i > -?<o i«»w 

minutes «t lime dating .» ltttii* voyage could lead o» a tat.t!  ;uista..e   ■   .•■ lud 

L* «w* V* •. ' •      • * •_ 
mr*"0 • 

>>>V .»Vy'vV!^-VS^V^I'A .X>' %NY-V«\* I*J*J^> 
s "v y.v, . ■ . • .   • » » • • • .> k » . ■ . 'V* /*»> • • - •. - * - . • » ' ->> »>»> •..•»  • • • • o «o o O s/* '• *V »• • • ■v" -w* •»* s'V O v*K 
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Lt. Laufe M. GolUsbcrough, founder and 
atficer-in-charge of the Depot of Charts 

and Instruments, 1830-1833. 

hi Chades Wiikcs. officer -in »Hvr£e of 
the Depot ol Ch**r»* and Stwmiaieru . 

183 V ^38. 

K 

decree of longitude. 
(Johisho'oueh, therefore, suggested thai all »aval instruments and charts 

be kept in a depot, where a competent otHcct could "rate" the chrono 

meters. This rate tin* »mount oi deviation from true time, due to tcmp.-tM 

Cure change*, mechanical tmperfeiticms, and so on could then be laken 

into account when deter mining, longitude. For accurate raring, the depot had 
to make regular astronomical observations, \iu* e no clock or other periodu 

phenomenon known was more Accurate than the tun*- p t*n by a celestial 

body's passage across the  meridian, determined b\  a tramai  instrument. 

l)n December 6, IH.H». the Board ordered Lt GnkUb* »rough* then US 

Washington, to "proceed forthwith to Philadelphia. Now York. !»■ .^M . 

Portsmouth, N. II., .aui Norhvlk Va . wh.se jots will iwcivc Iron, the 
respective .,/ou.mandants, all the chronometer, sevtuUs, ihtodoliteH itttjes. 

and nautical instruments *>i value, and not in use all ol t&lttcb .re to b< 

transported to this place."' Tin* provided the core lor the new depwt. 

Golds borough tented .i ii< u..c en ii Street, between 1 ';h and iKth 

Streets, m (he uorilr.vcs? t|uidr.*n» <»l the ,it\ . neat 'h. White Hou.v a;id tin 

Navv IK'pattme.u. Hi began ute ncces.sat\ ic'eMtal obsi n. rn»n. ioi :'!;?■; 
chronometers, itrsi with .t sextant and circle, but between tfc.M .*M! i.Vvs 

with $ a.nisii instrument. It woa built in *Sew York in IiKh.tr.! r\it*u. and 

had » so nah li.ni; ;*a>e. the board believed this to U ":!.«- wt.l\ »w in tn 

U;,,u Ü States * >r sale.**' 

KM5W 
- ^lj —   i^*- <^^^-^^^^^ ^^v^■:c,v .v.-Vy> t^jjLfciai^atoi^^ -'-.•' 
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This transit was placed in a small circular building and mounted upon a 

brick pier whose base extended 20 feet below ground level. Thus, practically 
from its founding, the Depot of Charts and Instruments consisted of the 

actual depot plus a small observatory where observations were made. 
Goidsborough not only rated the chronometers, he also had to deliver 

them (with other charts and instruments) to ships, and bring back others to 
the depor for rating and repair. He complained that this burden forced him 

to suspend "the duty of riui.kl.ig observations, which should be constantly 

attended to every fair day and every clear night."3 The Navy, therefore, 
supplied him with a passed midshipman (one who had passed a specified set 
of examinations) to assist with the duties. Thus, from July 1831, there 
began a long tradition of passed midshipmen assistants at the Depot. 

Goidsboroughvs duties, and the Depot itself, remained much the same 

until he departed on February 11, 1833. for the war with the Scminole huii 
ans in Florida. When he left the Depot the inventory showed healthy growth, 
with a wide variety of meteorological and magnetic, as well as asiroi omi< ai, 
instruments. 

7 hv C'uj>t'ti>i Hilt 0[»vn\itorv 

Impetuous and flamboyant Ll. Charles Wilkes, then surveying Narrangan* 
sen Bay, was put in charge of the Depot cat March 12, 1833. He became a 
midshipman in it) 18, served in the Mediterranean ami South Pacific, «rul was 
promoted to lieutenant in 182<>. Wilkes is best remembered as commander 
of the exploring expedition ro the Pacifü; (183H-42) and tor writing im de* 
tailed account-, about it, 

Wiikes found rive G Street site tou "vaporous" tor astronomical ohver- 
v.u:on>. It WUN probably too close to the Goidsborough*, father and son.a* 

well, and Wilkes preferred to have the depot near ins own residence to enable 

Inn: "to make at all hours ui the daj ami night the ticctrssat) observation* 

to the beut |»us:..ible advantage." 
Thu%, m May, 1833. i^e moved h to .« wie ! .20*» feet northwest ••! OH 

center of the Capitol, where i$c had bought several houses litjilt by dVojgv 

Washt(t|»iut'. Vise upp-r floor of one served a> the nev |X*p*>t.. i- N»e»\ 

gi anted penm..i,::u; iat lite move or»{\ reluctantly ami asked Wdkes i?» « ••. ♦ 
the entiti i-> pcu>e    ;; decision lm. N.v.'v ^ntc to regret. 

The iülöWMii» ivtfiur, "\ tikes built, »gain at \u% own expem.c. .« new 

observattiV for the transit' instrument, it became known ittJormallv a^ 

Caapit »! HÜl t >hviv urny. 
ils essential k.= u;cs *eje described by jatllcs M.-ksUe tiiib-.-•>. U'dkev* 

iuiccs>< »r: 

■A.  f  «* ■«*   J*  «*   N  •»*  J* «-* •j»  j-  rf*  J  J» v» , 
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The length of the observatory, cast and west, was fourteen, iti 

breadth thirteen, and height from the floor to the caves, inside the 

plastering, ten feet- its roof sloping to the north and south at the 

usual inclination in buildings covered with wood. Meridian doors, 

each nearly two feet wide, and making, together, an aperture more 

than three and a half feet, reached from the floor to the caves; they 
opened outwardly, and were lined inside with baize. The root doors 

were of the same width, but extended only to within three feet ot 

th<> ridge pole. These were raised by pulleys leading over uprights on 

the roof, through sheaves in the east and west sides oi the building. 

There was a door of ordinary dimensions in each of these sides; and 

to prevent the transmission oi terrestrial vibrations, the building was 

surrounded by a ditch rive feet wide and deep.3 

Because the two sides of the root s^ere held together at the zenith, 12 of the 

88 standard stai-> contained in the British Nautual Almanac could not he 

observed, even after the building was modified in 1838. 

Wükes broke with the past also by retiring the Patten trankt and using 

instead one of the brass Trough ton transits Hassler had bought tor the Cruse 

Survey in 1815. It was 63 inches long with a clear aperture of 3.75 inches 

i:ul was supported on massive granite piers 10 teet long. An observation con 

sisied in noting, with reference to an astronomical clock, the exact linn, an 

object crossed e ich ot five vertical wires set in the eye piece's focus. 

Wiikcs also set up a magnetic observatory 50 feet sou'.h oi the transit 

'I \\e .i.7 - »i>- h YfMiijibtTia irjmH 

iuil .i ,»v«? *.«?•> k'ih:'n m lithe. 

lie i»n.   . ijj'ij?. «1 v, sliUJH ir-. 

titbit :-« *n liriiin^liwt. 

\ •<r 
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18 
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building and 40 feet northwest of the house occupied by the depot. Thus, 

the Depot of Charts and Instruments involved three separate buildings. 

Prior to 1838, Gilliss later noted, "the transit instrument appears to have 

been mainly employed in observing the Sun, to determine die errors of the 

clock with which the navy chronometers were daily compared, and to this 

end, the time was noted by one of the many chronometers under rate. Ob- 

servations by night were rare; and eclipses, occultations or other astronomi- 

cal phenomena, except that of the Sun in 1836, seem to have received little 

attention."6 Wilkcs' only surviving observing book notes 78 transits of the 

Sun but only seven of stars between January and November 1836, when Gil- 

liss arrived as a passed midshipman. 

With Wilkcs' departure in August 1838 for his exploring expedition, 

Gilliss' talents blossomed. To determine longitude differences between Wash- 

ington and pomts Wilkcs would visit, the Secretary of the Navy ordered 

Gilliss to observe stars day and night. Eclipses of the Sun, Moon and Jupi- 

ter's satellites, and other interesting astronomical phenomena were also to-be 

observed as they occurred. William C. Bond in Dorchester, Massachusetts, 

made corresponding observations. 

Gilliss had entered the Navy in 1826 at the age of 15 and studied briefly 

at the University of Virginia. He was largely self-taught in astronomy, basing 

his studies on two hooks of the era. 

He wangled some new instruments to satisfy S.<<:. demand tor more 

observations, such as a portable 31/»-ineh refractor of 42-inch focal length, a 

variation transit, a dip circle, and a sidereal chronometer. From November 

21, 1838, to the expedition's return ii; June, 1842, Gilliss himself observed 
more than 10,000 transits of the Moon, planets and stars, and each year 

averaged 110 culminations of the Moon and 20 lunar occultations. In 1846 
Gilliss published the right ascensions ot 1,248 stars in Astronomical Ohsrt- 

Vtitions Mult- til the NiWitl Observatory. It was the first star catalogue based 
on American observations, even though its declinations were borrowed from 

the (..'iifiita^m' oj tin Royal Asttothiutictfl Society. 

A /'<•>Hutu nt StiVtil (ihsi'tvdtoty 
The events ot 1842 formed a second watershed in the gro.vth ot the ob 

servatorv. Since the previous September, (»fills*, had agitated lor ,, new bmlo 

ini» for the transit. The iVoard and the Seireta.y ot the Navy rcamimeiukii 

in Hit. President that a new one he erected, and in M..uh . bill \%.^ in*j>i 

ducrd in Congress. The Wilkcs obseivator) w.is deteriorating. "*s '■• tvideii: 
Iroin Giiliss' poiiul) voided letter ut I bru.tiv 15. l«S42: "I have i!ie honor 

to  report,   th.it   die doors ot  liie observator)   attached  to the  Ihpot  wnc 

P     I     J    P!  >.i    lif'J1   t-_ .     9 _.     . . J    I    ■■   .■   .■   J   J   J>   .'■   ß   J     I   -■     ■    _■   ]■    .'     ■     l    *'*    I    SF1*' J   "I*  'I'     '    .'■ !■   I1  *'   V   V   1     'I1   I1   I» 
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blown clown yesterday again, being the third time this winter. The extremely 

valuable instruments it contains were thus entirely exposed to the weath- 

er. 

Neither the Navy nor Congress decided to abandon the old observatory, 

however. Wilkcs, who returned in June, charged that proper care had not 

been taken of his property and ordered the Navy to vacate by the end ot the 

month. This was quite a bold demand from an officer still early in his career, 

bivt typical ol the man who later almost precipitated a war with England by 

forcibly removing Confederate commissioners from a British ship (the Trent 

affair/. Left with no choice, the Navy moved the Depot to temporary quar- 

ters on Pennsylvania Avenue. 

Gilliss resigned from the Depot on July 7, 1842, and with the fledgling 

institution rcle^ajed to temporary quarters its future might have been in 

doubt had it not already proven its worth. The Navy acted quickly, and 

appointed Lt. Matthew F. Mmry on July 12 to take charge. Ironical!), it 

was Maury who had scathingly attacked the inefficiency of the Board of 
Navy Commissioners; a few months later it was replaced by five bureaus. 

The Depot came under the Bureau of Ordnance and Hydrography, where it 

received more adequate attention to its growing needs. 

Congress was starting to pay attention, too. (iiliiss had sighted oncke's 

comet with the .V/2-foot-long refractor, and the publicity helped Congress Co 

pass   in the final hour of its 1841-42 session   a bill providing $25,000 c<> 

!.l. James Melville oiilis:.. MICCCSS"! lo Lt. 

Wilkcs ..i the IVj.ot. J8>8 1842, Supcrin 

tctuknt >>i tlu- N.iv.il I ii'scrv.ttoiy. 

18<>1 1865. 

wm -A 

l.i. Mattltow I   Maun. «uvc«-.*.»i i ■ I ' 

Ciltist at if-,  i fi-ji .1. 1KP, !> \-\. u;-.! 
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hS 

erecc a new Depot. That same session had curned Adams down again, this 

time to anply part of James Smithson's bequest to a national observatory, 

but it did approve funds for an observatory under the name of the Depot 

of Charts and Instruments. 

Gilhss never doubted that the new Depot had to be much more than a 

storeroom. He recalled in 1845, "I should have regarded it as time misspent 

to labor so earnestly only to establish a depot. My aim was higher. It was to 

place an institution under the management of naval officers, where, in the 

practical pursuit of the highest known branch of science, they would com- 

pel an acknowledgement of abilities hitherto withheld from the service."8 

Gilliss had been ordered, immediately upon his resignation, to reduce his 

transit observations. Now, however, he was sent to the major cities of the 

north to consult with prominent scientists: Alexander Bache, W. H. Bartlett, 

William C. Bond, Ferdinand R. Hassler, R. T. Paine, R. M. Patterson and 

Sears C. Walker. Each suggested features for the new observatory. With plans 

in hand, GillLs sailed for Europe tc consult further with astronomers there 

and to purchase instruments and books. 

Returning in March 1843, Gilliss personally supervised construction on 

an elevated site chosen by President Tyler. "University Square" had been 

proposed by George Washington lor the sue of a national university: it was 
west of the White House and close to the Potomac River, tc took V/i years 
io build the 5ü-ioot-s<>uare brick central edifice and the wings to the east, 

west and south. The central part included offices, the depot, and a library, A 

revolving dome 23 !eet in diameter stood atop this structure, Had» wing 

-ontainec' meridian instruments, 
Gilliss reported completion ot the observatory in the fail of 1844. To 

his utter tlimay, it was no* he but Maury who was named Superintenti.nt on 

October  1. in his private correspondence Giiiiss made no secret of ins feel- 

Although tiiert' i.. no dutv so agreeable to me a> astronomical 

labour i, yet, 1 have too much pride tu solicit a connection with an 

establishment whose existence is owing solely to myself. You know, 

the law recoeuize> it only as a Depot for the Charts, etc*, of the 

!\.iv\ , and Lt. Maury has ntoveü into it. with his instruments, cluiüs. 

etc. What the intention is, i know r. »t, tor i have also too much pr.de 

to enquire. ... H it v- to be an observatory Maury is not the man t>> 

be at its head, unless he has AW entire!) different t.;ste from thai 

induced by his previous life snd labours.} 
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; si»:*'; 

Maury was not an entirely unlikely choice to head the Depot, however. 

Though he had little formal training in astronomy, he had circumnavigated 

the globe, learning practical navigation well enough to write in 1836 A New 

Thcoreiicai a.id Practiced Treatise on Navigation. When an accident in 1839 

left him lame and confined to shore duty, he srenr. much of his rime writing 

articles on the reorganization of the Navy. He took charge of the Depot at 

its temporary quarters in 1842 and lived there with his family. 

Maury set to work with a diligence that might have surprised even Gilliss. 

Hv now had the greatest collection of astronomical instruments yet assem- 

bled in America. Gilliss described them in this way in 1845: 

9.6-inch achromatic refractor, focal length 15 feet, 3 inches, by 

Merz and Mahler. It cost $6,000, of wiiich 33,000 was for the objec- 

tive leas. 

5,5-inch transit instrument, focal length 88 inches. The Merz and 

Mahler objective cost S320; the instrument was built by Ertel and 
Sons for SI ,480. 

4-inch mural circle, 5-foot focal length, by Trough ton and Simms. 
costing $3,550. 

5-inch transit in the prime vertical, 78 inches in total length, 

made for S 1,750 by Pistor and Martins. 

3.9-iiich comet seeker, just 32 inches in focal length, by Merz and 

Mahler, for $280. 

Anoihv'i   transit instrument, and a transit circle, also came to the Depot 

about that time. 

Thus, instead of the single meridian instrument GiHiss had used until 

1842, the new observatory suddenly possessed five ot them, and a very large 

refractor. Since each telescope had different capabilities, there wa< no re 

dundancy. 1 he transit instrument!, only determined right ascensions, by pn. 

cisely tinting star>' passages over the meridian. The mural circle, a peculiarly 

English lustrum-m, could only determine declinations. The transit circle 
(meridian . iu'c) and prime vertical could find positions in both coordinates, 

.ising different methods. I5y acquiring both a mural circle and a pnnn vein 

ia!, Civlliss could compare the accuracies ot the two instruments, which 

represented the English i'nd German schools ot positional astrtmoutv. 

Duties expanded, too. The olHeers and passed midshipmen m.tde m* te 

or<«logical observations regularly, collected uydrographk  data, louvtiuetcd 

charts, tried and rated chronometer:», and bought all nautical books, maps. 
i harts and instruments the N;iv\ required. And within .: year « t hts   ppo;m 
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^ast-wcst cross section of the new observatory, from Giliiss' 1845 "Report of the plan 
and construction of the depot oi charts «ad lmtma\c"U . . ." 

^ 

incut, Maury had the prime vertical, the mural circle, and the transit instru- 

ment operating. 

From 1845 on, the observatory made regular meridian observations <>1 

the Sun, Moon am! planets. Maury ever proposed in 1846 that „ star cata- 

logue I ' prepared tor use in a nautical almanac, embracing all stats visible 

with the instruments. The Navy approved, and Maury began the work. 

The time service, previously limited to rating chronometers, added a tune 

ball. This was a black c.mavas structure, 2': feet wide, dropped from the 

mast atop the  dome  every  day   pre? feeiy   at noun,   i he Line  ;   mast :• 

prominent in the earliest sketches ot the observatory, 

Tlte .stall grew hum six passed midshipmen, three lieutenant*, and ;i 

maciiinis; to include .mother three lieutenants and members -u i\n: t e.rps <*! 

Mathematicians, which was previously associated with the Naval Autdcmv. 

The ranks ui Nuvv professors wluj joined the observaton ovei the n■ vt 

two doc-des included John (:. GoiYiu •184>!, Joseph S. Hubhud i «vlri , 

Kuel Keith iJS47\ M. Yarnall ;1851 ami Summ Newi.unb ' 18M . Si a?» C. 

Walker.. ,t eii'tliati, nrived from the Philadelphia High .School t »bsvrvatorv m 

184f» luu returned then alter !'• yvars because >? nmOkt^ with M.urv. 

James !Vri«iist»ii, .IIM> .i civilLw, jumeti the -fatt m ]84«s and uKerved with 

die uieai retf.ut»»! mild 1867. 
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The Merz and Mahler 
9.6-inch refractor, 
mounted in 1844. 

The "first volume of Astronomical Observations that lias ever been 

issued from an institution properly entitled to the, name of Observatory on 

this Sid,- of the Atlantic,*' a* Maury termed it, was published in IH46.1" !t 
included prime-vertical, transit instrument, and mural-circle observation>, 

ami culminated with a catalogue of 9H stats whose n$*ht astenaoms ami 
decimations had been precisely determined. 

This volume established the international reputation ot the obseivatory. 

Further attention came in 1847 when Walker discovered that Neptune had 

been obsetvvd In J. I aiande in 17liS. long betöre ;(> discovery, thus enabling 

a itujie precise determination oi it;, ojba. 
lechuua! improvements included the intnvdtiition in iH-#*i of  » tnmu 

ograph lor automatically recording* trans» tunes of stars, thus replauu.; the 

laborious and ies,\ accurate eye and ear method. In   the end of the  l;StO\ 

the   observatory   was   -■   ree,uUi   part  <*!   lilt   in Washington  and  the  'satfon. 
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i IK »jiii ii urcii' ami transit cu«.ic, iiicuintttl su!c by side in die <•:»' \vl?u' |i> tHf'»4 
TH*- ;iUi?.i! lifi'lt prf«vj*ic(l • >iit*,  Jt'ciiiMliunv ?'ii- (r.WKM «mlv *u:!<-   ;SIVüM< •;•• 
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and. was known and respected around the world. 

It was also becoming evident that Maury's program was too ambitious. 
By 1849, 38,000 observations of stars remained to be reduced, so the her- 
culean program of producing an all-encompassing star catalogue had to be 
abandoned. The war against Mexico seriously depleted Maury's junior staff. 
When forced to choose which duties to maintain, Maury turned to hydrog- 
raphy rather than astronomy 

Though Yarnall kept observing about 500 stars per year, fron» 1849 to 
1860 Maury and the rest of his staff produced famous wind and current 
charts, which required the collection and coordination of data from ships all 
over the world. Maury's interpretations of these data, and his unorthodox 
theories in other areas, made him something of an outcast among scientists, 
but his work and the textbook The Physical Geography oj the Sea (1855) 

justly earned him the title of "father of oceanography." 
Though the 1850's at the Naval Observatory belonged to oceanography 

rather than astronomy, Ferguson continued observations with the refractor. 
He discovered three minor planets: 5] Euphrosync in 1854 (the first found 
from America), 50 Virginia and 60 Echo. Astronomical observations were 

published sporadically, and Yai nail's did not come out until 1872. At first 
these appeared under the name 'National Observatory" but after I85J "U.S. 

Naval observatory," anticipating th? Secretary ol the Navy's order of IV 
comber 12, 1B54V designating the* institution "Tne United State;, Naval Ob 

servaror) and Hydrographie Office," to recognise huw the iXpoi had grown 
.\i\d tii 't tiie Navy was in charge. 

When the Civil War .started in .he spring of 1K61, Maury, who was born 

a» Virgmij and hud lived in Tennessee, resigned to join theConttdetacv. He 
Lit Washington amid charge.s of treason, None other than (ollivs sw-- 

appoim\d tu take his place, finally gaining the pn<dlU)H he had hoped tu; U> 

years before. lJunng 'he interval he had reduced and readied fur pi \s\ h»s 
transit observations from 1838 to \842, initiated ami headed a Navs ,p .h 
tun: t«> Ohile tu determine solar parallas . and led sour eclipse e\pcdm< >\s t» 
Peru A\H\ Wav|iiii|*tti|i Tenituiv fit spent lour \ \»t prep.t..:.„•. a !u:i Vuh.me 

accouut of the U. S. Naval Asitoitoiiutal L:\pcdition. 18-4'/ 52. 

Üers'amin Apthorp Itould, a prominent a>troiu«mer win* was . p 
at S^a <i MaitlV. wr-ue >•'<■ OiilisN* 1 So { appointfürtit: "!:- >n-A\U 

iurtnauon whuh t-<«>k plate was \ik< the louih «>! »HI ciuhai.te.' 

Order spjau^ Irmi« chaos, system hum u.nhisi )|'., ,;tu! the br.*r: 

Lttlitul few whii had »irut^Jcd "i* l«»j .ears, hoping .yarns' 1 ■«; 

tilled witii suoiien | »v." 

r   :;!■. 

?  iht 

Tiir l."ivil  \\.i\   burdened   tin.   i »hvei .at<»n «UVitJlw, 
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charts and chronometers for a greatly enlarged navy. Still Gilliss managed 

to publish old observations that Maury had lefc unreduced, and undertook 

about 2,500 star observations each year. Five volumes of observations were 

published under Gilliss' direction, as many in five years as in Maury's IV. 

In addition to Newcomb, in 1862 he appointed Asaph Hall, William Hark 

ness and J. R. Eastman to the positions of assistant astronomer. Astronomy 

became vigorous once more. A new 8.52-inch transit circle was mounted in 

1865. 
Gilliss died suddenly in February 1865, perhaps from malaria con- 

tracted from the swampy surroundings of the Observatory. In a scene remi- 

niscent of Copernicus, he received on the morning of his death the published 

observations of solar parallax made from observatories in Washington and 

Chile that he helped found. 

The Hydrographie Office was separated from the Naval Observatory in 

1866, and the Nautical Almanac Office moved to Washington hum Cam- 

bridge, Massachusetts, that same year. It became an official part of the 
Observatory in 1893. when that institution itself moved *o its present loca- 

tion on Massachusetts Avenue (see Sky aiul Trit'scope, December 1951, page 

27). 

With the arrival of Newcomb, whose name i:; so closely linked with the 

26 inch refractor that came in 1873 (see Shy tttul Tt,lvstmojuft October 1M73. 

page 208), and Hall, discoverer of the moons of Mais, the history ot the Ob- 

servatory becomes more familiar. 

The foundations laid from IHM) to 186S are >>nll apparent today. The 

contemporary U. S. Naval Observator) carries out transit c;rtli: observations 

to determine the fundamental celestial coordinate system, employs sophjs 

tkated atomic clocks ami photographic zenith tubes to niamuui us nine 

service, and prepares I'hf AftrtHiominjt , i/)M.**t»ic ^ionmriv /lie . i*.•*«• >tV.</' 

HphtMt'tU JitJ Siiutiiitl   \ltnan.u} aided by the latest elect; »nit Computers. 
Tiure i. also a long term program <.*i double star and parallax measure 

nicttt.s. both with the 26 inch retractor ami with, the 61 inch asttoinrmc 

rct.ltct*»r in Fhti^tail, Arizona, A new program m radio a.vtrouu-in !s 

opening yet .mother phase. The Naval Observatory continue:, to y\ \ .et 

important role in tin* growth o! American aslronumv and in the develop 

incut ol positional astronolUV . lunekce« mg .ilia navigation tin ■■<\:i ! = *ul the 

wo i Id. 
The author thanks Robert W. Rhynsburgcr, Theodor* J. Kaltem .»-ui 

Uremia ti. (,\irbi: oi the Naval Obscrvaton lor their a-.Msi.uue :*i pnpanng 

tliLs arucle. 
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